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THE NEW “FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OR
COMPULSORY LIABILITY INSURANCE ACT”
should receive your immediate attention
YOU SHOULD BUY

AUTO INSURANCE
NOW!
State Insurance

If you value your right to operate a car on the roads of Maine.

Commissioner Spencer has described this law as “ONE OF THE MOST DRAS

EFFECT

TIC AUTOMOBILE PROVISIONS JN

WHICH

ANYWHERE,

AMOUNTS IN EFFECT TO A PRACTICAL FORM OF COMPULSORY IN

SURANCE.”

AS A SPECIAL SERVICE TO OUR LIABILITY POLICYHOLDERS, WE OF
FER THE POPULAR BAIL BOND FOR ONE DOLLAR, THE $25.00 AUTO
MOBILE ACCIDENT POLICY FOR ONE DOLLAR, AND SPECIAL COLLIS

ION COVERAGE. PLACE YOUR LIABILITY IN THE ONLY OFFICE THAT
DOES OFFER THESE SPECIALTIES.

THESE SPECIAL OFFERINGS OB

TAINABLE ONLY BY CUR LIAEILITY POLICYHOLDERS.
To obtain LOWEST RATE and LOCAL CLAIM SERVICE YOU SHOULD

BUY AUTO INSURANCE FROM—

E. C. Moran Company, Inc.
STATE AGENTS

425 MAIN STREET

ROCK LAND

TELEPHONE 98

i/swiwiMNi

ANYWHERE! ANY TIME!

DANCE AT EAST UNION PAVILION

in a

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

Packard Straight 8
George B. Clark

BEGINNING JULY 23

Telephones 227-J or 162-M

86-88

Music by ROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA
"YOU JUST CAN'T HELP FROM DANCING"

86-87
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Are You Going Away On j
| Your Salary or On Part |
|
of Your Savings?
|
=
If you had begun to deposit even as little as a dolE= lar a week in this Bank twelve months ago and
S skipped no intervening weeks you would have today
= a snug sum, part of which might be used»for vacation, that’s what saving on a system means.

S

=
§
S
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But that is not all that systematic saving does—it
encourages thrift, creates ambition and increases
self-respect. If you depend on your salary for your
daily expense the daily expense will probably eat it
all up. If you save you'll deny yourself unconsciously. Start that first dollar working today.

I

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
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USED FURNITURE
SOLD
Cash or Charge Account
Astounding Store-wide Reduc
tions fcr Quick Clearance
Regardless cf Unusually Low
Pi ices we have again ruthlessly
Slashed Prices
Merchandise collected here and
there present the most interest
ing variet es offered for your in
spection.
,
Come in—look around. You’ll
be amazed at the wonderful
vahtes.
Fine assortment of Furniture,
Stoves, Desks, Office Chairs and
Oil Stoves.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
advance : single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and

\< i • i«MonaUe.

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE KICKAPOO’S PEP

MAY

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
The Coast Guard Cutter Kickapoo
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The seems to be equally at home, whether
Free Press was established In 1855 and in fighting ice or fire. The Press Herald
1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These has the following to say ^ibout an
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

interesting episode in its career, at
that port, Thursday:
“Men of the Coast Guard Cutter
—
We judge ourselves by what we feel ••* Kickapoo probably saved the State
’ier from considerable damage early
••• capable of doing, while others Judge —•. ,,,,
* us by what we have already done.-------- ' rhursday evening when, after discov* Longfellow
* I'''y ”f a tlr<* unilcr the pi<lr flooring
•••
'they ran two water lines ashore and
•F,
ga began to play water upon the Are
before the fire department arrived in
response to their alarm. The Coast
Guardsmen and firemen together
worked nearly an hour before the last
sparks were out. They met consid
When Did Broadcasting Begin?
erable difficulty in fighting the fire,
Editor of*The Courier-Gazette: —
I would greatfy appreciate your being forced to chop away flocring
advice regarding a difference of to get the hose nozzles in position to
do effective work.
opinions. A claims that Caruso, the
“The boat aboard the flreheat was
n ted tenor .-Inger, now deceased,
before his (loath broadcast over the put over the side and tried to get
under the pier, but the sub-structure
radio. 15 claims that radio did not
become practical in homes until after is so intricate that such a maneuver
Caruso’s death. Will you kindly state was useless. The fire was put out
the date of Caruso’s death, the date only after laddermen had chopped
it which the microphone was first away portions of the flooring and
used for bn adcastlng and also the inserted a cellar-pipe. A number of
the heavy timbers which support the
date when radio cabinets and loud
shakers became practical in homes? pier flooring and the pier itself were
burned.
J. T.
■'District Chief Read was of the
• * * #
Caruso was stricken while singing opinion that a cigaret was the cause
of the blaze which threatened not
at the Metropolitan Opera House in
1920, went to Italy to recuperate and only the i>ier but the Kickapoo, the
Eastern iSteamqjiip Lines' freighter
•here (Died Aug. 2, 1921. It is highly
Sagamore, and two destroyers tied
impossible that he ever sang for radio
up on the north side of the pier.
which at that time, had not reached
"Officers aboard the Kickapoo said
the broadcasting stage. Mr. Fickett,
f the* Maine Music Co., a local that Quartermaster W. Tellier, on
pioneer in the business, states that he deck watch, was the first man to
notice the fire blazing under the
had the first factory-made radio set
in Lockland, which was in 1922/ Pre wharf. He gave the fire call and the
ship's crew ran two hose lines over
vious to that time he was interested
the stern and onto the wharf. An
in the subject, but all radios here
abouts were privately made. It was other member of the crew rushed to
a telephone and gave the fire alarm.
in 1924, as he recalls, that earphones
Both lines had high pressure behind
Ix'gan to give way to the loud speaker,
them, being fed from special wreck
which gradually made its way into
ing pumps aboard the Kickapoo. and
general use in the home in connec
the sailors played the hose streams
tion with radio cabinets.— [Editor.]
from the stern of the eraft onto the
fire. Their work probably prevented
THE LOVEJOY GENEALOGY
tiie fire from gaining headway.
"The Kickapoo, stationed at RockEditor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Jani^. is. in port for the Portland
In order to brink' to completion the Yacht Club’s annual regatta, and is
publication of the geneaokigj' of the commanded by Capt. Albert Hayes,
Lovejoy Family in America, readers who was attached to the Ossipee in
of The Courier-Gazette, whose names this port from 1922 to 1925.”
are Lovejoy or who are related to
Lovejoys, are asked to send data im
DESTROYED THE DOG
mediately to the compiler of the
genealogy. Major C. E. Lovejoy,
110 Library, Columbia University, Prompt Action Taken In
New Yol k, N. Y. Names and dates are
in all cases essential.
Suspected Rabies Case—
C. E. Lovejoy
Timely Information
New York, July 16

WE WANTERKNOW!
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ADELYN BUSHNELL

“DULCY”

Purchasing Shares in the

------ : WEEK BEGINNING NEXT MONDAY NIGHT :-------

Rockland Loan and Building Association

THE PLAY—NOT THE PICTURE

on the Monthly Payment Plan

CAST OF 26 PLAYERS__________________

Ideal Savings Account

'TnnTL OVERNIGHT BUNGALOWS — GOLF — BATHING
85-87

CAN YOU SAVE $10.00 PER MONTH?
Have you ever figured what it would amount to with interest at
5'/i% per annum, compounded semi-annually?

In 5 years it will gain $98.00 and
you will have $698.00.
In 10 years it will gain $406.60 and
you will have $1606.60.
In 1 5 years it will gain $983.40 and
you will have $2,783.40.
In 20 years it will gain $2,1 I 1.70 and
you will have $4,511.70.

THIS ASSOCIATION
Has paid its depositors 5'/2% dividends since 1907. Shares may be
had at any time, and monthly deposits may be made in any amount
from $1.00 to $50.00. Start an account now and see it grow.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 School Street

Rockland, Me.

OPPOSITE THE POSTOFFICE

THE CARLTON BRIDGE

A. 11. WOODS’ SENSATIONAL 'MELO-DRAMA

‘ The Trial of Mary Dugan”

Makes the

- At lhe Sign of =
=iNor1h National Bank

M

North
National \
WORKING TOGETHER
Bank '
i

a 54-^ «

FOR OUR COMMUNITY

This Bank is always glad to co-operate
with the people and work together for

the prosperity of our community.

Our

service has proved useful to many and

we want to make it helpful to you.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

The teak, for instance, would have
to he imported from India.
On the assumption that the craft
is to be built here it would mean
steady employment for a large crew
of craftsmen until well into next
spring. Fhe yacht would cost be
tween $400,000 and $500,000, and
President Carlton E. Snow of the
1. L. Snow Company is authority
for the statement that $100,000
would lie distributed among labor
ers in this city and vicinity.
There is an even more import
ant angle, for the construction of
such a craft would mean that Rock
land would probably become a
definite yacht building center, such
as Bath has already come to be.
The I. L. Snow Company’s repu
tation for skilled workmanship is
known the entire length of the At
lantic Coast, for wherever a vessel
of the Snow fleet has gone maritime
circles have marvelled at the degree
of perfection which they attained.
President Snow and his associates
have been figuring carefully on the
proposition the past three months
and the result was the submission of
an offer in which fairness to all
concerned has been the aim.
What such a contract would
mean for Rockland in a winter that
does not loom conspicuously bright,
otherwise, is left to the speculation
of those who read this article.

TO SEND GREETINGS

Bi

the lakewood players

ROCKLAND. MAINE

MAINE FOUNDATION

The announcement in Thursday’s
issue that Ex-Governor Cobb had
been- appointed a member of the
Maine foundation commission doubt
less led' to speculation on the part of
many persons as to what it was all
about. Associate Justice Pattangall
explained in an address before the
Augusta Rotary Club Wednesday.
The Foundation is somewhat simi
lar to organizations formed in leading
cities, notably Cleveland, where sub
stantial funds are collected for the
general welfare of the community.
In speaking of Maine's handicap,
the fact that there are less than 800.000 people scattered over an area
equal to the rest of New England,
and that as a consequence people are
not very well acquainted with each
other, he stressed the helpfulness of
such organizations as Rotary clubs
and Forty clubs. He thought that
one reason why industrial develop
ment in Maine has not been rapid
was because the people were sub
divided into different sections.
Some of the aims suggested for the
Foundation were educational ad
vancement, advancement in the arts,
experimental work in industry, aid of
agriculture, aid of young men and
women going to school, establishing
of professional schools. In the last
instance the justice declared “It is
unfortunate that a man desiring a
medical or legal education is obliged
to go* out of the State to get it.’’
Another suggestion was that a re
volving fund might be established to
loan to industries in their early
stages and, when paid back, reloaned. To eliminate the chance of
private profit bylaws (which have not
yet been adopted) provide that the
governor, chief justice of tiie state
supreme court, president of on >
WHEN OLDTIMERS CLASH
Maine college and another justice of
the supreme court to be named by
the other justices, would be ex-officio
Unusual Ball Game and Unusual Field Sports At Com members of the board of trustees. As
the spcviker said, “in their hands
munity Park Next Tuesday Afternoon
would be the money and in their
minds the purposes to which it would
be put.”
Justice Psittanjgall jjpotoe of the
Next Tuesday is the big day at soon as the seven innings have been
Community Park, tor it marks the completed the diamond will he care work of the Foundation as a means
biennial appearance here of the fully swept and dusted, and a pro of developing opportunities so that
Vinalhaven Old Timer’s baseball gram of field sports will be pulled off. armies of young men and women
team, which, with ranks filled by men This will include these events—
wouldn’t he leaving the state every
whose average age is 50 years, is still
Throwing baseball, limited to play- year—by keeping the population in
tact the state can have its natural
able to give a remarkable demon es 50 years of age, or over.
stration of the national game.
Throwing basehull, limited to play growth.
In expanding the thought that “the
Again heading the island team on ers 40 years of age, or over.
its invasion of Rockland will he Bill
Witting baeball, open to all players. real eaipaeity for progress is not In
natural resources blit it is the genius
of the people who start things and
see them through,” the speaker re
ferred to such deveb pments as the
Sanford mills, the oilcloth, factory
at Winthrop. I>exter’s growth, and of
Good Will Farm at Hinckley, all suc
cessful in the place of seemingly in
surmountable obstacles.
In closing he declared that there
was just as good an opportunity to
develop this State Into a big com
munity ;lk any other, but warned
♦hat if we let opportunity slip by,
progress may be retardedi many
years. “There is no question but a
State of Maine Yankee—and by Yan
kee I mean any man who has como
here to live—can do anything an.’
man can do—I am not sure but that
he can do things no other man can
do,” concluded tiie justice.

What may develop into the fin
est piece of news that Rockland has
heard this year is the announcement
that a tentative agreement has been
reached between the I. L. Snow Co.
and.a New York multi-millionaire
for the construction of a three-mast
ed wooden yacht of the Gloucester
fisherman type.
The prospective owner has in
mind the Elizabeth Howard, which
was known in the yachting world as
“The White Ghost,” of the Glou
cester fishermen’s racing fleet, but
the craft which he plans to have
built will be very much larger—
more than 200 feet over all, as a
matter of fact.
She will measure 40 feet on the
beam and will have a loaded draft
of 20 feet. Motive power will be
furnished by two Diesel engines.
'l he moment that a contract Jias
been definitely entered into, or, put
ting it rather more conservatively,
if a contract is entered into, speedy
plans will be made for the assem
bling of materials. The design will
call for a white oak frame, oak
planking, yellow pine ceiling and
teak deck and rails. This sounds
simple enough, but the construc
tion of a craft like the, one proposed,
will mean more than a country-wide
combing for the desired articles.

HAD 88 CHILDREN

LAKEWOOD

BIG CONTRACT

Helps Prevent Bad Confla
Judge Pattangall Explains Its
gration At State Pier, In I. L. Snow Co. Has Tentative Agreement To Construct Big
Meaning and Praises Serv
Yacht For New York Millionaire
Portland
ice Clubs

Donald Moffitt of Boston who has
a summer home at North Haven
>wned
In the Pathfinder a reader asked, 1.own. a pet Irish terrier which early
began to act in a peculiar
"What is the largest family on rec-fln July
.1
ord?" He then said Gideon and eited manner. He carried the dog to Dr.
Judges 8:30. 31. I wish to eall atten W. B. Sherman, a veterinarian, in
tion to H Kings 10:1 and 8:18 which South Thomaston, but the animal
say, "And Ahab had 70 sons in S:v- escaped that night, being recaptured
maria.’ and "He walked in the ways next day, at the Snow shipyard where
of the kings of Israel, as did the house it was reported1 to have been fighting
of*Ahab: for the daughter of Ahab with an Owl’s Head dog.
The terrier was restored to the
was his wife." And then in II Chron
icles 11:21, we find a still larger custody of Dr. Sherman, developed
family, as it reads, "Itehoboam loved rabies, and was destroyed by a veter
Maachah the daughter of Absalom inarian. The head was sent to the
above all his wives and his concu- ; Massachusetts (State Laboratory for
bines: (for he took eighteen wives, examination, and the local diagnosis
ROCKLAND
and threescore concubines; and begat ! was confirmed.
District Health Officer Laughlin
20 and eight sons, and threescore
FURNITURE CO.
daughters).’’
Therefore Rehoboam who was in the city Thursday offered
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
had 88 children.—Mrs. G. T. Evans. some valuable information on this
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf
subject which is not generally under
Preston, Kansas.—The Pathfinder.
stood.
A dog which has bitten anybody
should not he destroyed before 15
days, unless it meantime developed
rabies, he said. If it does develop
rabies it should be kept alive seven
days for a brain examination in the
BOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY 8.30 A. M. TO 9.00 P. M.
laboratory. A dog suspected of hav
STANDARD TIME
ing rabies should never he shot
TEL. SKOWHEGAN 434—SEATS J1.00
through the head, as this destroys,
the brain substance and spoils the
TONIGHT and Every Night THIS WEEK
diagnosis.
at 7.30 Standard Time
Bites on the hands and feet show
better results from the Pastaeu treat
ment than bites on the face and body.
The method is inoculation, from 15
PRESENT
to 21 treatments being given. The
disease usually appears in a person
from several weeks to two or three
months’ time
—AS—
Health Officer Frohock asks that
anybody seeing a dt»g snapping or
Brilliant
Maine's
acting in strange fashion communi
Comedy
Favorite
cate with his department immedi
Success
Daughter
ately.
WITH HOWARD LINDSAY AND WALLIS CLARK OF THE
The above information is given as
ORIGINAL NEW YORK CAST
a matter of precaution.
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Receipts For the First Six
Months Are Considerably
Ahead of Last Year
Bridge receipts for the first six
months of 1929 amounted to $44,825 or
$6,880 more than for the correspond
ing period in 1928 when they amount
ed to $37,944.60 and $1 1,422.27 more
than for the six months of 1927 when
the ferries were in operation. These
figures show the gain from the bridge
over the ferry was 13 per cent for the
first six months in 1928 over 1927 and
that for the first six months of 1929
tiie bridge receipts over ferry receipts
for the corresponding period in 1927
amounted to 34 per cent. That there
is a steady increase in motoring is
shown by the fact that the first six
months of 1929 showed a gain over
I the first six months of 1928 of 18 per
cent.
,
In April, 1927, the ferries did a
greater business than the bridge in
the same month in 1928 or 1929, and in
March, 1928, the bridge did slightly
better than in March, 1929. With
these exceptions the bridge has shown
a constant increase in the six months’
period in each of the two years.

Willis Ayer Still Takes ’Em That Way

Burns, who at the age of 63 years, is
still able to go the entire route in '
pitching a game of ball. The picture
of him which appears herewith rep
resents him with somewhat piratical
features, and it is evident that our
artist has not done him justice, for
everybody knows that Bill Burns is
one of the jolliest men who ever trod
a diamond.
This year the annual meeting hetween the Vinalhaven and Rockland '
Old Timers will not lw» limited to a I
display of baseball prowess.
As

AN

Covers Westerly Entrance To Penobscot Bay and Ha3 Been
Almost Entirely Redrawn
St. George River and Muscle Ridge chan he Is, and at critical points have
Channel Chart No. 312, published by been indicated by larger and plainer
the IT. S. Coast and Geodetic. Survey, figures, ami details which might tend
has just come out in a new edition to obscure the more important fea
according to an announcement by tures have been eliminated, or at least
Lieut. Commander R. F. Luce, in given less prominence, wherever pos
charge of the New England district of sible.
that service, at 92 State street, Bos
Two other issues of charts of that
ton.
service which have also just come
Tills chart, covering the westerly from press are: a new edition of chart
entrance to Penobscot Hay, has been 231 of Saco Bay and vicinity, which
almost entirely redrawn in order to shows latest surveys in tiie Saco
make it much clearer and easier to River and entrance channel; and a
read, and therefore more useful and new issue of chart 325 of Portland
of more value to the yachtsman and Harbor, wldch includes the results of
the maritime public. Reefs, shoals, surveys in Fore River, changes on the
and the various channels have been i flats South of Martin's Point, and late
outlined much more clearly, import-(changes in buoys throughout the harant soundings on shoal areas, in bor.
SOME DRY EMBASSIES

LEARN to FLY
THE CURTISS WAY
Starts your aviation career cor
rectly. Prepare Io fly by en
rolling in one of the famous
CURTISS GROUND SCHOOLS.

24 INTERESTING LECTURES, $50

Watchmaker

GROUND SCHOOL DIVISION

UPPER MOUNTAIN STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE

69*8102

Backward
race—running
back
ward from first base to third, limited
to players 40 ytars of age or over.
Relay broad jump, Vinalhaven and
Rockland Old Timers.
Barnyard golf tournament.
Prizes will be givtn to the win
ners of each event.
The hall game begins at 2.30.
When the sports are completed the
teams and guests will go to Community Sweet Shop for supper.
Admission to ball game and sports
is free.

IMPORTANT CHART

FRANK W. GOULD
Experience among the leading jewel
ers of America

Burns, Vinalhaven’s 63-Year-Old
Wonder, In Action

Send for Information

CURTISS FLVIKG SERVICE
TUESDAY EVENINGS AT 7.30
THORNDIKE HOTEL

87-92

When Ambassador Dawes at Lon
don spoke “straight from the shoul
der’’ and announced that his house
would he dry the report was heard
round the world. And it led to the
discovery that other American em
bassies in Europe have quietly put
the same rule Into effect It was
learned that the IT. S. legation in Den
mark has been dry Cor two years. At
Berlin, too. the embassy is’ dry. hut
none of the entertaining is done there.
The minister to Norway also is a
total abstainer, while at several other
capitals it appeared that American
diplomats rarely tasted wines, and
then only to be “polite,”—The Path
finder,

Pasadena Woman Interested
In Our Three-Quarter Cen
tury dub
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Will you please inform me who is
president of the Three Quarter Cen
tury Club, when and where it meets
for its annual convention? I desire to
send my greetings.
I arrived in Pasadena. Calif., Nov.
15, 1927. Made the trip alone across
the continent in my 79th year. Owing
to the flood in Vermont, I had to come
by way of New York, changing my
reservations made for a direct trip
to Chicago. I had a delightful jour
ney by way of the Santa Ee rolfR. The
climate here is wonderful; nights
always cool however warm the days.
Have found the people very kind, and
bristling with hospitality.
I would invite all who can to come
to Southern California, especially
Pasadena for a vacation, the land of
sunshine and flowers.
Elizabeth Conley
215 South Marengo avenue, Pasadena,

Calif.
(The convention is held in Auburn
Monday, Aug. 26. Hon. George C.
Wing of Auburn is president.—Ed.]

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The loss*
of these tastes Is a loss of happiness. Charley
Darwin.

A PRAYER
Let me do my work each day, and If the
harkened hours of despair overcome me.
May I not forget the strength that comforted
Me In the desolation of other times. May I
Still remember tin* bright hours that found me
Walking over the silent hills of my childhood.
Or dreaming on the margin of the quiet river.
When a light glowed within me
And 1 promised my early God to have
Courage amid the tempests of the changing
years.

Spare me from the bitterness and sharp pas
sion
Of unguarded moments. May I not forget
That poverty and riches are of the spirit.
Though the world knows me not.
May my thoughts and actions be such
As shall keep me friendly with myself.
Lift up my eyes from the eartli and let me
Not forget the uses of the stars.

Forbid that I should judge others lest I con
demn myself.
Let me not feel the glamour 6f the world.
But walk calmly in my path. Give me
A few friends who will love me for what lam.
And keep ever burning before my vagrant steps
The kindly light of hope; and though
Age and Infirmity overtake me. and I
Come not vnthln sight of the castle of my
dreams.
Teach me still to be thankful for Ilf©
And for Time’s olden moments that are
Good and sweet : and may the evening twilight
Find me gentle still.
- Max Ehrmann.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-T1MES-A-WEE K

Rockland Me.. Jlily 2«. 1829.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, whc
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of July 18, 1929, there was
printed a total of 6350 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 20, 1929
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RAMBLES AFIELD
Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.

WHY?

WHY?

—

WHY?

Probate
Here are some questions and answers that will give you some excellent '
information on the new Majestic radios. Distributed locally by HouseSherman, Inc.

Question: Why do the new models have so much less back-ground
noise?
Answer: Because Majestic engineers have fullest use of the principle
of Power Detection which permits detection to oqcur at the proper point on
the characteristic curve cf the detector tube. This principle has two effects,
namely that it results in much better Tone being passed on to the audio
amplifier and further permits the elimination of the first stage of audio
amplification which has always been the source of a great deal of back
ground noise.

The NEWand

-T—

Court

The July term disposes of
Routine Matters—Inventories
Filed.

BURPEE’S

Sale of

[Fifth Ramble]
,
Wills probated: Addie L. Carver,
If ye abide in me and my words
l
In
the
long-ago
days of wood fires (
late of Vina Ilia ven, Leon fW. Sanborn,
abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will
those who cherished house plants
Exr.; Laura M. Suttle. late of Cam
and it shall be done unto you.—John
through the cold winter contrived
den. Charles S. Robinson. Exr.;
15:7.
| various ways and means to evade
Mahala L. Vlnal, late of V’inalhaven,
-j.lack Frost during the night when the
Louise B. Folsom and Edith Vinal
“ fire got low, and I well remember a
Smith, Exs.; Phyllis Tolman Morse,
Few who write to the newspa
; contrivance at my heme which aftQuestion: Why is it not possible to use an electric phonograph pickup
late of Thomaston, F. L. S. Morse.
per realize that thirty lines will
, erward stood in the open chamber on these New Majestic models?
Exr.: John M. Johnson, late of South
We are dirpcL-ng cf our entire stock of the famous
secure a hundred readers, while
for several summers. It was home
Thomaston, Edward Johnson, Exr.
Answer: The principle of Power Detection makes necessary the use of
Edison
Diamond Disc Instruments. Just read the
half a column secures one.
made and I fancy it was also “wom 250 volts on the plate of the detector tube. TtUs voltage is too strong for
Wills filed for notice: f Evelyn M.
an made,” for I don't think any male the average pickup, and it will therefore not work.
Bihod. late of Vinalhaven, naming
list
of
bargains.
Then be on hand Saturday after
human would have shouldered the
Sara B. Pattershall Exx.; Alexander
CAMDEN SCORES AGAIN
noon
and
evening.
responsibility of bringing such a non
Question: Why are the new IMajestic models so much m -re selective
H. Blood, late of Vinalhaven, nam
descript and half built article into than other sets?
ing Sara II. Pattershall, Exjf.
The unparalleled beauty of Cam existence.
ju
J
It fulfilled its mission
Petitions for probate of foreign
Answer: In the new Majestic models, there are six tuned cbrults
sub- employed in filtering out undesired signals. Five of these circuits are tuned
den’s scenery, combined with its. however, and also furnished
will granted: Estates Joseph Sailer, I
ject
for
conversation
during
the
infre

late of Philadelphia. Pa., Mary Low- ’
by a five gang condenser and one of them is tuned by the antenna tuner, the
exceptional harbor facilities, was again
quent visits of my playmates to my
her Sailer, Alice Welsh Sailer, and
forced home this week, with the visit end of that open chamber with its two control for which is found on the front of the panel. This is the first time
Joseph Sailer Jr., Exrs.; Nettie A. I
in radio history that a live gang condenser has been employed in a set cost
of the Boston Yacht Club. The fleet shelves and trundle bed. for all who ing less than $359.00 to $450.00. No Wonder customers are saying "You
Pellett, late of New York City, Frank
$200 model, soiid mahogany cabinet, complete with
S’. Pellett, Exr.
sailed into port Wednesday afternoon saw it were sure to ask. “What on Cannot Buy a Better Radio At Any Price.”
earth is that thing in the corner?”
Petitions for administration grant- '
latest diamond reproducer. A wonderful instruand found a stage setting that out- which question led to a long and vol
Question: Why dio the new Majestic models have so much Power on
ed: Estates Mary J. Burton, late of
rivalled a million-dollar motion pic uble explanation on my part.
AT wave lengths?
Union, Edward K. Gould, Admr.; I
Half table, half wooden sink it
ture production. It was an old story
Janies E. Thomas, late of Isle au Haut,
Answer: Attached to the end of the five gang condenser is an automatic
32 RECORDS FOR $10.00
seemed, with an upright strip of wood sensitivity control which rotates as the five gang condenser is tuned. This’
Percy T. Clarke, Admr.; Elizabeth H.
to the Bay State yachtsmen, for they
at each corner sticking straight up
Starrett,
late
of
Warren,
Bertha
A.'
have included Camden in their itin into the air some three or four feet. automatic sensitivity control keeps the set operating at highest efficiency
Starrett, Admx.: Ella Ilewes, late of |
on either the high, medium or 1. w \^tve lengths. Not only is the set made
erary many years, yet the kaleido On cold nights a quilt was thrown
Rockport, Charles S. Gardner, Admr.;
more
sensitive
but
also
because
of
the
increased
efficiency
at
all
wave
$200 model, one of the very latest Edison designs.
Ward M. Stetson, late of Warren
scope never turns without revealing over these uprights and fastened at lengths, selectivity is improved at all wave lengths.
the sides, while inside stood the
Abbie
J.
Stetson.
Admx.
This is a wonderful value—
AA
some new charm in this picturesque cherished plants thus protected from
Question: Is the audio amplifier the same as last year? If so, why is
Petitions for administration filed
Megunticook town, and the visitors cold and frost through the night. It the Tone so noticeably improved?
and granted: Estates Fred H. Calder24 RECORDS FOR $5.00
were quite lost in admiration of it, must have been a highly ornamental
wood. late of Vinalhaven. Julia C.
Answer: -As explained above, the principle cf Power Detection makes
piece of furniture during the day. as
Johnson. Admx.; Lincoln H. Young !
under such favorable circumstances it was built from old odd pieces for an improvement in T.-ne quality and in addition the use of the new
late of Rockport, Harry W. Young.
as marked their stay there Wednes picked up about the place and 245 amplifier tubes operating at 250 volts gives an undistorted output
SPECIAL MODEL—A sample Edison instrument
Admr.
slightly greater than that obtained from one CX-350 operating at over 460
resembled
nothing
on
earth
nor
in
the
day and Thursday. There are three
Petitions for administration filed
volts. Incidentally, nearly all sets this year use the 245 tubes but very, very
sent us to display the latest triumph of Edison Dia
heavens
above
nor
in
the
waters
be

for notice:
Estates Lawrenington
other reasons which make Camden
few of them are using it at full efficiency, as you will notice by checking the
neath.
Marshall,
late
of
Rockland,
naming
mond Disc. We have marked this
the natural lodest<ne for visiting
We had strange names for some of B voltage readings < n the plates of the tubes. Majestic is not making any
Percy L. Hupper. Admr.; Cora E. |
yachtsmen. The first is the presence our plants in those days nearly every attempt io “fool’’ the public on this point.
27 RECORDS FOR $5.00
Studley, late of Warren, naming I
Wendell A. Studley, Admr.
there of that gallant commodore and thing being called some kind of a
Question: Why don’t the new Majestic ‘models employ screen grid
“geranium.” A large-leaved reddish tubes?
Petition for administration d.b.n.
ardent sportsman, Cyrus II. K. Curtis, begonia was a beefsteak geranium,
granted: Estate Elmer E. Thomas,
Answer: A short time ago a dealer brought us a letter from some
who is a tremendous favorite with all while saxifraga sarmentosa with its
TERMS OF $1.00 WEEKLY ON ANY MODEL
late of Isle au Haut, Percy T. Clarke. '
Bay Staters who visit that port; the many runners was called otaheite and advertising concern showing that on a recent survey 79% of the dealers
Admr.
d.b.n.
strawberry geranium which late- who answered the survey said they preferred not to use screen grid tubes
Petitions to determine inheritance
second is the beautiful home of the
name 1 sometimes hear applied to it because of the increase of service and less stability of operation. Dealers
tax granted: Estates Clara M. Jor- '
Camden Yacht Club, which Commo even now in these more enlightened have answered this question for themselves. It is a matter of pride to us
dan. Frank II. Jordan. Admr.; John j
dore Curtis made possible; and the days. A parlor maple was “fairy bell’’ that the Majestic Company has had the foresight to anticipate this situation
H. Sinex. Mary M. Sinex, Exx.
91
and
relieve
the
dealer
of
selling
a
piece
of
new
and
untried
merchandise
to
and
a
begonia
with
white
blossoms
Petition to determine Inheritance
third is the united front which Cam
was known all over the neighborhood his customers.
tax filed for notice: Estate George A. |
den business men present in wel as “wax plant.” And the memory of
Question: Why are the new models so absolutely free from any trace Power detection and the new -45 tubes plus Lawry, late of Rockland, Rockland
coming an organization like the Bos those waxy white blossoms brings me
four tuned stages of radio frequency enable National Bank. Admr.
of A. C. hum?
Maiestic to produce the most i«owxriul and
ton Yacht Club. Small wonder that to the subjects on which I meant to
Petition for new license to sell real
selective radio set ever built. Absolutely no
Answer:
The
new
and
improved
circuit
and
the
use
cf
heater
type
write when starting on this article.
hum
and no oscillation at any wave length. estate filed and granted: Estate Alton I
the parting word's of the visitors
tubes,
together
with
improvements
in
the
power
pack,
make
it
possible
for
One of these produces blossoms of
Automatic sensitivity control gives uniform L. Butler. Arthur J. Clark, Admr.
I
were: “We are coming again!”
sensitivity and amplification in both high and
the same wax like texture of that the publioto at least buy a radio receiver without any trace of A. C. hum.
Petitions
for
confirmation
of
low wave lengths. Improved Majestic Super1 .ng-ago white begonia, but the shape
Dynamic Speaker. Extra heavy, sturdy Ma trustee granted:
Estates Georgie
Question: Why is the finish of the new cabinets so much better than
jestic Power-Pack, with positive voltage-bal Reury. Charles M. Kalloch, Charles H.
is much different and the plant ever before?
MEMORIALIZING KNOX
Us Democrats don’t care where the)
And then there’s the flapper who
last,
insures
long
life
and
safety.
Early
English
is an aquatic, or nearly so, as it
Answer: Because there is 259% (2% times) as much actual material design cabinet cf American U»alnut. Instru Berry and Charles A. Emery, trus Republican party was born if we thought * Master and Man" a book on
is found in the edges of ponds, or
ment panel overlaid with genuine imported tees; Alice P. Starrett, City of Rock
From Winchcombe, England, there brooks. The common name for it is vvarnish. lacquer, stain, etc.,) being used to finish these new cabinets.
Australian Laeewood. E^utcheoo plate and land. trustee.
could only know when it is going to the modern marriage relationship.—
knobs finished in genuine silver.
comes a letter addressed to the com arrowhead and the leaf shows plainly
San Francisco Chronicle.
l*etition for license to sell personal be laid to rest.—Dallas News.
filed and granted: Estate
mittee of the Knox Memorial Asso how it got its name. It i. beautiful
Get a FREE Home Demonstration estate
NEED EMPLOYMENT
ON THE WARPATH
and so is its companion, whose com
Theresa B. Clough, Therese C. Smith,
ciation, which falling in with the mon name is pickerel weed and whose
If Ycur AUTOMOBILE has a worn
Exx.
or leaky top
occasion of the celebration of the blossoms are blue. These two plants
Petition perpetual care of burial
“Confinement of Human Be Congressman White Invades
General Knox birthday it is pertinent are often found growing side by side.
lot filed and granted: Estate Theresa
DILL’S AUTO-TOP
Penobscot County For
ings Without It Barbar
B. Clough. Therese C. Smith, Exx.
to spread bef re a general circle of Those who have facilities for uVowing
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
aquatic plants should include these
Resignation
filed
for
notice:
Es

COATING
readers. This The Courier-Gazette two pnd I feel sure they will enjoy
Senatorial Support
ous,” Says Gov. Gardiner
tate Frank Tighe Pearsons of St. 1
will till ilil the iiltle cracks anil porous
has permission of the committee to them quite as much as they do the
George, Harry S. Pearsons, Guardian. !
p’aceji an I make the top positively
Hon. Wallace II. White, Jr., who is
Gov. Gardiner of Maine described
larger and more showy water lilies.
Petition for guardian granted: Es
do, and the letter follows:
WA'Ttrl-l’KOOF.
While on the subject of water confinement of normal human beings now serving his sixth term as rep
tate Charles L. Libby of Warren, Ed-,
Knox Memorial Association: Gentle plants. I should like to know the name
resentative in Congress for the Sec
Buy it locally. For Sa'e by Hardware
FLEET DISBANDS
ward S. Spear, Guardian.
men:—1 have b en traveling through of a small plant I used to see round without employment as “barbarous ond Maine District, spent Monday in
Dealers and by some Garages. Acces
Petitions for allowance filed for
different parts of England this beau the edge of the lake when we went on punishment” in an address before Bangor and vicinity in a survey of
sory Stores, and Auto-top Trimmers.
tiful summer, visiting the scenes cf picnics to Cobe Wiley’s former home the governors’ conference in New the political lay of the land in that Boston Yachts Leave Cam notice: Estates Ella Hewes. George j
R. Hewes. Admr.; Warren E. Borne- i
h
.fJiLL’S AUTO-TOP PATCHING
my boyhood life, so that your letters in Lincolnville. These plants were
region preliminary though active
den In a Drizzle But With man. Nellie O. C. Borneman. Admx.
'
CEMENT
have only just come to hand. I have but a few inches high and reared London, Connr, Tuesday.
work
in
his
campaign
f
r
the
Re

Petitions
for
license
to
sell
real
Speaking at the crime session which
been reading extracts from a log that their spikes of blossoms some two or
For F.ips and Holes
Sunny
Memories
publican
nomination
for
the
United
estate
granted:
Estates
Pemalia
A.
my father kept. He was a captain in three inches above the surface of the opened the conference. Governor
Rankin. John L. Tewksbury, Admr.:
the British Navy. and during the water. The blossom was a seed-like GardiAer urged his colleagues to ad States Senate in the primary of June,
In marked contrast to the beautiful Hezekiali Hemenway, Herbert L.
that arose between affair, reminding one of the smart vocate a policy of productive em 1930. He conferred with certain of
unpleasantne
the two countries, America and Great weed and heart’s ease blossom, which ployment for inmates of prisons of the political powers here in Bangor. weather which had featured the three Grinnell. Admr.; Margaret E. Thomas,
Britain, from 1812'to 1814. he was in are polygonums, so I fancy this little their states. He emphasized the need Old Town and in Hampden, met oil days’ cruise of the Boston Yacht Walter C. Fogg, Guardian.
Petition for distribution filed fori
command of a war vessel « n the plant may also belong to that family, of such employment to help prison friends, made new acquaintances and Club in Knox County waters was the
Lakes. Captured by the Americans, but as I felt it incumbent on me to ers to retain or develop a healthy at generally busied himself, with appai- .downpour of yesterday morning notice: Estate Letitla A. Montgomery.
he was a prisoner of war for several keep with the crowd that day I had titude toward life and pointed out ent enjoyment, in peering into the[^’^c^ almost obscured from the vis- Harold A. Boggs, Exr.
iting yachtstnen’s view the rugged
Accounts allowed: Estates Annie V.
months, in some part of New Eng no opportunity to paddle about in the the advantage of industrial training future of this political.
The advent of Congressman White background of Camden’s beautiful Bradbury, first and final, Eva. M.
land. before he was exchanged. That water and gather flowers for analy and experience to ex-convicts after
Kirk. Exx.: Oliver Farnsworth, first
in these parts will give the primary scenery.
was in 1814. I often wonder what be
their release.
sis.
The itinerary called for an early and final. Louisa A. Farnsworth, Exx-:
would think should he come to life
•But,” he said, “any task may be campaign hereabout as much added departure for Buck's Harbor, but the Almeda O. Smith, first and fiflal, Eve
Perhaps somfc one with more ex
today, to find one of his 12 children perience than I have had may be able laborious, but unless it is produc impetus as such campaigns usually
sailings were delayed until noon lyn W. Vinal, Admx.: Richard H.
a citizen af the country that he fought
tive, it cannot be dignified with the acquire in broiling hot weather from when the radio had given assurance Rurpee. first and final, Security
to name it for me.
against. He died in my childhood.
Adella F. Veazie
term ‘labor.’ If we are to give prison the first appearance of ,one of the as of clearing weather and a fair Sat Trust Co., Trustee; Freeman Well
I choosing a seafaring life, drifted
Rankin street. Rockland.
ers employment, we must make them pirants. He will go from here to urday. The yachtsmen were tendered man. final. Walter H. Butler. Trustee;
into New York and from there to
County, and visit other i
»r t
producers and it must be conceded Aroostook
e .
,
a hall at Buck s Harbor, and by this Mary W. Y’oung, first and final, T. J.
Rockland. Maine, where I made my
that to some extent somewhere they parts of the great north and east of. time the fleet has disbanded, with Young, Admr.
BASEBALL
BRIEFS
home.
must come into competition with free Maine in pursuance of a systematic! the craft heading back homeward, at
Accounts filed .and allowed: Estates
I feel that every American citizen,
»nd general survey of the entire State
Clara M. JordaA first and final, Frank
The concluding game of the Twi men and women who are or might be battlefield, and his visit will have the will.
especially those born ii that country,
At
morning
colors
Thursday
the
H. Jordan, Admr.; Mary D. Putnam,
should feel a pride in assisting your light League for the present week, laborers in the same field. The prob effect of stimulating interest, even
entire fleet of the Boston Yacht Club first and final, Jennie A. Putnam.
lem is to keep such competition at a
great enterprise—the building of a
was also the best of the series. St. minimum and free labor has the right thus early, in the great three-cor dressed ship in honor of Commodore Admx.; Mary Agnes Durant, second
The Petroleum Heat and Power Company's mer
memorial to Gen. Knox—even in ever
nered fight that is shaping up—for it
so small a* way: in fact. I think the George defeated the American Legion- to expect such protection as may be is assumed that there will be three in Cyrus II. K. Curtis, who visited the and final, Frank H. Ingraham. Guar
ger with Nokol has brought about a long desired
greater number of subscribers, the Forty Club combine 5 to 1, but the consistent with successful operation it, iSenator Arthur R. Gould of flagship to renew old friendships with dian: Susie P. Vose. first and final.
the officers and members of the Bos Abiathar L. Vose. Admr.; Melbourne
better it shows the patriotism of the game was not nearly as one-sided as of prisons.”
situation in the oil burner industry, which is being
Flagship Lyndonia and A. Spear, first and final, John M.
it sounds. Wotton was hit hard in
Gov. Gardiner warned- against a Presque Isle, former Governor Ralph ton club.
people.
O. Brewster of Dexter ar.d Mr. Whit •
I am enclosing a check for $25. with only one inning, but the attack was provincial attitude in states toward from the mill town on the Androscog other craft of the Camden Yacht Club Brennan, Admr.
Accounts filed for notice; Estates
felt from coast to poast.
also dressed ship.
my best wishes that “Montpelier” sufficient to put the lid on the home prison products and said the prob
gin.
The visiting yachtsmen were greeted Alice P. Starrett, first. Edward K.
lem should be regarded nationally.
shall be a lasting monument to the team’s chances.
In the absence of any retraction with another splendid day, the first Gould. Exr.; Lizzie E. Williamson,
St. George looks better and better
“It is natural,” he said, ’that a
memory of so great a man as General
We appreciate the necessity of service—prompt,
Knox. How proud we will all fee! as the season progresses, with every state would seek first of ail to pro or qualification of his flat-footed part of which was spent on automo first and final, Charles II. Leach.
to know that even in a small way. we man on the team playing heads-up tect its own people and regulate statement to The News a year ago bile trips as guests of Camden Board Admr.; E. Frank Knowlton, first. Z.
efficient and thorough-going in every particular.
are assisting in making that event baseball and by no means wholly de prison industry so as to interfere that he has no idea of retiring. -Sen of Trade. In the afternoon the fea M. Dwinal and O. H. Emery, Admrs.;
pendent upon their pitching ace, Sim locally Us little
possible. But ator Gould may be looked upon as ture was a special handicap sailing Tulia E. Giles, first and final, Harris
possible.
Our door is truly the door to service, before, during,
T also feel proud that I am a citizen mons. 'Ixiweil did very good work in the problem transcends state lines. a candidate for renomination. Brew race, held in honor of Commodore Polise, Admr.; George A. Lawry, first
ster will be in it with all his dy Curtis and the Camden Yacht Club, and final. The Rockland National
of a country where Life. Liberty, and Thursday night's game.
In the struggle to make prisons par
Bank, Admr.; Frank Tighe Pearsons,
and after the purchase of any Nokol Product.
the Pursuit of Happiness is guaran
tially self-supporting it is essential namic force and masterful skill, with members of the latter being enter
The score:
first and final, Harry S. Pearsons.
teed to all its citizens who live up to
there be little confT’ct between states. a Winning personality added—and ' tained by the power boat division of
St. George
Guardian: Cyrus L. Gahan, first and
and obey the laws and institutions
There must he exchange of products now comes White, also resourceful, the Boston Yacht Club in order that
all r hh po a
experienced and personally agree;a»ble.f they might follow the race over the final. Albert II. Newbert, Admr.:
of that country.
A. E. Wingfield.
in
such
way
as
to
bring
incomes
to
2 L
Letitia A. Montgomery, first and
Archer, e .......
individual prisons and to avoid hurt That makes a trio fit to wage a entire distance. Ideal racing con final, Harold A. Boggs. Exr.; Fidelbattle interesting and even exciting, ditions were experienced and a strong
” Before the keen vision and nimble Simmons. 2b
ful
competition
to
free
labor."
phus Newbert, first and final, Frank
Monahan, cf ..
Gov. Gardiner said the problem of and the very best of political enter southwest wind sent the boats over R. Miller. Admr.: Edward H. Clarry.
recollection of some astute reader Lowell, p ......
tainment is promised for the coming the course in record time.
employment
is
more
acute
in
county
shall have dealt with this column’s Smith, lb .... .
Six yachts came to the line and first and final. Alice Clarry Walker.
jails than in state prisons, pointing months.
circus allusion, let us repair the fatilt Davidson, ss .,
Gould beat -Baxter largely on the sailed a triangular course of approxi Exx.
out that small numbers of prisoners
Inventories filed: Estates of Hiram
of a hastily drawn-upon memory by Wilson, 3b ....
and small budgets make employment plea for fair play in the distribu- mately eight miles. The boats fin Tolman, $95; Warren E. Borneman,
Carlson, rf ...
tion of high political honors.
j ished in this order: Indra, Capt. W. $3,561.38: Ada C. Carle. $2,600; Had
difficult.
quoting in full the opening verse of Wheeler, if ...
Baxter won, both senators from M. Pond; Dorella Second, Vice Com
lie said he thought productive cmthe song with which the clowns of
Maine would have been residents of modore H. F. Hill; Mandarin, Rear ley D. Prouty, $4,632.03; Merritt F.
ployment
such
as
road
'building
both
18 8 3
21
Portland, and that was something Commodore R. W. Linscott; Seejack Lenfest. $3,225; William A. 'Blake,
those remote but roseate days used
useful
in
developing
a
healthy
attii n r
.u
$3,815; William H. Perkins. $2,139.80;
Legion-Fcrty
,
‘
for the great north and E. S. Kelley; Primrose Five, Walter George F. Fogg, $1,860; Albert Lewis
to delight the circus audiences;
tude
and
in preventing harmiun ,.nmcom-i unthmkuble
.
east.
In the nomination and elec- Huggins.
ab r bh pc
Clark. $1,362.59; Mary Theresa Dunpetition with free labor.
Van Aniburgh is the man
Commodore W. W. Nichols’ sloop ton. $650; Wilson D. Barron. $2,938.56;
.... 3 0 '0 3
That gets up all the shows.
Flanagan. If ...........
The speaker said the effects of tion of Gould the political balance
was
preserved,
and
all
is
well
with
'
Marigold
sailed
a
fast
race
but
withHe goes Into the lion’s cage
Rogers, lb .............
Georce W. Robinson, $41,747.43; Julia
the Hawes-Cooper bill which goes
And shows you what he knows :
Sanborn, 3b ...........
into effect in 1934 will be far reach the Republican party of Maine. N»»w j drew at the finish line. On corrected E. Giles, $1,000; John H. Sinex.
He puts Ids head in the lion's mouth
F. Mealey, cf .........
And keens it there awhile.
ing and pointed out that because comes Mr. White, whose home town time the Mandarin was found to be $8,912.20; Benjamin C. Perry. $113is within 36 miles of Portland, where j
winner with Primrose Five sec 246.48.
And then he takes it out again
Allen, 2b ................
prison goods under the bin are di lives
And looks all round to smile.
Senator Hale. In the event of' ond. The Mandarin is a new auxiliary
Wotton. p ...............
vested of their interstate character
Then with a crash of the brass and H. Mealey, ss ........
HAS A KNOX DEED
upon arrival in> the state of theii his success, both senators would | schooner, measuring 49 feet over all.
.r s
The harbor was densely populated
the full strength of the company Wentworth, rf ......
destination and, therefore the sale come from the extreme southwestern
corner
of
the
State,
ond
we
»
w
ith
sailing
and
power
boats
while
Given
For
Land
In
Lincolnville
a Cen
gathered around the ringside came Milligan, lb ........ .
of such goods whatever their origin,
Duty, c ....................
will be a matter for absolute regula should have the stiuation, the un- I the1 race was on and hundreds of sumtury
and
a
Quarter
Ago
the chorus:
equal allotment of political honors I mer visitors and residents lined the
25 1 3 18 5 0 tion with each state.
The result will be, he said, that against which the party revolte 1 in ' harbor front.
The elephant now goes round,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
St. George ............... 0 0 0 4 1 0 x—5 many existing state prisons indus 1926. Hence there wIH be unusual I Thursday night the regatta oomThe hand begins to play.
I have in my possession a deed of
Those boys around the monkey's cage
Legion-Forty ....... 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—1 tries will have to be reorganized and interest in the outcome of C« ngicss- ' mjttee awarded the prizes to the racHad better keep out the way.
Bases on balls, off Lowell 2, off many of the 16 states already pro man White's attempt to bre k into ing captains and crews, this event land given by Gen. Henry Kiwx of
Wotton 1. Struck out by i/owell 7. viding state regulation will have to the great northeast.—iDargir Daily taking place on the Dorella Second, Thomaston to my great-uflele Gideon
Young of Lincolnville, (then called
$1 GETS YOU $2.37
by Wotton 8. Umpire, Fred Knight. make their laws conform to the fed News.
with Commodore Curtis a guest of
New Canaan). The deed given in
honor.
Scorer, Ernest Hawley.
1801 was of a tract of land of “one
eral law.
Farmers who belong to the 27 Dairy
• » • »
TO BUILD GIANT SHIPS
hundred acres and no more,’* for the
Herd Improvement Associations in
Next
week’s Twilight
League
sum of one hundred and eight dollars.
About the most important thing
Illinois last year received $2.37 for games are:
It Is signed b>’ the General and his
Construction of two new giant
in this glorious machine age is to
every $1 worth of feed their cows con
Monday night—Chisox vs. Legion- make your will.—Ohio State Journal. ocean liners each to cost $25,900,000,
j wife. Lucy Knox. The document
104 Park Street, Cor. Broadway
Rockland
sumed. The income on 10.000 cows In
, states that the land was surveyed by
Forty.
for the United States Lines will be
these associations was a half a mil
Tuesday night—St. George vs. Cen
1 John Harkness on the 15th of Novem
started early in 1930. Keels will be
Telephone 127
lion dollars more than the return from tral Maine-Thistles.
ber, 1797. The ink has faded! but a
1-aid in Philadelphia, Newport News,
10,000 average cows in the state.
When
very
little
and
the
writing
is
good,
Thursday night—9t. George vs.
or Camden. N. J., and the contract fills
These association cows average "3 Chisox.
showing that people knew how tf>
nervous, tired, worried or despondent it is a for their completion within thro-»
per cent more milk and hutterfot than
vs.
write and to make good ink in ye
Will find it to their advantage to
Friday night—Legion-Forty
sure sign you need MOTT’S NERVERINE years. The ships will resemble the
the average cow, according to .1. li. Cent ra 1 M a i ne - Th i st les.
olden times.
PILLS. They renew the normal vigor and Leviathan, flagship of the United
consign
their
shipments
to
—
Brock, dairy extension specialist for
Mrs. Etta Witherspoon Martin
make lile worth living. Be sure and ask lor States Lines and formerly the Ger
the Vniversity of Illinois College of
6 Mill street, Camden.
man
ship
Vaterland.
Both
will
be
The tariff hili passed by the House Mott’s Nerverine Pill#
Agriculture—Capper’s Farmer.
REG U S RAT OFF.
Almeder, Eames & Co.
slightly longer than the Leviathan.
helps the fanner in spots and hurts j WILLIAMS MFC. CO.Prop,., Cleveland. O.
AUTOMATIC OIL HEATING FOR HOMES
In this country it is the flppper vote
They will measure 956 feet and have a
Commission
Merchants
Although many people think the him ail over. Oh. what a tangled weh (
rather than the flapper vote which
DRUG STORE displacement of 56,000 tons. The pas
87-89
tariff wall is com..used of gold
53 Commercial St., Boston, Mass.
keeps the politicians awake o’ nights.
senger capacity will be 4,900. Th »
L|mcrock and Main Streets
bricks, it is usually built by leg roll- we weave when first we practise to.
80-92
—Boston Transcript.
vessels already have b.en designed.
relieve!—The New Yorker.
jng.—Virglnian-l’ilot.
i
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ItOffersYou

Exclusively
POWER

Sale Opens Saturday Noon

$49.50

$0*7.VV

ft A

$”O.UU

Model

$13722'less tubes

House-Sherman, Inc.

A New
Heating
Service

?hex*e is nothing

so important to the com
fort of your family as auto
matic oil heat. There is
nothing so important as
getting the right oil burner.
35,000 satisfied owners
will tell you that Nokol is
the most efficient, most
economical oil burner made.
Let us tail you more about it.

you feel

Blueberry, Live and
Dressed Poultry
Shippers

Thurston Oil Co.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

A State Institution for Knox
County and Eastern Maine

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

July 23—(Baseball, Rockland Old Timers
vs. Vinalbaven Old Timers at Community Park.
July 24—Annual fair and supper under the
auspices of the Woman’s Auxiliary of St.
Peter’s Church.

TRADING IN MARGINS

New York Broker Explains
Difference Between Spec
ulation and Gambling
Having in mind his interesting and

COMING REUNIONS

Awr. 1 49th annual reunion of Ingraham
talk of a year ago,
family, Penobscot View Orange hall, <ilen- informing
cove.
the Rotarians at yesterday’s noon
Aug. 14 24th annual reunion of descend
ants of Kbenezer Hall. Penobscot View Grange day luncheon were pleased to have
hall, Glencove.

$10,000.00
Needed to complete the First Story of the Science
Building as a “Home” for the Knox Academy of Arts
and Sciences, Work on the building has begun.
Wanted—1000 persons to give $1.00 each; 100
to give $25.00 each; 200 to give $10.00 each; 300
to give $5.00 each; 10 to give $100.00 each; and
5 to give $ 1,000.00 each;
Send checks and cash to the treasurer, ENSIGN
OTIS, Rockland, Maine.
Previously acknowledged .............................................................$3,771.25
Governor Wm. Tudcr Gardiner, Augusta .............................

5.00

Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., Rockland ...................................................

1.00

Mrs. M. Blanche Rich, Camden ...................................................

5.00

Walter P. Conley, Camden .....*...................................................

5.00

Charles D. North. M. D., Rockland .............................................

5.00

A. W. Foss, M. D., Rockland ........................................................

5.00

Mrs. George W. Smith, Rcckland...............................................

5.00

E. J. Wardwell, Camden ..............................................................

5.00

Mrs. A. V. Elmore, Camden ........................................................

5.00

Charles O. Montgomery. Camden ...............................................

10.00

Mrs. Caroline

C. Gorwaiz, Thomaston ..................................
100.00
<
■
$3,922.25

We are waiting to hear from those 1000 Knox County persons.
Slip a dollar bill into an envelope and mail to the treasurer.
Larger amounts gladly received.

cst cake
I ever

Guilford is playing at Togus tomori row.
The office of the Superintendent of
Schools will be closed from July 22 to
I! Aug. 12.

State and local police will make an
| inspection of automobile brakes and
headlights on South Main street next
I Tuesday.

Chapin class will hold a picnic
I Tuesday evening at the cottage of
Mrs. Etta Stoddard, Ash Point, with
supper at 6.30.
Paul Cross
who has spent
Mr. and Mrs.
street, returns
ing.

of Dorchester, \fass.,
a week’s vacation with
C. E. Johnson, Dexter
home tomorrow morn

Twenty-four employes of the SeI curity Trust Co., dined at Rockport
Hotel last night and then talked shop
I in the open forum conducted by President H. N. McDougall. *"

The name of Ruth Gregory was
omitted from the list of students on
the honor roll of the daily vacation
Bible school, published in Tuesday’s
Issue.
All members of the Lehing-Gregcry concert committee, who have not
turned in their tickets and money
are asked to take them into Burpee
& Lamb's store in care of F. D. Lamb
as soon as possible.
Gifford Calderwood fell from the
loft of ihe Cobb-Davis antique shop
on the New County road yesterday.
At Knox Hospital an x-ray picture
was taken to determine the exact
nature of his injuries.

Frederick W. Porter, secretary and
general manager of the Fitchburg
Mutual Fire Insurance Co. is making
his annual visit with E. C. Moran, Jr.
Ernest Town of Berlin. N. II., arrives
next week for a 10-day visit with Mr,
and Mrs. Moran.
Warren, young son of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar E. York of Springfield. Mass.,
while playing in die yard at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gardner,, Ran
kin street, tripped over a flowfr bed
wire and fell in such a way that a
hone in his left wrist was broken in
two places.

Word has been received by local
relatives of the death, yesterday
morning of Mrs. Ada Brown, formerly
of South Thomaston, at her home in
Whitinsville, Mass.
Funeraf serv
ices are to he held' at her home and
the remains brought here for burial
in Sea View Cemetery where commit
tal services will be held Monday
morning at 10 oclock.

The Courier-Gazette Clown Contest
for free circus tickets is gaining mo
mentum with every passing hour and
is a truly popular sensation with the
youngsters. Any child 12 years or
under may send in any number of
coloring*.
An| Impartial 'board of
judges will survey the offerings and
the resulting winners will be an
nounced in the Saturday issue of
the paper preceding the circus. July
29. It is necessary that the name
and address be plainly written on
every sheet so that the tickets of the
winners may be correctly sent.
“A Night At Coffee Dan’s” is one
of the first Vitaphone numbers to
be made at the West Coast iStudio
and will he shown at the Strand Mon
day and Tuesday. This number gives
an excellent picture of Coffee Dan's,
the theatrical ham-and-egg rendez
vous of the stage and screen stars
around Los Angeles. Stanley and
Ginger, vivacious song and dance
team of the variety halls who will be
on the same program, attended Tem
ple University in Philadelphia to
gether, lived a few blocks away from
each other for 20 years, and yet did
not meet until both were 21 and when
both were playing in Fort Worth,
Texas. The all-talking feature is
“The Valiant” with John Mack
Brown.

Neighbor: Say,'Jim, that’s the
best cake I ever tasted.

JlM: Yes, my wife sure knows how'
to bake cake.

Neighbor: Wish she’d give my

The writer was a small boy, the
presented to them again by the com
son of a minister, when he first
mittee on entertainment Ernest F. < heard it he words of this hymn:
Clymer of New York, who for a sec- |
My father is rich In houses and lands.
ond time held forth upon the always
He holdeth the wealth of the world in his
engaging topic of finance.
hands!
Of rubies and diamonds of silver and gold,
Mr. Clymer, who is well known as
His coffers are full, he has riches untold.
one of our summer colony, having for
How utterly impossible and
many years been a regular visitant at
improbable it seemed that anyone
Ash Point, is a member of the prom
could hold the wealth of the world.
inent New York stock-brokerage
Many years passed before the
house of McClave & Co., of 67 Ex
change Place. He opened his talk
truth of the stanza was estab
with reference to his f< ndness for this j lished.
part of Maine, where he has come to J
Aye, all the wealth < f the world,
feel more at home than in New York,
whether reckoned in land, crops or
for here he each Year gets closer to , water power, in oil, silver, gold or
the people. He alluded to the pleas- i precious stones, is his. Before
lire it gave him to see at the luncheon | man exist id he had them stored
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, with whom he ' away in his safe’ deposit boxes,
once had a number of talks when as j many not yet opened, for the bene
a young man he (Clymer) was enter- | fit i f his children.
ing the newspaper business.
He created the seasons, gave the
“Mr. Curtis,” he said, “is a man
crops increase, and placid his cat
whose heart, mind and soul is inter- I tle on a thousand hills.
ested in young men."
We build a church, subscribe to
Mr. Clymer’s talk dealt chiefly
some great enterprise, and recite
with the topic of margin trading and
what we have given God. Truly,
the relation thereto of brokers’ loans.
we ought to make return of some
Touching upon the recent great vol
of the wealth he has given us. He
ume of the movement in stocks lie; r quires that we shall, hut what
said that in reporting his address of
we give hack is at best only a small
a year ago The Courier-Gazette had ;
fraction of what he has given us.
quoted him as predicting New York
God spare us from being “unprofit
stock markets of $5,000,000.
able servants.” “having done and
“That was a typographical error,”
given only that which it was our
he added. “What I really said was
duty to do.”
W. A. H.
$3,000,000, whiefc seemed a huge
enough prediction, but since then we
have had markets not only of
The Gospel Mission services Sun
$5,000,000 but reaching even to day afternoon at 2.30 will be conduct
$7,000,000.”
ed by Mrs. Brown of Thomaston and
« • • •
in the evening at 7.30 by Herbert
Margin trading—what is it? he Bi well.
asked. Gambling? Some people say
♦ • ♦ •
it Is, but they do not understand. All
Services at the Littlefield Memorial
business in a manner of speaking is
gambling. The merchant lays in his Church tomorrow will be at 10.30:
stock of goods, figuring upon condi sermon subject “What Are We?”;
tions that promise profits. If he buys Sunday School at noon; B.YJP.U. at
wisely and conditions do not change 6.00 and evening service at 7.15, sub
he has success. Often he fails. The ject “Jesus.”
♦ * * *
buying and selling of investment
stocks can be as successful as any
At the Congregational Church to
business. The dealer in stocks must morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
have his reserves, same as a mer preach on the subject “Good Sportchant must, to guard against possible manship.” The Pilgrim Choir will
drop in prices. Those who fail in Ring. Mrs. Gladys Jones Morgan will
stocks do so because they do not be the soloist.
11
carry sufficient reserve in cash to
• ♦ ♦ *
I
protect their twenty-five percent
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
margin against daily fluctuation in
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
prices.
morning service at 10.30 o’clock. !
The speaker described the method
Subject of lesson sermon, “Life." Sun
of opening and carrying on account
day school at 11.45. The reading room
for credit trading with reputable
brokers, who operate through the Is located at 400 Main street, over
stock exchange. The New York Stock Daniels’ jewelry store, and is open
Exchange does not buy or sell stocks, each week day from 2 to 5 o’clock.
* * * ♦
It merely supplies facilities for such
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
dealing.
'Since the Federal Reserve Bureau Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
went into operation there has devel for tomorrow will be appropriate for
oped a great invisible system of the Eighth Sunday after Trinity:
financing
by
large
corporation? Holy Communion at 7.30; matins and
through the medium of common sermon at 10.30; evensong and ser
stocks, illustrated by the activities in mon at St. John Baptist Church.
this connection of American Telegraph j Thomaston, at 7 p. m. /Thursday: the
and Telephone Cq., Radio Corporation. ' Feast of St. James the Apostle: Holy
United States Steel, etc. Dealing in' Communion at 7.30: evensong at
such stocks can be described as spec- 1 7.30. Litany and devotions on Friday
ulation, but it is not gambling, the night at 7.30.
♦ ♦ • •
speaker said. Mr. Clymer’s inform
ing talk was warmly appreciated.
The Sunday morning service at the
•
• • » •
First Baptist Church will be held at
Rotariain visitors included Cyrus , 10.30, Rev. .1. Charles MacDonald
H. K. Curtis, Camden, Dr. E. A. Far- i pastor. The anthems will he "Venite"
rington, E. K. Leighton, Waterville, in A, Buck, and “Oh Lord Most Holy,”
William Stark, Orange, Texas, Emory Frank. The Church School will meet
Bragdon,
Ipswich, Mass.,
Henry j at the noon hour with classes for all
Richards. Claremont, N. H., Charles: ages. The hour of the evening serv
A. Holden. Hanover. N. H., Fred E. ice is 7.15. The choir will sing "The
Hill. Woburn, Mass., Harold L. Hymn of the Homeland.” Sullivan,
Graves, Presque Isle, H. N. Me- i and there will he a duet by Mrs. Mil
Dougall, (Portland, Frank A. Poland dred Havener and Miss Gladys Grant.
Boston. Charles W. Babb. John Bird 'When I Look In His Face," Gabriel.
and Marcus (’handler. Camden. Guests
included A. W. Fenner of Los Angeles. Other Talk of the Town on Page 8
Mr. Clymer, the speaker and Arthur
F. Lamb.

Other Talk of the Town on Page 8

wife the recipe.

On next Wednesday the Rockland
and Gardiner Forty Clubs will have
their annual field day and ladles’
night with headquarters at Drift Inn,
Tenant’s IHarhor. ’ The rendezvous
will be at the Thomaston entrance
to the Tenant’s Harbor road, the
hour to be announced, and the whole
procession will drive at once to Drift
Inn where a clam ‘bake will be held
on the shore. The afternoon will be
devoted to iboatlng and boat races,
athletic events, airplane stunts and
rides ifnd auction with a group of
golf devotees coming to Rockland.
The dinner will <be served at 6.30 and
the dance will follow at I.O.O.F. hall.
Tenant’s Harbor.
These get-to
gethers are annual affairs, alternat
ing between the two cities.

JlM: Don’t think she will; that’s
one of her prize secrets. But she

once said that over half the
secret of good cake was in using
Norman R Flour.

» ** • /

NORMAN
Ts

JOHN BIKrPCOMPANY
Rockland »• Maine
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The IPine Tree iShows which are to
furnish the Midway attraction for
the Rockland Fair this year are said
to constitute the most complete out
fit on the road. The riding devices
include the merry-go-round. Ferris
Wheel, Chairplane, and a fascinating
new ride known as the Tilt-A-Whirl,
the finest of its kind to be operated
in Maine. The shows, which are five
in number are all new. and different
from the shows usually seen at fairs.
One of these is the monkey circus,
which has performing monkeys of all
kinds, and has attained great popu
larity on the road. These little ani
mals are seen on a race track of their
own, driving automobiles. This show
also carries a miniature horse (not a
pony) which weighs 65 pounds and
which is ridden by a monkey known
as "Tom Mix.” Another big feature is
the girl who defies death in the elec
tric chair, and there are fire-eaters,
snake charmers and plenty of other
things to please Pa. Ma, and the
children. All at the Rockland1 Fair,
Aug. 6, 7, and 8.
Typewriters and adding machines ’
for sale and to let; also supplies. Huston-TUttle Co—adv.
87-tf

OSENE

E take out

all the “border-

n/

land”—and sell it
as heating oil. That’s
why COLONIAL GAS
gives you true higli-tcst
performance, with absolute
freedom from knock And our
vast crude resources—our big mod
ern refinery — and thousands of
Colonial Stations anil Dealers
throughout New England and New
York—make possible this extra
quulity at NO extra cost.

CLUB GOLF CONTESTS

There will be services at the Ingra
ham Hill chapel Sunday nt 4 o'clock.
Miss Emily MacDonald, leader. AU
children are invited. There will he
special music.
Frank H. ^Whitney leaves Monday
for Akrqn, Ohio, where he will spend
a week with his sons Ruel and Leslie.
He will he accompanied as far as
Portland by Mrs. Bertha Raymond
and Miss Smith, and to Akron by
Tom Fales and Foster Fifield.
In spite of the inclement weather a
large and appreciative audience
greeted Joyce Lehing, soprano, and
Edna Gregory, pianist, in an evening
of music at the Vniversalist Church
last evening. It proved to lie a gen
uine musical treat, and a full account
of the concert will appear in Tues
day’s issue.

The Sunday School of the Little
field Memorial Church decided on
Sandy Shores, the charming public
playground recently opened by Clar
ence Dorman at South Pond, as the
scene of their annual picnic, held
Wednesday. Ideal weather and a
beautiful wholesome sport made the
day successful in every way. Trans
portation was furnished by A. 1'.
Snowman who contributed a large
truck, Mrs. Candage, Mrs. Watts. Mr.
Barter, Mr. Seavey, Sherman Lord,
Wesley Stuart. Mr. Ulmer, ilr. Wixon
and Mr. McMullan.
F. M. Blackington appeared as
resjKJndent in Municipal Court yes
terday following Ills car's collision
with one which was standing on the
roadside in Rockport. The evidence
hinged largely on the question of his
sobriety.
Among those who gave
their opinion on the witness stand
that he had not been drinking were ,
Dr. C. D. North and County Treasurer J
Earle C. Dow, both of whom were or.
tlie scene after the accident. Odor of
liquor on the breath was the conten
tion of the State, and Judge Miller
ruled that a conviction could not lie
Blackington was
based on that,
acquitted.

Rockland Rotary Takes the
First In the Annual ThreeCornered Cup Match

ROCKLAND
MAINE

In the annual three-cornered cup
match between the Rotary Clubs of
Camden and Rockland and the
Forty Club, the Rotarians met Thurs
DISTRIBUTORS
day on the Country Club course.
Some of the announced players were
Can be obtained at Thurston’s Oil Station, Thurston’s Wharf, Tillson Ave.
unable to report, but the half-dozen
Station, Cement Plant, Lincolnville Beach and Union
from each club made up a very pretty
group of contestants. The match
saw a number of closely contested
last Saturday bv Mr. and Mrs. Geofge
MARRIED
rounds, the excellence of some of the
GLENCOVE
Delmaine and Lloyil Kelly of Dor
scores not being observable in the HILL-STRAND At l’u»<-klainl. July 1H. by
Mrs. Bertha Humphrey is enjoying chester who remained over the week
Frank II. Miller, J. P . .Edgar <’. Hill. Jr., of
Nassau system of scoring under
Politico, N. V.. and Alice II. Strand of a vacation from her duties at Sf liter end.
which these matches are played.
Brockton, Mass.
Crane Co.’s.
Mrs. flirt rude Burns has left the
Rockland Rotary was the winner
Miss Bernice Schmit and Austin employ of Charles Studley returning
DIED
by a score of 12% to 5% points as
JONES At Warren, July 17, Cyrus Jones, Wihitney accompanied by Misses Cora to her home in Friendship,
follows:
and Fern Whitney made a short visit
Mrs. Chloe Young visited her daugh
Rockland
Levensaler ...........
Fidler .................
Wotlon .................
McLoon ...............
Ladd ...................
Crockett ...............

3
%
3
3
3
U

Camden
Jarrett ..................
<>
.Mathews ............... 2%
Brewster ............
0
Perry ................ ...
.1‘ettaplece ............
3
Montgomery .......

5%
12%
The closest contest of the afternoon
lay between Mathews of Camden and
Fuller of Rockland, standing all even
on the first nine aniLthen alternating!
in,the lead until the eighth hole was
reached, which ended in a tie, requir
ing the final hole to decide the match,
which Mathews won by a single
stroke.
The Camden Rotarians are now to
play the Forty Club, the winners of
which match will then play Rockland
Rotary for the cup won by the latter
last year.
The protracted blowing of whistles
this morning was the first fire drill
at the Northend plant of the Lime
company, the drill a new experi
ment being worked out by Safety
Engineer Libby. This morning’s test
was a complete surprise to the men
who conducted themselves well. The
plan will be further developed and
extended.

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

Aged 69 years, 13 days.
ter Mrs. Henry Tominski in Rockport
SANDERSON At Vinalbaven. July 15, Annie Sunday at A. B. Packard's.
II., widow of Janus S. Sanderson, aged 65
Mrs. Mildred Rhodes was supper
sday.
years, 7 months, 2 days.
guest of Miss Wilma Carroll Wednes
Albert Humphrey has returned
(iai(K At National City, t'allf . July 3. Rina day.
from a business trip in Bath and
L. (Knight), willow of Fred J. Clark, a na
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Andrews have vicinity.
tive of Lubec and formerly of St. George,
Miss Mildred Packard attended a
moved into their new bungalow on
aged 60 years, 21 days.
picnic at Cooper’s Beach Wednesday.
UTAH At Union, July 12, Ferrln Lucas, aged Warrenton street.
84 years.
Mrs. Carrie Gregory and son are in
Miss Mildred Packard is at the
mil'ER At Uxbridge. Mass . July 8. James home of her parents Mr. anil Mrs. A Portland for a short visit.
Fisher, aged 80 years, 8 mouths, 26 days.
Mrs. Nellie Maxey has returned to
B. Packard for a three weeks' visit
Burial at Warren.

She was accompanied from Boston Orono for a month’s stay.

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to extend our thanks to our many
friends and relatives who have been so
thouglitful during the sickness and death of
our beloved wife and mother, especially FullcrCohh-Davis and employes, Baptist Uhurch and
Bowes & Crozier.
'Carroll L. Cole and family
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincere gratitude to
our friends ami neighbors for their floral
tributes and especially to the I’eehan family
for their kindness during our recent bereave
ment.
*
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Frost, Bertha Frost

A reward will be paid for the return
of a spotted hound dog, license nun. - |
her 185. Report to Police Station, |
telephone 341.
84-86

The Sea Grill Cafe, Studley block.
Park street, is open for business with
George E. I^ewiS, an old time caterer,
in charge.—adv. e
78-tf
The up-and-coming young inan is
pretty likely to succeed, unless he is
lip at four anil just coming home.—

COURSES IN ACCOUNTING, SECRETARIAL, NORMAL, CIVIL

1

SERVICE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

1855

1929

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

Booklet on request. TEL. 994-M or 990-M

LENA K. SARGENT, Principal

75Stf
Waldoboro

ARTISTIC

Rockland Highlands

MEMORIALS in
STONE
«Stf

Blueberry
Rakes
Blueberry Rakes of the approved, efficient
type may be obtained at the stores of

H. H. Crie 6 Co.
Crie Hardware Co.
Rockland, Maine
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Levi E. Wade was appointed fish
warden, with territory front Camden
to Wheeler's Bay.
Rural free delivery route No. 1
went Into commissiAi. with Edward
XI. Benner as carrier in charge.
C. A. Packard was elected chancel
lor commander of Geo. Derry Lodge
K_ of P.
A white whale was exciting atten
tion- in the harbor.

25 YEARS AGO

NOW

A review from the column*
of this paper of some of the
happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity in this
month, 1904.

• • • «

WE

OFFER

THINGS
o other tire can give you
A tougher, longer lasting tire.
A year’s guarantee against the
twelve most common tire troubles.
OW all Dunlop tires are Guaranteed and

N Bonded against

the twelve most common tire

troubles.
If a Dunlop is injured by accident, collision, blow
out—or any of the other mishaps listed below—
the Dunlop Surety Bond covers you against any loss.
There are no arguments.
Two things make it possible for us to do this:
First, Dunlop Tires are built to stand abuse. And
second, the Dunlop Surety Bond Guarantee is so
sweeping that it even covers abuse!
We admit we make strong claims for Dunlop Tires,
but we are ready to back them up. Let us show you
the Dunlop Surety Bond Guarantee. It s straight
forward and convincing.
Come in today, and get details!

The DUNLOP SURETY BOND GUARANTEE

covers you for a year
against. . .
Accidents
Rim smashes
Collisions Side-wall injuries
Blowouts Tube pinching
Misalignment Valve tearing
Stone bruises Faulty toe-in
Road cuts Under inflation
The American Surety Com
pany of New York, a $30,000,000 corporation, stands
back of the Surety Bond that
goes with every DunlopTire.

The Knox County Democratic con
Fire swept the coal storage build vention made these nominations:
ing on Tillson wharf causing a loss of Senator. L. XI. Staples of Washing
$18,000 and leading to the belief at ton: sheriff. Adelbert J. Tolman of
one time that all of the wharf build Rockland: county attorney, Philip
ings would be destroyed. The Rock Howard of Rockland; clerk of
land tug F. XI. Wilson nnd Boston courts. Gilford B. Butler of South
judge
of
probate.
tug Pallas aided the local fire de Thomaston:
partment. All of the craft in the vi Charles K. Miller of Camden; county
cinity of Tillson wharf were moved commissioner. Owen I'. Lyons of Vi
to places of safety, including the new nalhaven; county treasurer, D. XI.
steamer. Janies T. Morse. The fire Murphy of Rockland. W. E. Vinal of
men were handicapped by the fact Thomaston was chairman of the con
that only a 4-inch main supplied vention and Alton B. Smail of Rock
land and Dr. F. O. Bartlett of St.
water for that locality.
Dr R. W. Bickford was elected George were secretaries.
The Knox
County Republican
president of the Maine Dental So
ciety and Dr. L. W. Hart of Camden convention, with Willard E. Overlock
of
Washington
as chairman, and
was made a member of the executive
Frank A. Winslow and Frank H. In
committee.
William H. Hahn of Rockland and graham as secretaries, made these
Frank L. Magune of Rockport were nominations: Senator, Reuei Robin
son of Camden: clerk of courts, Ar
admitted to dental practice.
The Street Railway was building a thur L. Orne of Rockland; sheriff.
waiting station and bandstand at Edward C. Andrews of Thomaston;
judge of probate. Chares E. Meser
Oakland Park.
Gray, the Pond Lily King, had be vey of South Thomaston: register of
probate. Harrison C. Pease of Ap
gun his season's visits.
Joseph Hamlin, who had been in pleton; county attorney, Chester XI.
the employ of the Camden Anchor- Walker of Rockland; county treas
Rockland Machine Co., became a urer. Charles XI. Harrington of Rock
hrakeman for the Maine Central land: county commissioner, N. It.
Tolman of Warren.
Railroad.
....
Smackmen were paying 17 cents.
The previous year the highest price
These births were recorded:
paid by the smackmen was 20 cents.
Thomaston. July 6. to Mr. and Mrs.
• « * «
Scitt Young, twin sons.
Warren. July 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Campbell fell 19 feet at
Fred XI. Smith's ice house. His con Archie G. Bucklin, a son.
Sunshine. July 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
dition at the time was considered
Herbert Conary. a son.
dangerous.
Deer Isle. July 2. to Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Otis attended the Demo
cratic national convention in St. George F. Haskell, a daughter.
Rockland. July 15. to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis.
Roland V. Follett died of blood poi Charles E. Staples, a daughter—Dor
soning. the result of a bite or a othy Mae.
Doer Isle. July 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
scratch from a lobster claw. The de
ceased was 46, a blacksmith, promi George F. Haskell, a daughter.
Sunshine. July 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
nent in the Knights of Pythias fra
ternity. and served in the City Gov Herbert Conary. a daughter.
Hope, to Mr. aind Mrs. Herbert
ernment.
Joseph York, one of the most popu Simmons, a daughter.
Tenant’s Harbor. July 13. to Mr.
lar engineers of the Maine Central
Railroad, was given a surprise party and Mrs. A. H. Richards of New York
City, a son—Melvin Lewis.
on his 50th birthday.
Tenant's Harbor, July 15. to Mr.
Ben Hanford of Brooklyn. Social
ist candidate for Vice President, was and Mrs. John H. Hawkins, a son.
Deer Isle, July 16. to Mr. and Mrs.
a speaker at Utopia Park.
The annual convention of the Kpox W. G. Rarter, a son.
Deer Isle. July 20, to Mr. and Mrs
County W.C.T.U. was held at Spruce
Head. Mrs. R. C. Hall was elected Oscar Eaton, a daughter.
Stonington. July 19 to Mr. and Mrs.
president.
Walter Frost was pitching for the William C. Barbour, a daughter.
• • • .
Ozanamas, a strong Portland team.
The marriages for this period were:
While cleaning up the basement of
Rockland. July 12. Cyrus W. Hills
his father's drug store, Scott Kit
tredge accidentally knocked
the and Edith C. McDonald.
Rockland. July 10. Harry Miller
stopper from a barrel of wood acohol
and the liquid splashed around the and Carrie Frederickson.
Thomaston, July 5, Charles S.
lamp he was carrying.
His arms
were burned slightly and his eye Shoales and Alice B. Rackliffe, both
brows were sacrificed. The fire de of Rockland.
Worcester, Mass., July 6, Fred L.
partment was called.
William O. Abbott was superin Smith and Thurza Treby, both for
tendent of a big lime concern in Sauit merly of Rockland.
Warren, July 16. Biatlia CummingSte. Marie. Mich., where he was
joined by his son. William J. Abbott and Mrs. Eva C. Mank, both of Wal
Mrs. W. F. Norcross suffered a doboro.
Lincolnville. July 14. Fred I.
broken leg when she fell from a chair
on which she had been standing for Knight of Rockland and Alice Ma,
the purpose of adjusting a hammock Brown of Lincolnville.
Rockport, July 10, Capt. A. D.
The accident occurred at Owl's Head.

SEA VIEW GARAGE
689 Main St.

ROCKLAND

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Tel. 837-M
I

2

EASY PAYMENTS GLADLY ARRANGED
• I
14

I3

12

«I5

lb

SWP
(Sherwln-William* Hohm PaW)
has in it the staying, weather-realatlng prvpertle* that
giro a house protection. It ha* wonderful covering
power, it holds its color and it everlastingly sticks to its
job. It is real insurance. It insures protection from the
elements j it insures value In your property i it insures
beauty and distinction.
There Is a special Sherwin-Williams product for every
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors, Flat-Tone
for walla. Porch and Deck Paint for outside floora, etc.
Tell us what you want to paint and we will sell you the
best for your purpose.

Sherwin -Williams
Paints ^Varnishes
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland

A man is endeavoring to win fam"
by rolling a peanut up Pike's I'nik
with his nose. They can lx- told apart
by the fact that a peanut has no nose,
r— San Diego Union,

Tel. 14

Thu. are so many automatic de
vices for the home now, any bride
can go right to housekeeping if she
Is an electrical engineer or maater
mechanic.—Kay Features.

20

e

9

10

A LESSON LEARNED
New Hose Good Except That
It Didn’t Fit Wiscasset

Special

Hydrants

AND

Daily One-Day Excursions
to

BANGOR, BAR HARBOR
and BROOK LIN
On Nteamers “Camden,”‘“Belfast,” “Southport”
and “J. T. Morse”
Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Bangor on Bangor Line good going and returning Sunday only, $2.00.
Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Bar Harbor on Bar Harbor Line good going and returning Sunday
only, $2.00.

Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Brooklin on Brooklin Line good going and returning Sunday only,
$1.50.
Sailing Information
BANGOR LINE: Steamer, "BELFAST” or "CAMDEN" leave Rockland 5:15 A.M.
Eastern Standard Tima. Returning, due In Rockland at 7 P.M.
BAR HARBOR LINE: Steamer "J. T. MORSE" laavea Rockland 5:15 A.M. Eastern
Standard Tima. Steamer due on roturn trip at 6:30 P.M.
BROOKLIN LINE: Steamer “SOUTHPORT" leaves Rockland 6:15 A.M. Eastern
Standard Time. Due on return trip at Rockland at 6 P.M.

Daily Excursions — One-Way Fare for the Round Trip
Dally escuralon tickets are sold and good from Rockland to Bangor, Bar Harbor
or Brooklin or any intermediate landing and return.

See time table for leaving and returning times from
intermediate landings
******

Ticket, anti information at Eastern Steamship Lines Ticket Offices

EASTERN

Economical Transportation

steamship lines

(HF.VROtBT

“WE ARE ABOUT TO DIE”

DAILY SUNDAYS EXCEPTED

Announcing his belief that he is
.about to die. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
famous creator of Sherlock Holmes,
and a leading spiritualist, in a mes
sage to his “Own Generation” urges
them not to fear death. He said he is
convinced there i.s a “personal sur
vival after death.”
“We are about to die—you and I»”
says an extract .from his remarkable
message. He adds:
“My age is just 70., and I suppose
the actuary would give me five more
years It may be 10. But you and I
are suffering from a wasting and in
curable disease called old age and
there is but one end to it.”
The author admitted that there
were times when doubt crept into his
mind impelling him to go over all tho
ground again.
“But,” he continues, “Always when
I have finished, my judgment, which
has so seldom failed me in the affairs
of this world, tells me that there is
no error, and that this is indeed the
greatest release of consolation and
knowledge that has ever come |o
mankind.”
Sir Arthur admits that many of
the manifestations of psychical
phenomena apparent of seances
such as moving objects, rising ta
bles and irrational sounds, are, ta
ken by themselves, vain and foolish.
‘However,” he states, “They have
a definite object for which they are
well adapted, and which, in fact, they
have attained. That object is to at
tract attention and to show the ex
istence of an invisible and apparently
intelligent force.”

in
SIX
the price range

-a

of the four /

28

FOR ICE

Flint, Mich.

34

36

M39

42

43

40

35

48

50

VERTICAL (Cont.)
17-The wlae men

(Bible)
19-Baptist (abbr.)
21- Cardinal number
22- Prlckly flower-head
24—Kingdom
26-Hlgh table lands
(Western U. S.)
28- <o rest
29- Petltlon
31- Ghosts
32- Caudal appendage
33-Slck
35- Pat gently
36-A segment
37-Greek goddess of
wisdom
39- Fop
40- An African
43- Den of wild animal
44— Conflrm
47-Equality of value
49-Roman number
51-Polnt of compass
(abbr.)
53-Roman number

non-detonating, high-compression cyl
inder head and automatic acceleration
pump give the new Chevrolet Six remark
able qualities of acceleration.

BUXTON’S SPECIFIC
is proving Its worth.
eliminating your

While

DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician ’
396 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND
Telephone 1296; Retldenea 263-■

R. H. BRITT
Civil Engineer
Maps, Plant, Estimate^
Consultations
Office 320 Main St. Tel. 1247
Res. 81 Summer St. Tel. 651-W
,139-tf

Surveys,

DR. F. B. ADAMS

it purifies and enriches the blood
and puts tlie stomach and nerves
in the best of condition. Let us
send you a booklet. The Buxton
Rheumatic Medicine Co., Abbot
Village, Maine. For sale at all
leading Drug Stores.

DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8

Chiropraotor
111 Limtroek 8 treat
(Corner Lincoln)
Lady In attendance
Phone U<3
Painlese System
ef Adjusting

Cesspools dug and rocked up
Prompt Service

Better than 20 Miles to the Gallon
Chevrolet engineers spent years of research
and development to perfect a six-cylinder
motor that delivers better than twenty

S. E. EATON
Tel. 534-J.
505 Old County Road
ROCKLAND, ME.
60Stf

miles to the gallon.

Beautiful Fisher Bodies
MAKE DREAMS »
COME true

Rare beauty, smartness and comfort are
provided in the Bodies by Fisher. Hardwood
and steel construction gives them unusual
strength and safety.

;

Amazing Low Prices—Easy Terms
The
Roadster............

The
Phaeton ..«•••

The
Coach ..... i...

The
Coupe.............

<

The
Sedan............... <

*525
*525
*595
*595
*675
*695

The Convertible Landau.................. /
The Sedan
Delivery..,

The Light
Delivery Cf

The 14 Ton
Chassis ....

.*595
*400
*545

The 1H Ton
The Sport
Chassis With Cab.... vi/V
Cabriolet..........
AU prices /. o. b. factory, Flint, Michigan

I

REAL ESTATE

TT in you who are the architect
of your own future and for
tune. No edifice is raised with
out a foundation—no success is
won without a pian. The Investors
Syndicate plan unconditionally
guarantees to you a fortune d$
31,500, $2,000, $5,000 or more
in only 120 months. AU you
need do is to invest $9.45 or
more each month at compound
interest.

There is full information about
our plan in our illustrated book
let. Send in the coupon TODAY
and you shall have the booklet
and our current Financial State
ment which shows capital and re
sources of more than $25,000,000.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
Rockland, Me.

689 Main Street,

RHEUMATISM
□BE
HS
HSBEa
MIS a

By Appointment—Tsl. 18$
39 Limsrock St.
RocklaM
Graduate ef American School o<
Osteopathy

Sewers dug on new and old buildings and cleared when plugged.

Solution to Prexious Puzzle

BI O
O
N
E
v; 5
L o 1
E N T
U
U L L
R E. AT
B E R 1
T
A R
N E s T
D E E
P R

Osteopathic Physician

WATER PIPES

h.

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
45-Thelr Royal
Highnesses (abbr.)
46- 0 Id Latin (abbr.)
47- A woodland spirit
48- Precloua stone
50-Topographlcal
engineer (abbr.)
61- Reclted
62- A wading bird
54-A wine
65-Shakeipearlan
character

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L UcBeatk)

REPAIRED AND RELAID
Inside and out. digging Included,
also 'pipes wired out.

Six-Cylinder Acceleration

©TKI INTERNATIONAL SYNDICATE.

N
S
T
A
L
G
1
C

ASH POINT, ME.
67-tf

The inherent balance of six-cylinder, valvein-head design assures the smooth, velvety
flow of power that distinguishes the fine
automobile.

53

VERTICAL
1- Modern
2- Pronoun
3- lneect
4- Greaee
6-Blunder
6-Affllcted
7- 8tlcks
8- Glrl's name
9- Exlst
10-Come forth
14-Submlt

Sb

SIX

Tel. 1004-J
J. F. WHALEN

Six-Cylinder Smoothness

45

55

HORIZONTAL
1-8Muffled roar
6-Multiply by three
11- Period of time
12- Ramble
13-Company (abbr.)
15- Mistake
16- Glrl’e name
17- Pronoun
18- To decline
20-Cupolat
22- Obstruct
23- Approach
25-Clear of
26- A Scotch breed of
sheep
27- Emblems
29-Brood of an eagle
SO-Destltute of air
31-A crutch
34-Greek letter
38- A tropical tree
39- Spanlsh title
41- Bench
42- Greaay liquid
43- Narrow paths

you can now buy in the
CHEVROLET

49

5l

54

36 37

41

44

4b

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily except
Sundays at 6.30 A. M., Stonington 7.25, North
Haven 8.20; due at Rockland about-0.30 A. M.
Returning, leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M.,
North Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.30 ; due to
arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.30 P. M.
B. H. STINSON
74-tf
General Agent

83-120

30

33

STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Electrical Treatment

29
/. o. b factory

32

VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriv
ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 I*. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
3.30 1’. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving
at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50 P. M.

The Carnegie Foundation i.s com
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
piling a 150-volume history of the
Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M.
World WTar. Wish they would make
Telephone 160
It 151 volumes, and say who won.—
Kay Features.
Attention given to Medical and

2b

25

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

Creator of “Sherlock Holmes,” Be Boats between Rockland, Vinalhaven, North
Haven, Stonington, Swan’s Island
lieves There Is “Personal Survival
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
After Death.”
Subject To Change Without Notice

range of the four.

22

*2 and *1.50

Sunday Excursions

A recent incident which gave Wis
casset a scare forms the basis of a
timely edilorial liy "Harry C. Webber
in the Bath Times.
He says:
"Wiscasset has learned the lesson
which many other communities have
learned to their sorrow. The town’s
fire hose bait become weak, and a new
lot was purchased!. At a fire a few
days ago, the new hose was rushed to
tlie scene, when it was learned for the
first time that the threads of the
couplings did not fit those of the hy
drants connected with the toXvn's
water suppply. Asa result the new
hose was valueless and the old, hose
too weak for any real purpose. Beveral times this paper has called at
tention to the fact that hose and hy
drant couplings the country over
should he uniform. If this had been
the case, our neighboring town would
not have been caught in any such un
fortunate predicament, which might
have proved expensive as well.
"When couplings are uniform, ar.d
a town or city has a big fire on its
hands, and sends to neighboring com
munities for help, that aid is of little
value unless the couplings on hose
match those on tlie hydrants. With
a uniformity of couplings, hose taken
from one city to another is bound to
fit, and thereby the needed assistance
to fight the tire can lie of service. The
subject has been taken up by fire
chiefs and others and there should be
some national ruling by insurance
underwriters or others that hose and
hydrant 'couplings must be uniform
the country over. With such a rule
effective and in force, fire losses
might lie cut considerably every year.

The Chevrolet Six is scoring a sensational
nationwide success because it provides
everything you want in a fine, sturdy auto
mobile—yet it actually sells in the price

17

21

24

2-7

31

Upce your houm ia properly
painted it ia insured against docay. Decay ia just aa aestructiYa
aa fire.
Paint,
to serve
serve its
its real
real purpose, must protect
Faint, to
—a pleasing effect is only a Dy-product, Buy
your house paint with this thought in mind, then
you will think about quality aa well es color.

7

b

5

li

23

Against
Decay

4

19

16

jalnsi Adalnsf
Burglary
Tire

3

Simmons and Mrs. Eugene Pressey.
Camden. July 21, Frank L. Ken
nedy and Miss Alice Shiblcs.
a a a s
J. A. Creighton & Co. of Thomaston
was erecting a kllnshed 60x120 feet.
Lack of mosquitoes was advertised
as a summer attraction at Hurricane
Island. More quarryment were in de
mand there.
The five-masted schooner Margaret
Haskell, 2100 tons, was launched
from Bean's yard, Camden, Capt.
Charles Hart was to command her.
At the annual meeting of the Rock
port High School Alumni Association
Frank H. Ingraham was elected
president. Mabel Pressey vice presi
dent, Etta Richards secretary and
Josie Buzzell treasurer.
Fifty Camp Durreli boys were at
Moody Island, Friendship.
W. F. Tibbetts tesigned as director
of the Raptist choir in Thomaston.
He had been a church singer 25 years.
The annual picnic of Vinalhaven s
Scotch residents was held at Nor
ton's Point. Music was furnished by
tlie local Scotch. Band, under the
leadership of John Pierce.
The body of David Elwell, a mem
ber of the Whitehead lifesaving clew,
who had been drowned several
months before, was found on Ciay1.1 s Leach
Mamie Barker, 22 and Robert
Young. 19 were drowned In Camden
harbor when the boa’. In which they
were out rowing capsized. The other
occupants of the boat were rescued
by F. XV. Miller, XV. L. Tyler and
Frederick Porter.
Frank W.vllie of the U. S. Navy
was home on a furlough, after hav
ing just completed a voyage of 30,000
miles on the cruiser Buffalo.
Pulpit Harbor mourned the death
of Mrs. Sarah Thomas the village's
oldest resident.
Mrs. Rose Robinson was elected
superintendent of tlfr Baptist Sunday
School in South Cushing.

-------- -CLIP THIS COUPON---------Name...

BAY VIEW GARAGE,

INC.

Address .

Camden, Me.

Investors Syndicate
aa.

54-S-tf

A SIX IN THE PRICE RANGE OF THE FOUR
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A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Avenue
Rockland, Me.

Farms, City Home$,
Cottages, House

and Cottage Lots

EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST. ROCKLAND
Talephonc 723-M

848tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm haa
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT

Tel. Day 450;Night 781-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

BURPEES
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day

Page Five

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 20, 1929

Rockland
Rockport
West Rockport
The Islands

Shopping Around the Bay
YEARS OF INTEGRITY AND SERVICE

THORNDIKE & HIX LOBSTER CO.
“PLYMOUTH ROPE”
' The Best By Test

Not a Poor Coil in a Carload
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Facial Maaaage
Manicuring
Shampooing
Permanent Waving

“Rug Cleaning Time”

Lady Knox Beauty Shoppe

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

CHARLOTTE ALLEY, Prop.
Finger Waving a Specialty
299 Main St.
Rockland -Tel. 780

Telephone 170

17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

“ATLAS PAINTS”
Wetherill
Products
W. J. ROBERTSON

Contractor
and Builder
20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Plumbing
Heating Contractor

MARSTON’S GARAGE
Pirrene and Philco Battery
Sales and Service

Telephone 244
10# PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

TEL. 511

221 MAIN ST.

MARINE INSURANCE IN ALL BRANCHES
YACHTS, FISHING BOATS, CARGO AND BUILDER S RISKS

ROBERTS & VEAZIE, INC.
M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager
10 LIMEROCK STREET
TEL. 675-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
Manufacturer of
AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
Agent For
HADLEY SPRINGS
Guaranteed
TEL. 660-W
148 SO. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS
20 Lindsey Street
Rockland

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY CARED FOR

DAVID L. McCARTY
SUNDRIES

Telephone 1071 -J

606 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

Willi a business record stretching they had to work and work hard
Back in the days when automo offices are located at 10 Limerock
back over a period of 36 years and to make up their sales elsewhere, biles were few and far between a street.
a business integrity and service that and maintain their output. As early driver could be reasonably sure,
'Elie savings of a lifetime can b"
has endured for the same length of as 1905 they had secured good
wiped out in a fraction of a second
time, The Livingston Mfg. Com customers in North and South Car provided he was a good driver, that by an unavoidable automobile acci
pany has established an enviable olina, Georgia, Texas and Califor he might go along indefinitely dent. 'Elie chance would not be
record.
nia. In 1907 they established an without accident. Of course thene worth the risk to people of modest
I he Livingston Mfg. Company agency connection in San Francisco, were accidents but they were not as means, if it were not possible to
was incorporated under the laws of which has developed into a very frequent comparatively as is the case guard against such a contingency.
the State of Maine, April 4, 1893, substantial outlet for their goods on
Liability insurance will protect the
at present.
motorist both from his own mis
for the purpose of manufacturing, the Pacific Coast.j This expansion
'Ebe present era, with its car for takes and those of others. The
repairing and sharpening stone has continued, until they now have
working tools and dealing in sup customers in every state in tht every family, presents a far differ automobile owner without insur
plies used by the granite industries. Union and all the Canadian Prov ent picture. Even the best of driv ance is gambling with vital stakes
In 1912 the company bought out inces. They also derive some very ers cannot guard against the foolish that do not all belong to him. lie
another competitor, the New Eng good business from Australia, and driving of his fellow motorists and can not afford to be without auto
land Annealing & Tool Co., of only recently received a substan quite often his own caution may be mobile insurance and his interest
South Boston. This purchase gave tial order from Ilosken & Co., the cause of an accident. There can will be well protected if he insures
them nothing in the way of new Hawthorn, Victoria.
only be one answer to such a situa with Roberts & Veazie, Inc. 'Elie
products, but eliminated a com This is the third of a scries of tion and that answer is insurance, new and stringent regulations make
petitor, and gave them added ma articles which will appear on this I and when one thinks of automobile it more and more important to
page from time to time, concerning insurance one is not inclined to over ’insure and insure now. See M. I'.
chinery and equipment.
Manufacturing look Roberts & Veazie, Inc., whose Lovejoy, Mgr., today.
From 1912 to date there have the Livingston
been no outstanding changes in their Company of 11 Lime street, Rock
line of manufacture. They have land, Maine.
mouth cordage, and alongside the tricks thus arriving at methods
continually improved their goods,
bascule bridge the snappy little mo which insure a hard, bright polish
ROPE IS NOT "ROPE"
replaced old machinery whenever
tor boat "Audacious,” owned by that lasts.
None who know the value of
anything new came out that would
Larry Kent, another motion-picture
keeping shoes shipshape waits until
produce their product faster or bet Wise Boatmen Always Speci man.
ter, until they now have as well an
fy "Plymouth” and Get
Ebe far-sighted yachtsman and the first freshness is worn away. No
equipped plant, if not the best, for
motor-boat
man never neglects his indeed—after purchasing a pair of
Good Results
manufacturing their particular line
rope equipment. By using Plymouth shoes he has a hard bright polish put
of goods, as there is in the country.
William Whiting’s boat shop lo rope he will deriVe a heap of satis on immediately and months of wear
Like every other business they cated at Long Beach, Calif., is typi faction all during the boating sea; arc added right there.
For the convenience and comfort
have had their “ups" and “downs," cal of the hundreds of similar boat son.
of
lady patrons there is a private
good years and poor years, and dark and repair yards which dot the
In Rockland, Thorndike and Hix
days when one granite firm after shores of both coasts, the Great Lobster Co. are the distributors of lathes’ shoe shining parlor, and the
another was going out of business in Lakes and the river boating sections Plymouth rope, and like this boat work is done speedily and carefully.
New England, and they were hav of the country. They cater to all shop across the United States on the Many women are regular customers
ing to readjust themselves and their manner of interesting water craft, other coast where well known movie of this shop, and have been for a
methods of getting business and overhauling and fitting out, and in stars equip their boats with Ply number of years.
reach out to other sections of the many instances supplying the equip mouth cordage, Thorndike & Hix
Your own shoe shining is all right
country in an effort to make up the ment on new boats as well as for re have equipped many boats, etc., for in a pinch, but the quick firm rub
business which they were losing here placement. Cordage is an import people on this coast. From coast to bing, the various polish and oils
at home.
ant item of the boatman’s require coast Plymouth products are ac that are used at Philip Sulides’ par
From 1’893 to 1910 they enjoyed ments, and Plymouth Manila is knowledged superior.
lor is worth 50 times what one home
a continually growing business. In generally considered both by repu
made polish can do.
the early years of 1900, cement and tation and performance as being the HE KNOWS THE GAME
Make it a point to have your
cheaper building materials began to best of all ropes for marine use.
shoes shined regularly. Set a day
creep in, and granite quarries began
Clustered in the section of the bay Philip Sulides Has Been In for it as you do your laundry.
to be opened up in other sections of on which Whiting’s boat shop is lo
Habits arc soon acquired and when
the Shoe Shining Business the shoe bills are decreased there
the country, particularly in the cated are a number of craft espe
south and west. One by one their cially worthy of mention, including
will be a glow of satisfaction to one
For Many Yfears
largest firms in Maine and the the beautiful schooner yacht, "Pas-1
who has learned the worth of shoe
other New England States began to qualita,” owned by George O’Brien,
The mark of a well-dressed man shining parlors where the best ma
drop out. But already their ambi the movie actor. She has been re
terial is used and where painstak
tion had carried them beyond the cently fitted out with a new suit <»f or woman is the condition of their ing work is done.
confines of New England and well sails and some 800 feet of Plymouth shoes. At Philip Sulides’ is one
Philip Sulides’ shop at 340 Main
it was that they had gained a foot- manila yacht rope. Close by is place where old shoes are made to street is convenient for everyone. A
’hold in other states, for as their Harry Fisher’s “Windward,” a look like new. He has been shining complete supply of shoe strings and
business fell off in New England, beautiful sloop, equipped with Ply shoes for years and has tried all the polish may be secured here also.

I.

Penobscot Fish Co.

JL.

SNOW

Pound........................... 47c

WILLOW STREET MARKET
Free Delivery
Prompt Telephone Service
Telephones 1230—1231
574 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

Extra Power-Extra Speed
No Extra Price
THE NEW AND BETTER

TEXACO
GASOLINE

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributors

Tel. 51

Telephone 68-J

79 MECHANIC STREET

NAUM & ADAMS

PHILIP SULIDES

Alfred P. Condon

A. P. RICHARDSON

Battery Service
and Sales

TAILOR
Telephone 403
299 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

CONFECTIONERY
FRUITS
TOBACCO

SHOE SHINING
HAT CLEANING

Telephone 627

340 Main Street
Rockland
Telephone 8120

WALDOBORO

delphia are at Medumak Lodge, their
summer home.Mrs. Charles Dutton and daughter
Mrs. L. J. Dow. Allen Dow and Clar
ence Dow of Revere. Mass., are vis
itors at the home of Mary Crowell.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Congin of
East Orange, N. J., were recent guests
of Mrs. Leola M. Oliver.
Tli? Susannah Wesley Society held
a successful cake sale Friday after
noon at the store of E. C. Teague.
J. J. Shapiro of Boston, traveling
salesman for the American Moulding
Co., figured in a spectacular accident
on Main street Thursday noon.
Mr.
Shapiro was driving down Cole’s Hill
and at the intersection of roads
skidded in turning the corner the car
turned completely over pinning him
underneath. He escaped serious in
jury although he was badly cut on
face and leg. He was taken tempo
rarily to Knox Hospital, going thence
EDWARD K. GOULD
■to his home by boat.
Mrs. W. C. Flint gave a bridge
Attorney at Law
party Tuesday evening in honor of
(Formerly /udge of Probate)
Mis. Millard Wad?. It was in the
Special Attention to Probate Matters form of a surprise and the plan was
and Real Estate Titles
carried out with a great deal of mer
Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave. riment. Harlequin ice cream, angel
IStf
cake and fancy cakes were served by

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Wlent worth
and Mrs. Alonzo Beckwith of Belfast
were guests*Sunday of their cousin
Mrs. Jennie Benner at Kaler’s Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Benner and
young son have returned to Massa
chusetts after spending their vaca
tion with Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Benner.
Miss Ella Blaney of Waltham, Mass.,
is visiting Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney and
Miss Marcia Blaney.
Misses Jessie L.. Keene and Faye
M. Keene have returned from Bar
Harbor where they have been for two
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs, Claude Fitch and chil
dren motored to Keene, N. IL, where
Mrs. Fitch and the children will re
main for two weeks.
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Deaver of Phila-

////ec/Zanc/

a-nnoUHce' t/etr

ant/
82-tf

Alive Lobsters
P. O. Box 408

Atlantic Wharf

Rockland

the hostess assisted by Miss Marcia I
Blaney. Three tables were in play
and the places filled by Mrs. J. W. |
Sanborn, Mrs. Ella White, Mrs. }
Harold R. Smith, Mrs. S. H. Weston,
Mrs. Harold Clark, Mrs. W. H. Crow- '
ell, Mrs. A. E. Boggs, Mrs. V. B.
Hagerman, Mrs. W*. G. Labe, Mrs. I
Flint, Miss Blaney and the guest of
honor. Mrs. Wide. Mrs. V. B. Hager
man held the highest score.

We Carry a Complete Line of
QUARRY, MILL and CONTRACTORS’
SUPPLIES
11 LIME ST.

TEL. 360

UNION

Clifton Cummings is at home from
Lynn, and is employed at Highfield’s
Camp for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cameron and
daughters Edith May, Ruth and
Nancy of Honolulu, Hawaii, are tlie
gues-ts of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
James Cameron.
Miss Gwendolyn Howse is employed
at Alford Lake Camp for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plumer and
PORT CLYDE
son Alan of New York are visiting Dr.
Mrs. Linnie 'Newcomb and daugh and Mrs. Plumer.
ters Margaret and Daphne of EastSeven Tree Grange is having a
port are guests of Mrs. Newcomb’s recess through the months of July 1
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sim and August.
mons.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy and
Miss Zelda Lyons of Cambridge, I family of Rockland are at the Love- [
joy cottage at Crawford’s Lake.
Mass., is guest at the Village Inn.
Arthur Harrington of Natick,
Mr. and Mrs. George Hodgdon of
Farmington are spending a few j Mass., is spending the summer with ’
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Forrest 1 Mr .and Mrs. George Cameron.
Mr .and Mrs. Claude Giles and Mrs. [
Davis.
George Coffran of Derby, Vt., spent ! Lizzie Morton of Melrose, Mass., rethe past week with Sidney Davis. I eently visited relatives in town.
Miss Irene Robinson of Hartland I Mrs. Lawrence Reynolds of Detroit,
is a guest of Mrs. Alvah Thompson j Mich., is visiting her parents Mr. and
1 Mrs. Fred Gleason.
at Hupper’s Island.
Funeral services were held Monday
Mrs. iCarl Gray of Omaha, Neb.,
*ave a very interesting talk in the afternoon for the late H. Farrand
Lucas, Rev. J. Reed Howse officiating.
Baptist chapel Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Harold Johnson and young
Mr. Duncan and friends of New
York are spending a few weeks with ‘ daughter are guests of Mrs. James
Howell.
Mr. and Mrs. Brennan.
Friends of Verna Prouty are glad to
Pentecostal meetings were held in
K. of IP. hall Wednesday and Thurs welcome "her back home for a few
days. She is a guest of Mrs. Zena
day evenings of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Thompson and Nelson while in Union.
Miss Pauline Miller is a guest at
children spent a few days in L>overMrs. John Cunningham’s.
Foxcroft recently.
WUlbur Thurston with his daughter
Miss Mildred Hupper of Hupper’s
Island is employed at the Village Margaret Gleason and granddaughter
Eleanor Gleason have returned from
Inn.
The Curtiss Flying Service has a vacation spent in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Alice 'Whiting and Mrs.
established a “Ground School Cor
Aviation.” meeting Thursday nights Walter Ayer recently visited Meat the Thorndike Hotel. Call Mr. domak Camp where Mrs. Whiting’s
grandson Robert Whiting of New
Wincapaw for details at 620.—adv.
York i.s spending the summer.
Harold Foster of New Jersey vis
Ground has been broken for a new
bridge between Windsor. Ontario, anti ited Mrs. Foster’s parents, Mr. and
Detroit.
Why not a pipe line?— Mrs. William Pevear recently. On
the return trip he was accompanied
Brooklyn Eagle,

ROCKLAND, ME.

by his son Billy Foster who has been
visiting here.
As a fitting beginning for what
she hopes to be a most successful
year, President Edna McKinley of
the Women’s Club lias invited every
member to spent next Tuesday with
her at her summer cottage on (’rawford’s Lake. Everyone i.s to take a
picnic lunch and their very best
smile. A business meeeting will be
held in the afternoon.

FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Marguerite Cyr who h is em
ployment at Mis. II E. Thompson's,
bong Island, spent the weekend at her
home in Pittston.
Mr. and .Mi s. S. W. Davis of Washhum avenue, Portland, and Mr. anil
Mrs. Albion Wotton visited Mrs.
Myron Mank In Rockland last week.
Mrs. Cora Cushman, Mrs. Rose
Cushman and Mr. and Mrs. Waiter
Wotton with their sons Paul and
Sherman were in Rockland r'-cently.
Mrs. John Lawler of South Portland
and daughter Mrs. Ernest Mullock of
Last Lexington, Mass., were in thin
vicinity Wednesday and calling upon
old friends.
Mrs. Roscoe McKinney and daugh
ter Shlrlene and Mrs. Myron Mank
and daughter Lucille spent the day
Tuesday with Mrs. Albion Wotton.

SOMERVILLE
Miss Marie Turner who attends
summer school at Farmington passed
the weekend at home.
f*. G. Hibbert of Rhode Island, and
son Donald Hibbert of Portland were
visiting friends in this place Satur
day.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Tracy of Free
port ale visiting friends at tlie in ra ■
of F. A. Turner.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Farrington were
Sunday evening visitors at tlie Turner
home.

REAP THE WANT ADS.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 966

SAIL AND AWNING
Manufacturer

A. P. LORD
TENTS

FLAGS
BOAT COVERS
SPRAY HOODS
CUSHIONS
TOURIST AND CAMPERS'
OUTFITS
YACHT HARDWARE

WIRE ROPE
AUTO TOP MANUFACTURER
Telephone 333

SIMON K. HART
Monuments
Telephone 911-M
Rockland

Collision Work a Specialty

FISSETTE’S
Body and Fender Shop

CAMDEN, ME.

AUTO PAINTING
Telephone 666
108 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

“MURPHY”

D. L. BARRON

Varnishes and Enamel

Exclusive Line of

W. J. ROBERTSON

LADIES’ HATS

Builders’ Supplies
Lumber

AND SCARFS

20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

Telephone 835
578 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

CHIROPODIST

ROCKLAND, ME.

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
RACKLIFF & WITHAM

Rockland, Me.

SUITS PRESSED 75c

FOOT TROUBLES
Should be the least of your
worries if you see someone who
knows how to cars for them

Two Railways, Derrick, Boat Joiners, Carpenters and
Caulkers, Riggers and Painters. Boat Stock of All Kinds.
Yacht Spars and Keels. Long Native and Southern Oak,
Hard Pine and Cedar.

MARINE RAILWAYS
and
REPAIRMEN

Rockland, Me.

Rockland

BEST TUB BUTTER.

-f

COMP AN V

"IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST"

220 So. Main Street

BACON, by the piece, any size or weight you wish.
Sugar cured and rindless. Extra good. Lb.
24c

WE SPECIALIZE AS

Agents:
Amco Treated Manila Rope
Whitlock Manila Rope
Carter’s Victor Brand Oil Clothes
New Jersey Marine Paints

Telephone 20

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK

AUTO INSURANCE IS IMPERATIVE

Livingston Manufacturing Co. Has Proud Record Extend Roberts & Veazie Offer Full Protection At Very Reason
ing Through Thirty-Six Years of Growth
able Price—See M. F. Lovejoy

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

DRUGS

Camden
Thomaston
Owl’s Head
St. George

ECONOMY
FRUIT STORE
FRUITS
CANDY
ICE CREAM
POP CORN
Telephono 227-W
9 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND

VINALHAVEN
David Geary is entertaining bis
brother John of Boston, also his son
John and wife, who arrived this
week from Massachusetts.

Mr. and Mi’s. Walter F. Roberts of
Philadelphia, Pa., arrived Thursday.
They are guests of bis aunt Miss E.
F. Roberts at Bridgeside and other
relatives.

T. E. Libby made a business trip
early Monday morning to Roukland in
the Axel Grandros power boat. Com
bining business with pleasure Mr.
Libby took bis wife along witli him
and the return later in the day was
made by airplane.
• Union Church circle was held
Thursday in the vestry.
Elijah York and family are at
Crockett’s River for tlie summer sea
son.
Mrs. Stephen Lewis and daughter
Eleanor were in Rockland Friday.
Albert Annis, who has been spend
ing bis vacation with bis sister Mrs.
E. G. Carver, left this week for bis
borne in Waltham, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. William Haddiean
and daughter of Springfield, Mass.,
are guests at Rockaway Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Mont Arey of
Rochester, N. Y.. arrived Wednesday
for a 10-days’ visit with his mother
Mrs. Eliza E> Arey and other rela
tives.
Tickets are being sold for a con
cert featuring a negro tenor soloist,
to he held July 23. It is a benefit to
Union church.
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane are enter -

Thousands of Mothers
• Know Its Value.
The Family Medicine
forCoughs, Colds, Colic

Cuts, Scalds, . Burns,
_____ Chilblains, Insect Bites
rrepaml by tb. Noawar M tdicih. Co., Norway. Us.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,

mt f,ll»to benefit you when nardatrletleaadlrerled on
tbe lUMido wrupper. *fty a butue.^ Sold by all dealers.

Consult

R. E. COLTART
ROCKLAND

Body and Fender Shop
Telephone 466-M
655 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

REG. NURSE
Telephone 593-W
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 916

Arrow Collars and Shirts
Stetson Hats
S. RUBENSTEIN
Leopold & Morse Clothes
Armstrong Sweaters
63!/2 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

taining at Shore Acres Mr. and Mrs.
Edward W. Swan of Brookline and
Crow Point, Mass.
Late arrivals at Bridgeside include
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Knox, Boston;
John Hennings, porter Hennings and
Frank L. Barclay of Portland.
Albert Annis who was visiting his
sister Mrs. E. G. Carver lias returned
to Waltham, Mass.
The Rebekah picnic was held Tues
day at the carrying place.
* • • •
Mrs. Annie H. Sanderson

Mrs. Annie II. Sanderson, 65, widow
of James S. Sanderson, died July 15 at
her home after an illness of about two
weeks. Slip was horn in Portland,
Dee. 13, 1863. daughter of Phillip W.
and Sarah J. Sawyer and iiad lived

in town since early childhood except
for occasional visits with her children
and relatives. Those who survive her
are daughters, Mrs. Fred L. Gray of
this town. Mrs. Howard E. McFarland
Somerville and Mrs. William M.
Murphy of Portland, and a son James
W. Sanderson of Dorchester, Mass.,
also a brother Robert F. Sawyer of
Mattapan. Mass., a sister Mrs. Charles
Wads wort li of Vinalhaven, and there
are 20 grandchildren and two great
grandchildren. Mrs. Sanderson was
a member of Ocean Bound Rebekah
Lodge which organization was rep
resented at the funeral by members
attending in a body. The service
Thursday was conducted at the home
bv Rev. P. J. Clifford of Union
Church. There were beautiful floral
tributes.
Interment was made at
Ocean View cemeterv.

NO-OIL
Salad Dressing
IS DELICIOUSLY CREAMY

Try It! You Will Like “No-Oil”
All Deniers Sell ‘‘No-Oll’’

A POPULAR SUMMER REMEDY
Hot Weather Headaches, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Aches and Pains
are relieved by

Ballard’s

Golden
Headache

Tablets

Not a fuzzy powder Taken like a confection. No opiates, morphine or
chloral. All druggists. Free sample sent by Ballard's Golden Oil Co., Old
Town. Main..
. j/g.

nage Six
THOMASTON

l liams-Brasier Post .and Auxiliary are
already hard at work, with the will’ ing assistance of the townspeople
lhe Beta Alpha picnic will be held an(j
objec- a bigger and better
Tue day afternoon at the home of fair eveD th^n in 19os Watch this
Mrs. Myrtle Strong.
| column for further announcements.
Mrs. Austin Cookson who has been, There will be a xUpiwr at Achorn
visiting her sister. Mrs. G. \\ ynja of Grange .South Cushing, next Tuesday
Hopeda.e. Mass., ftp two weeks, will1 at g o’clock.
___

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 20, 1929

In Everybody’s Column

CAMDEN CONCERT COURSE
Frank Bibb, In Exclusive Interview, Announces a Brilliant
Array of Artists

MRS. ABBIE S. HODGKINS

Advertisements in this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time. 10 cents for three times. Six
words make a line.

FOR SALE

Lost and Found
Mrs. Abbie S. Hodgkins, aged fi;
L3ST Tire and wheel on Mechanic St. July
is considered one of the foremost art years, widow of Forest W. Hodgkins, 1#. Tel. »S2 W. 00 MAIN ST.
Roland Watson who has employ
died at her h, me on Lisbon road.
The Curtiss Flying Service has
In an interview granted by Frank ists in Baltimore. She is a woman of South Lewiston, Wednesday follow
ment in Virginia, was in town Tues established a ‘‘Ground School for
great
charm,
possessing
a
voice
of
day, the guest of his sister, Verna. Aviation." meeting Thursday nights Bibb of the Peabody Institute of Bal beauty that suggests Alma Gluck in ing an illness of three years, Afr;
timore and the David Mannes School
Wanted
Wats in.
i
at the Thorndike Hotel. Call Mr. of New York, at his charming sum its finesse and bharacter. Her reper Hodgkins was born in Apple ton. th?
•Services at the Baptist Church Wincapaw for details at 620.—adv.
toire is extensive, embracing songs in daughter of Peter and Rachel Stubbs. • WANTED Experienced yrocery clerks and
mer
home,
“
The
Retreat."
Chestnut
in the
Sunday: 9.45 a. m„ 'Sunday school;
Italian. French. German. Russian and i,n<^ Hve^ in Rockland for several men to manage grocery stores: also lady
street, Camden, plans for the second
O. BOX 64, Rockland, Me. 1
at 11 o’clock morning worship, ser
English.
Her French diction is years Prior to her marriage, her par- cashier. Apply
ROCKPORT
season
of
the
Camden
Concert
Course,
«7*lt
HOSPITAL BUILDINGS ON CHASE ISLAND
mon by the pastor, topic “What Is
exquisite.
She has appeared in1 ents occupying the house at The
Miss Mabel Young of Waltham, beginning the evening of July 30. recitals in Bar Harbor. New York and Highlands, now occupied by Mr. and
WANTED Position by \oung girl to care
the Chaff To the Wheat?”; 7 p. m.
were
outlined.
These
artists
have
for child. TEL. 717 R
K7*3M
Mass.,
is
a
guest
at
B.
H.
Paul
’
s
this
near North Haven, Maine
a concert oratorio recital by George
been secured by Mr. Bibb: Sylvia other cities, although devoting the Mrs. W. E. Morgan. She went t ►
WANTED Dill to keep house for young
D. Hernandez who has been heard week.
Lent. New York, violinist; Dan Pow larger part of her activities to Haiti- * Lewiston about 15 years ago to nnk•• widower and willing to learn to drive a Kurd
Philip
Terhune
of
Swampscot,
with favor in many churches in
more where she is in great demand. her home, having lived in Portland coupe. Must be a country girl. Address
Lump sum bids only for the entire lot will be consid
Mass., was guest Thursday at George ell. Baltimore, baritone; Katherine She is the wife of a very well known theretofore for several y ears.
Maine in Southern melodies.
S S . R ED I. Box 3. care of Mr.
I.
Ellis. New York, pianist: Sigurd
Hvier
’
s.
ered. The articles will be shown by the keeper of
Fieeimrt. Me.
X7*H3
Rehearsals for ‘Erstwhile Susan.”
Baltimore
physician.
She
is
survived
by
’
three
sons.
Arthur K. Walker has been visiting Nillsen, New York, basso; Harriet
WANTED Female nurses and attendants
the play which Adelyn Bushnell is
Mme. Rosanoff. the ‘cellist, is cer Arthur W. and Harold F. Hodgkins of
Goose Rocks Light, near said Chase Island, upon ap
Colston. Baltimore, soprano; Marie
Northampton State Hospital, salary fiitm
tain to make a tremendous impres South Lewiston, and John F. Hodg at
putting on early in August for the his brother Ambrose in Boston.
Roemaet
Rosanoff.
New
York,
’
cellist
;
to
$7S0 In IS months with full maintenance, i
plication to him. An inventory will be furnished
Capt. and Mrs. George l ice of Ne
sion.
both
by
her
finished
art
and
benefit of the Thomaston Nurse As
kins
of
Tampa,
Fla.:
two
daughters.
Address DR .1 A IHH'STUN. Supt.. North-'
Edward O’Brien, New York, tenor,
sociation, will begin Monday eve ponset, Mass., have been recent and Alice Merrill. New York, pianist. vivid personality. She is a pupil of‘Mrs Edith C. (’hick of Amesbury. ampton. Mass.
84-8*90
upon request made to
Pablo Casals, one of the world’s fore- J Ma ; and Mrs. Doris E. Witmer of; WANTED I«ady bookkeeper with expeil- ■
ning at 7 p. m., in Watts hall. It is guests of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest
There will be but three concerts in
most
’
cellists,
and
is
very
well
known
ence, aide to typewrite. TEL. 770 for address. 1
a comedy of Pennsylvania German Torrey.
Huron,
Ohio;
a
brother,
Eugene
M.
S. N. TOBEY,
i . unii
and Mrs. Clifford
’ mi u I u .iiciliil
Merrill illlil
and - the course—July 30. Aug. 15 "and in New York both as a soloist and in Stubbs of this city: and a sister. Mrs.
8b -88
life, full < f quaint local color and th..Mr.
lati’er'n father, Mr. Bancl.tnan of
4„ ,T1’^rt‘sts for‘'VV0’’;
quartet
work.
She
is
playing
at
WANTED Hand warhlngs.
inquire 44
amusing lines, and will show Miss Methuen. Mass., are occupying Mrs.
Martha
E.
Jones
of
Lewiston.
There
Treasurer, Augusta State Hospital, Augusta, Me.
T
.a"d
CHESTS I T ST Tel. 723 W.
85-87
Bushnell and Mr. 'Bradford in very
Miss Ellis. For the second Mr. NilL Southampton. L. I., N. Y., this sum- are also three grandchildren.
85-87
WANTED- Man wants position as night
different parts from any they have Minnie Weed’s apartment. Limerock sen and Mrs. Colston, and for the m er.
watchman or janitor work. TEL. 717-R.
|
Edward
O
’
Brien
is
a
student
at
the
ever taken about here. Miss Bush street.
CHARLES
IRVING
BAILEY
third and last Mme. Rosanoff and Mr.
85*87 i
Mrs. Frank N. Eaton of Winterport
David Mannes School, and an artist
nell has the part of Juliet Miller
O’Brien.
WANTED Competent
<»n<l maid desires
of
great
promise.
While
his
voice
(erstwhile Susan), “lady lecturer and visited at Ernest M. Torrey’s leCharles Irving Bailey, 69 years of work. References. TEL. 316 Camden. 85*87
Mr. Bibb speaks of his artists most
elocutionist,” originally played with cently.
enthusiastically, convinced that lie' recalls that of Harold Hansen who age, sole owner of the firm of C. M.
Agents in Rockland and vicinity
To Let
For Sale
IMr. and Mrs. Edwin Bennett of has a more brilliant array to present was heard in last summer’s series, it Bailey Sons & Company.¥ oilcloth to WANTED
great success a few years ago by
sell Christmas cards in $1.00 boxes con
F()R SALK Two cows. FRANK MORRIS,
TO LET Three furnished rooms for light
Mrs. ‘Fiske. The supporting cast con Peru have been in town this week than last season. Of these Miss Lent is of a warmer quality, used more manufacturers, died at his home in taining 21 assorted cards: 50 per cent profit.
housekeeping. Inquire 16 WILLOW ST. 87-89
Tenant's Harbor. Tel. 4-6 Tenant's Harbor.
sists of Thomaston amateurs who visiting relatives. On their return and Mr. Nillsen are reappearances, a generously. He is brimming with Winthrop Centre Tuesday following SARAH STONE STI DIDS. Bangor, Maine.
86*88
78-144
TO LET -L’nfurnished 5 rooms, with bath,
temperament
and
imbues
his
work
home
they
were
accompanied
by
Mrs.
have already demonstrated their
gratifying fact which recalls the bril
a long illness. His father, who died
FOR SALE- Mackerel seine. 14" fathom heater, electric lights and gas, $21 month.
ability under Miss Bushnell’s direc "Gharles Brann who wi/11 (be their liant success achieved by them last with rich color. • • • •
_____________________ 87.88
recently, was the founder of the com
long. lMathom deep. 1% In mesh. Price $300. TEL 578-W
CAMDEN
IAS A^TEEL. Matinicus. Me
87*P2
summer in Camden. Miss Lent has
tion to give a performance of real guest indefinitely.
pany, one of the first in the country.
TO LET—Furnished 3 rooms with toilet,
Alice
Merrill
although
a
summer
Herbert
Thorndike
and
Mrs.
had
a
busy
winter,
chiefly
engaged
in
professional quality.
He was born in Winthrop, and leaves
FOR SALK Six room house recently re shed, cellar, 2 private entrances, ’piazza with
Miss Mary McCIosky of Boston has paired. nearly acre of land, good location, best pleasant outlook, heat in living room, electric
Mrs. John Lawler of South Port George Thorndike and son James of recital work, in New York and other resident of Camden is abroad at pres his wife, Mrs. Alice Bailey, whom he
ent. studying with Mathe in Loffdi-n.
of
nelghbora, price <2,100: n won't lust long lights, gas and hot water. $30 month. TEL.
Marblehead.
Mass.,
accompanied
by
ities.
Although
only
20
’
years
of
age,
been the guest of Mrs. Ralph B.
land and Mrs. Ernest Malloch of
8T-8V
at that price. New 5-room house, all modern 578-W._________________________ —
She is professor of music at the Ben recently married; a son. Paul IL, by a Bucklin.
East Lexington. Mass., visited their Mrs. Ella Eaton and Mrs. George Hy- her equipment as to technique, facil
former
marriage:
a
brother.
Elwood
conveniences,
price $3,900. L. A. THTRSTON.
TO LET Small rent, electricity. MRS. A.
nett School In New York and is said
ler
were
guests
Thursday
of
Llew

ity
and
style
is
nothing
short
of
mar

Mrs. A. H. Parsons ha sreturned Tel. 1159.
aunt. Mrs. O. E. Keizer, Wednes
W7-tf H. PILLSBURY, Thomaston. Tel. 67-12 or
A., and a sister, Mrs. E. F. Wloodman.
ellyn Thorndike at Hobbs' Pond.
velous. She has won successes that to be an accomplished artist.
day.
FOR SALE House lots on North Main St., 136-11,_______________________________ 87*89
Mr. Bibb, who is considered one of Mr. Bailey was one of Winthrop’s from a trip to Eng’.and and Scotland.
Mrs.
Annie
J.
Gardiner
and
daugh

might
well
turn
one
’
s
head,
yet
going
fast
at
$275
each
:
5
lots
on
Maverick
The Chauncey Dorlands of Chicago
The Sewing Club paid Mrs. Stanley
TO LET - New 6-room house, all modern.
the foremost artist-accompanists in most respected and substantial citi
; 2 lots on Old County Rd. ; 2 lots on Fine ROBERT U. (XILLLNS, Tel. »7.
86-88
Maynard (Annie Jameson) a-visit at ters. Mrs. Elsie Gifbert, Miss Frances through it all she remains unaffected. this country, is very modest about zens. a tireless worker and efficient who have just returned from Europe St.
St.: 1 lot on Brewster St. All of these lots are
Gardiner
and
(Miss
Mildred
Kibble
Everyone
is
won
by
her
charming
her cottage at Ash Point Thursday.
his own achievements, which seems executive, as testified to by the are at their summer cottage for the priced low for quick sale. L. A. THl'RSTON. TO LET Three and five furnished rooms for
have
been
this
week
on
a
very
en

girlishness.
light
housekeeping,
all
modern
Improve

Tel. 1159.
87-tf
The. Maynards having recently built
to be the trait of those who accom growth of the business. Mr. Bailey season.
* • • •
ments. Inquire 12 ELM ST.
86-tf
J. C. Thomas who .has been visiting
a cottage there, suggested to the club joyable three days’ motor trip, visit
FOR SALE Large size Glenwood gas range
was a member of th? Augusta Rotary
plish
most.
However,
it
was
learned
Mr. Nillsen’s winter season was a
TO LET Furnished room by day or week.
his mother. Mrs. Rena Thomas at In first class condition, price reasonable. TEL.
making their visit the occasion of a ing the White Mountains.
Club.
86-88 Inquire 51 GRANITE ST. Tel. 1.72-M 85-87
Anyone having flowers which they busy one. too. largely devoted to con that a successful year had1 been com
Lake City, has returned to Portland. 723-M.
“shower.” The happy thought was
pleted
at
both
the
Peabody
Institute
TO LET Rooms at 37 Spring St. centrulljr
FOR SALE—Samoyede Siberian pups. XIRS.
Tickets foro the Eastern Star Clufo
carried out as a result of which the would like to donate for’Sunday serv cert and broadcasting work, the latter and the David Mannes School. At
TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS
86*88 ItM'ated, with hath. ROSCOE STABLES, at
luncheon and bridge party which will WILLIAM GRAY. 4 State St.
cottage is well equipped with useful ices at the Baptist Church, kindly ter through contract with the Colum- the latter school results have been
Simpson
& Staples, or 37 Spring St.
83-tf
FOR SALE Two fields of grass at your own
he held at the Yacht Club July 31, are
Show me the boy who never threw
things. Mrs. Maynard will remain notify 275-4 and they will be gladly ia Broadcasting System. He won most gratifying, with much broader
TO LET -Furnished apartment on Oak St.
price. LOVEJOY FARM, West Meadows.
meh success in this line of endeavor,
sent
for
and
much
appreciated.
A
stone
at
someone
’
s
cat.
now on sale at Dickens’ Newsstand.
until the close of July when her sister
work for next year planned.
86*88 All modern Improvements. Apply ERNEST
Or never hurled a .snowball swift
Baptist Church: Sunday at 10.45, his voice proving well nigh perfect
DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis._________ 82-tf
Morrow' and Whitehall Inn. They
Mrs. Forrest Maynard of Milton.
His activities as accompanist dur
At someone’s high silk hat
F ‘R SALE Farms little and big In all parts
for broadcasting. And yet he is the
sermon
hv
tRev.
Phi
ip
C.
Hughey,
can also he obtained of the commit of Knox County. If you want to buy or sell
Mass., will come to spend the month
TO LET Modern tenement in Rankin block.
Who never ran away from school
leal concert artist, possessing a con ing the season were interrupted by
subject.
“
The
Opened
Eyes.
”
Special
To seek the swimming hole.
tee, Mrs. Lucius C. Howe. Mrs. Wal just give me a ring. L. A. THl’IBSTON. Rock- Inquire ALICE MARRINEK, business office of
of August. In the party were Helen
vincing and pleasing personality and the unfortunate accident to the littl3
79-tf
Who never did a thousand things.
87-tf telephone company.
ter (Conle>\ Mrs. Zelma Dwinal a’.ld lando. Tel. 1159.
Carr, Florence Gardiner. Blanche music by the dhoir. (Sunday school
linger of his left’hand, caused byThat grieve us sore to tell.
singing magnificently.
TO LET—five room Hat with modern im
at
noon.
B.Y.P.P.
meets
at
6.
leader
FOR SALE- Eighty acre farm. 7-roorn house. ■
Mrs.
Wife,
n
D.
Darron,
to
whom
apRay son, Marie (Singer, Nidia Elliot,
broken
glass
which
necessitated
three
And
I'll
show
you
a
little
hoy
Mr. Bibb hails Dan Powell as a find.
79-tf
barn connected, never falling water In provements at 10 PLEASANT ST.
Who must he far from well.
plciati n for table Reservations can ell.,
Betty Brown, Leona ’Starrett, Dr. and Cora Whitney. Evening s?rvice at 7, He is of Welsh descent, young, a ’operations, one of them plastic, before
house and barn, henhouse, brooder house, j TO LET—Tenement, five rooms; electric
—Edgar A. Guest
also 'he made.
; large garage: cuts 40 tons of hay. pastures, 15 ' lights,
Mrs. Oliver Cushing and children. music by the Male Chorus; splendid Peabody Institute product, and just final recovery was pronounced. How
gas. flush toilet. Apply D. SHAFTER,
Looking backward over half a cen
The funeral of the late Miss Nancy ! cows, brook watered pasture, about 2 acres 15 Rockland St.
Elizabeth Washburn and Christine praise service, sermon iby Mrs. Grace starting on what promises a glorious ever. he appeared as accompanist at
79-tf
Walsh Hughey, subject, ‘The Bread
tury 1 am willing to testify that boys Laurette Lovett who died this week raspberries: 35 tons of hay in barn, farming
several
recitals,
among
the
artists
Moore.
career. His voice is particularly fit
TO LET- At 15 Summer St 4 room heated
tools
and
8
cords
fitted
wood
and
garden.
Bar

of
Life."
are about the same today as they in the Palmer Memorial Hospital, gain at $2700. Other farms at a bargain. flat. gas. electricity, bath. Aften July 1st 3
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Horseley, re
ted for music of the heroic type, and being Frieda Hempel. Sylvia Lenf
Boston, was held Friday afternoon Easy terms. M. It MILLER, East Union. Me room furnished flat, gas, electricity, bath,
cently married and who began house
this feature will l>e brought out to and others. :Mid more recently has were in my boyhood.
86*88 ! heat. On Camden St. after July 1st, to adult
We had our gangs. There were the fro mthc Methodist Church, Rev. F.
keeping in Rockland, have moved into
Notices of the Church
.advantage in his Camden program. begun work although “playing with
family 10 room house, furnace, bath, elee- ’
Harbor,
Wild
Cat.
Hart
’
s
Neck.
Headfour
fingers,"
as
he
stated.
FOR
SALE.
—
The
Cotinon
house
on
Summer
Ernest
Smith
officiating.
Mrs. Smith’s house, corner of Maip
trlelty. Apply MRS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
The subject for the morning serv- )ne of his numbers is of unusual
St., all modern, very attractive price, also sev ___________ __________________________ 76-tf
Mr.
Bibb's
dream
is
to
establish
at
of-the-Lane,
and
Gabbletown
gangs.
and Dwight streets.
’
The
Heading
Waters
of
Christ
’
s
.ice at the Methodist Church will be interest—a Handel aria “Thaffks Be
eral pood buys In farms, lake and seashore
Mrs. John E. Walker received a j “'Making Records;” Sunday School to God" discovered; among his ob Camden a musical summer season Did they fight? They did, and fists Marvelous Grace." will be Rev. Er properties. Three extra choice lots in the
TO LET- Four-hoom apartment In excel
telegram from San Francisco Wed- jat 11.45; in the evening the Sunday scure works, and brought to this that will not only be known country were not the only weapons used in nest ?»f. Holman’s topic at the Bap heart of the city. T. J. FOLEY. 44 Talbot Ave. lent condition ; garage if desired. Adults only.
28
Paelflc St.. C. A. EMERY. Tels. 518-M.
Sling-shots, brass tist Church Sunday morning.
Te!. 1086.
87-89
nesday bearing information of the School will present "The Red Velvet country first by Frieda Hem pel. It is wide but serve a real purpose to local those battles.
436-M.________________________________ 75-tf
FOR SALE- -Six cows, three new milch;
death that morning of Capt. John i’ovcket Book Dog.’’ A cordial wel somewhat suggestive of the “Largo” music lovers who are shut away from knuckles, and even pistols on occa
Today is Salvation Army tag daj*
TO LET—Northern half of Crockett Baby
also two beef heifers. E. W. CRAMER, Wash
Wallace.
Capt. Wallace was a come to everybody.
and is to be added to the score of hearing in person really great artists. sion cam? into play. I remember in Camden.
ington, Me.
86-88 ' Shop. In heart of business section. Apply
While
the
project
is
still
in
the
once
when
I
was
12
years
old
of
hav

Troop
7
of
Rockport
will
spend
the
Thomaston man, a nephew of the late
Israel in Egypt.” He will also sing
Arthur Mullen. Jr., whd has- been
CROCKETT BABY SHOP.
,__________ 73-tf
FUR SALE- -Outboard motors 3 to 20 h. p.
Dr. John E. Walker. Further notice day at the Hoy Scout Camp next ‘Der Doppelganger” (Schubert) and experimental stage, as he expresses it. ing to go to Mosquito Harbor on an a surgical patient at the Camden Two
TO LET- Five room apftrtiqeot, modern, on
row boats way below cost to build. One
it
would
seem,
judging
from
the
Tuesday.
errand,
and
of
being
chased
out
with
two
Schumann
numbers.
“
I)u
Bist
Talbot
Ave.,
first
class.
Apply
81 SUMMER
will be given later.
Community Hospital, has returned new 15 ft. outboard motor boat, a beauty,
The Johnson Society holds its regu Wie Eine Blume” and “Ich Grolle response already shown, that success rocks thrown at me. I was out of my home.
price right. Two 23 ft. power boats, good for ST. Tel, 551-W,_______________________ 70-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland
“Deestrick” and a fair mark for the
TO LET—Apartment in The Bicknell, Main
who have been guests of Mr. and lar meeting Tuesday at the home of Nicht." as well as Scotch and Irish would meet the endeavor.
The subject of Rev. F. Ernest fishing and pleasure. One 40 ft. launch, al
The committee
nmittee in charge
(«.ang
j thewMosquito Harbor “Dee- Smith’s address at the Methodist most given away. Boats of all kinds bought St Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH, 16 Lincoln St.
ing in
folk songs. English songs, etc. He
Mrs. Alric iStone in Camden, have Elizabeth Libby.
and
sold.
House
boat
on
Meguntlcook
Like.
Tel.
264.
79-tf
ts
is
composed
of
Mrs.
E.
Nextx Wednesday the Ladies Aid has already won tremendous success arrangement
Chui eh Sunday morning will be L A. THURSTON. 4CS Old County Rd., Rock
returned to Thomaston.
ard, chairman. Mrs. E. J.!
TO LET—New store 22V4x60 ft., $40 per
Kent
Hubba
will
hold
its
summer
fair.
There
will
land.
Tel.
1159.
87-tf
and
a
most
brilliant
future
is
predict

>no
thing
we
did
have
was
an
un

"The
things
that
we
have
outgrown;
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson and chil
month, with or without lease. V. F.'STUDLEY,
Cornells. Mrs. James C. Hutchin- restricted playground—woods, fields, some that we ought to have and some
FOR 8ALB—Work horse cheap. Tel. 806 M 69 Park St.
dren of Gray have been visiting rela be on sale candy, ice cream, punch, ed for him.
79-tf
Mrs. Arthur Poiljon, Mrs. Charles C and shore. We could play ball any that we ought not.” Lewis Pendleton, or call at 213 LIMEItOUK ST.
hot
dogs,
and
coffee,
cooked
food,
86-88
Katherine
Ellis
is
a
pupil
of
Olga
tives in town.
TO LET—Two room apartment, kitchenette
Wood. Mrs. T. Jenness French, Mis- where. go smimming au natural, catch the well-known tenor, son of Xir. and
aprons,
fancy
work,
and
mysteries.
Samaroff,
who
is
summering
at
FOR
SALE
—
-Farm
at
South
Hope,
335
acres,
and bath. Apply CUTLER-COOK CO.. Rock
Miss Hilda George, Mrs. Charlotte
The Epworth League will meet in Northeast Harbor. She is a real art Jessie B. Hosmer. Frank Bibb. Rev. fish, dig clams, row or sail a boat. Mrs. Ephraim Pendleton, will bo the nice buildings, large orchard est. Over 7,000 land.
79-tf
Gray. Margaret Copeland. Clara
cords standing wood. Would consider leasing
Ralph H. Haydlen. Col. E. A. Robbing Our folks had gardens, but that did soloist.
the
vestry
Friday
evening
at
8
o
’
clock.
ist
of
great
promise.
Her
program
Spear. Ma'belle IS. Brown of Thomas
to responsible parties. Further particulars
Francis
Gilbert.
John
Taylor.
Dr.
M.
will embrace both classics and modHarold B. Stevenson of this place, R. P. CONANT. 202 Camden St. Tel. 6T-M.
not prevent us from g< ing into a
Summer Cottages and Board
ton; Miss Marjorie Hupper of St.
B. Long. Arthur Huse. Elmer E
86-tf
erns.
neighbor's garden and getting toma landscape contractor, will give a talk
WARREN
George. Mrs. Earl T. Brown of Mar
Joyce.
Marcus
Chandler.
C.
Arthur
Another
artist
of
particular
interest
on
“
Rock
Gardens"
at
the
meeting
of
FOR
SALENurses
home
on
Maple
St.,
al!
!
TO LET—Six room cottage ai Owl s Head
toes,
cucumbers,
turnips,
carrots,
etc.,
shall. Mo., and Mrs. Grace Leeper of
Rev. D. T. Burgh will occupy the
Nutt, and Frank M. Tibbetts.
Modern, hot water heat. T. J. FOLEY. 44 by the month or season. MRS. RUTH Mcthe Camden Garden Club next week.
for our own consumption.
Lewiston, Idaho, motored to Lake- pulpit at the Congregational Church is Harriet Colston, lyric soprano, who
Talbot
Ave.
Phone
1086.
87-89
;
BEATH
SPEAR. Tel. 649.
77-tf
Many from Camden are planning to
I saw in The Courier-Gazette that
wood Friday to see Adelyn Bushnell next Sunday for both the morning
FOR
SALE
—
A
26-ft.
motor
boat
equipped
i
atetnd
Sparks
Circus
In
Rockland
PLENTY
TO
FIGHT
one of my chums was at the Harbor
in “Dulcy.”
ONE OF HENRY’S HOBBIES
and evening services in the absence of
TO LET—Summer cottage. “Red Roof” co
with 5 h. p. Hubbard engine. A good pleas- ■
for the summer. I wonder if he re July 29
Mrs. Emily Gould. Mrs. Earl T. the pastor, Rev. C. D. 'Paul.
lire or fishing boat. Address E. V. SHEA,! tage, overlooking Lcrmond’s Pond and Alford
lake:
six furnished rooms: water in t!
Should
the
present
disagreement
South
Thomaston.
Tel.
853-11
Rockland
members how we swiped Shrader's
Brown. Miss Clara IS pear and. Miss
Henry Ford’s old-fashioned loco
Mrs. K. J. Overlook is the guest
85-tf house: screened-ln porch: garage. Inquire >
UNION
Ma belle S. Brown leave Wednesday of Mrs. Mary Montgomery for two motive built specially for him in Darl between Russia andl China go to ex prize turnip? Repent ye! repr nt ye!
OS«AK S. DUNCAN, 156 Main St.. Ro<klan
FOR SALE- Used tires all sizes, balloons Tel. 457.
For when you die the I.ord will say.
87Alvin Rhodes has not bought a
for Quebec on a five days’ motor trip. weeks.
ington. Eng., that was a terminus of tremes, there would be brought into1 “Where's Shrader’s turnip yon took Chevrolet touring ear, as was stated and cords, also first-class second-hand fur
Miss Abbie (Morton of Wakefield,
FOR SALE OR TO LET—At Mcguntlcoo
“The Re-seating of Chairs" is the
niture:
also 5o gallon cast Iron kettle in good
conflict
more
than
one-fourth
of
the
away ?”
in Tuesday’s issue.
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Kenneth subject for the Farm Bureau meet the first passenger railway in the
condition. HARRY BENOV1TUH, 12 Rankin Lake. 4-room cottage furnished, boat an
estimated population of the world
84*86 garage. 3 lots of land, reasonable price
Boy Scouts. Y.M.C.A’s an 1 other
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Willard of St.
Mitchell, Water street.
ing July 26. Miss Jessie M. Law world, is ready for shipment to Michi
Apply to II. R. FELTON. Camden.
82*8
and
about
seven
per
cent
of
the
sources for boys were unknown in New York are visiting relatives and
FOR S^LE- Just completed one of the finest
Capt. and Mrs. A. J. Elliot, Mrs. G. rence, the recently appointed heme gan. An exact replica of the historic
FOR SALE—Nice new shore cottage near
houses ever offered in the city, seven rooms
M. Derry and) daughter Barbara, demonstration agent will be present, “Rocket," which won the trial organ world’s area, says the Associated my boyhood. We got our exercise at friends here.
including sun room, fire place, hot Rockland, furnished, charming view, bath
the woodpile, barn, hayfield, shipyard,
Misses Ruth and Dorothy Barker anil hath,
Misses Anna Dillingham and Jane also Miss Cobb, the State leader. The ized by the Liverpool and Manchester Press.
heat, oak floors, garage and large lot. ing, boating, always cool. Good neighbors.
The two could employ at once and garden. The youngsters went to are guests of their aunt Mrs. Ralph water
Can lie seen by appointment. T. J. FOLEY, Must be sold at once, and will go at a bargain.
Miller left today to spend the week place of meeting will be announced Railway in 1829. the quaint locomo
armies aggregating more than 2,990.- school in the summer, so the problem Carroll at Thomaston.
44 Talbot Ave. Phone 1986.
87-89 Jnvestigat and make an offer. H. L. STEend with Miss Barbara Klliot who is later.
VENS, 192 Limerock St., Rockland.
79-.tf
tive will be placed on public exhibi 000, with reserves of nearly 22.000.0(H) of where to send them was settled.
XIrs. Sadie Lenfest who has been
FOR SALE—Two house lots 90 ft. frontage
in a girls’ eamp in the White Moun
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson E. Moore and tion here May 25. steam up and ready
FOR SALE—Very attractive modern cottage
North Main St., $275 each. L. A. THURS
tains.
daughter Frances returned Thursday for travel, and then, presumably, will men. according to best available data. We had a good time didn't we fellers very ill with measles is slowly recov on
TON. Tel. 1159.
84-tf at Ingraham Hill. Bath, lights, city water, rock
ering.
2 : fireplace. Inquire at CROCKETT'S BABY
"When life was like a story, holding
Mrs. May (Perry) Whitney of Wor from a two weeks’ stay with rela go to the Ford museum at Dearborn. Reliable figures are licking in both
FOR SALE—-Friendship Auxiliary Sloop SHOP,________________________________ 73-tf
cases, however.
Mrs. Maxine Heathe who has been
Neither sob nor sigh.
cester visited friends in town Thurs tives at Matinicus.
Its construction has involved 12
In the golden olden glory of the days
attending Farmington summer schod 33x11x5 ft. Good salts, two years old and
FOR SALE—Shore property at Cooper's
day.
Raymond Borneman has bought a months of research and painstaking
good running rigging. FulU' found and sea
Gone by."
is at home.
worthy. Stove. Copper water tank. Ice box ; Beach. CORA E. PERRY. 69 Beech St., Rock
The funeral of the late William Ford touring ear.
Doze
READ THE WANT ADS.
Mrs., Leroy Luce recently visited 7 h. p. Knox engine. Newly built and en land.
engineering.
74-tf
A. Anderson, whose home was on
Funeral services for the late Cyrus
Somerville, Mass.
larged cabin containing four berths. Nearly
Mrs. Myrtle Watts.
10 LET—Two cottages at Crawford Pond
the iSt. George road, was held at the Jones who died at the home of his
Mrs. Bernard Butler of Rockland 5 ft. head room. Address RODNEY A. SUM good bathing, boating, fishing, etc. Write for
MONS, Glenmere, Me. Tel. Tenant’s Harbor particulars. WILLIAM SAN SOM. Rockland.
family home Friday afternoon. Rev. daughter. Mrs. Lloyd Simmons. July
SAFER THAN RAW MILK
was at Charles Butler’s Friday.
9-32.
84-tf _____ _____________
Mr. Raita officiated. The bearers 17, will be held at 1 o’clock Sunday
69-tf
Winfield Richards of Camden wai
FOR SALE—18 ft. power boat with Kenne
were brothers of the deceased. Mr. at the Echo House. Burial will be
Dairy Inspector Osgood, Visiting in town recently.
TO LET—Cottage at Crescent Beach, run
“
SINGAPORE
MUTINY
’
’
bec engine. In nice condition. For quick sale, ning water, flush toilet, heater.
Apply
Anderson is survived by his widow in Washington, his former home, with
Summer Camps, Admits Superior
Mrs. Viola Hall is at work fbr price $50. WALTER POWERS, shoe shop. PERRY’S MARKET.
______________ 79-tf
and two children and five brothers. services at the grave at 3 o’clock.
ity of Pasteurized.
Thomaston.
84*95
Morrill Stewart.
WITH
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
Interment was made in the family
The remains of the late James
Ferrin Lucas, 84, an old and
FOR SALK To settle estate, the Hall prop and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
"We have found conditions very respected citizen, died at his home erty, Middle Street Hill, eleven room house, den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
cemetery.
Fisher of Uxbridge, Mass., were
RALPH INCE and ESTELLE TAYLOR
good and there is no place where last Friday after a short illness. His new furnace, two toilets, two fireplaces, set us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
Capt. Earl A. Starrett who carries brought here July 10 for burial
tubs, two lots, fruit trees, etc. W. D. HALL. fast. Me.
79-tf
'there is any great danger of the milk wife died a few years previous, and Castine,
mail and passengers to and from Union cemetery. (Services were held
Maine.
81-tf
supply being contaminated or unfit since that time he had lived alone.
Thomaston to Monhegan has taken at the grave. Mr. Fisher had many
A Story of the Rolling Deep Where Might It Right and There Ain't
FOR SALE— Hard wood, fitted, $14 : long,
for consumption.” declared State Funeral services were held MonJdy at $10;
out a license to use his automobile as relatives here and his annual visits
No Ten Commandments.
junks, $12; slabs fitted $8 ; also lumber
Miscellaneous
| Dairy Inspector Osgood Sunday on 2 o'clock.
a taxi. He will convey passengers to were always looked forward to. He
delivered. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
CHAPTER
5
"TARZAN
THE
MIGHTY"
his
return
from
a
trip
to
various
P.
0.
Thomaston.
66-tf
the boat at Creighton’s wharf in the died July 8 at the advanced age of
MttTOIl BOAT BAROAI.\B*-Blx motor hosts
sections of the Stite where he was
FOR SALE—Fitted wood, $14 per cord, with engines, sizes 2ft to 26 ft., all ready to
morning and from there upon arrival 80 years.
AND IT DIDN'T ESCAPE
HAVE YOU HEARD.THE WONDERFUL NEW MUSIC
run.
These boats are 90 per cent new. Prices
'engaged
in
inspecting
farms^
milk
quality
and
measure
guaranteed.
Telephone
of the boat from Monhegan in the
Alfred Mayhew of Glen Ridge, N
your order to 702 city, or drop a card to J. D. from $9ft to $159. Must be sold at once. Other
I houses and creameries supplying
afternoon.
A
287-pound
swordfish,
landed
J., is a guest at Hilltop Inn.
business
takes all my time. GEORGE M.
PEASE.
Hope.
Maine.
?7-88
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., JULY 20
■milk and cream to the summer camps. with a line was in the hold of the
GRAY. Boothbay Harbor. (Office over Pierce’s
Mr. Tilden of Leonard. & Tilden,
Mr. anil Mrs. Guilbert Vinal of
FOR SALE—First quality fitted wood, $14 ; Furniture Btore).
85-86
86-88
For
about
two
weeks
Mr.
Osgood
architects, of Boston, was in town New York and Miss Frances Vinal of
Gloucester'schooner Pilgrim, which furnace junks. $12, delivered anywhere In
and bis assistant. Gordon Drew, arrived at Portland Wednesday from Rockland or Rockport. RALPH I’. CONANT,
WE ARE PREPARED to make your w
Thursday on business.
Swampscott, Mass., arrived! Thursday
have been engaged in this inspection the Grand Banks. John Muse, mem Rockland. Tel. 67-M.
79-tf Into yarn. Write for particulars. Also v;
Mrs. Levi Turner entertained two to visit Mrs. Fiances Yir.al.
for sale. H. A. BARTLETT, Harmony ,Me.
work.
In some cases, conditions ber of the crew, said it required more
FOR SALE—New
Brunswick
Cabinet
tables at bridge Thursday evening
Will Warren of Boston is spending
were found such as to warrant an than an hour and a half to tire out Phonograph. Late model, with 25 records. A
at her home in honor of her guest, several weeks in town, as is his an
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer
order for a general cleanup and these the big fish, which had been 'caught bargain at less than half price. Phone 9G0-W. will
Mrs. Adelaide Megquier of Portland. nual custom, staying with Mr. and
be at my Rockland office Fridays a
39 CRESCENT ST. between 5 and 7 p. m.
places
will
again
be
inspected
to
The list of players besides the Mrs. IS. A. Watts at the Mill Syde
72*tf Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J.
in the spreader of a halibut line. Old
make
sure
that
the
changes
ordered
DAMON,
dentist. Rockland.
7fl
hostess and the guest of honor were Lunch.
fishermen said the feat had been
FOR SALE- -Fine roomy house, shed and
have been carried out. In general,
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
(Mrs. Donald P. George, Miss Lizzie
accomplished but few times in their barn connected, centrally located on State
Mrs. F. <D. ’Rowe will entertain a
.however, the conditions were very
road, four miles from Rockland. Hard wood Rockland Hair 8tore. 236 Main St. Mall orders
1929
Levensaler, Mrs. Charles A. Creigh gathering of those who are interested
104 YEARS
recollection.
1825
79 tf
floors, electric lights, carpets, shades, storm- solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
good.
ton. Mrs. James E. Creighton. Mrs. in basket making at her home 'Mon
windows and screens. Fruit trees and farming
GENERAL TRUCKING. E. W. FARMER. 41
| ‘‘Conditions are improving all the
land if desired. Can be bought at a bargain Lime St.. Rockland. Tel. 1060-M.
(Helen Smith. Miss Lutie Rokes, and day afternoon, when Miss Bertha
73-tf
.time.’’ continued Inspector Osgood.
for cash, or on easy terms, if preferred. In
Miss Kay Turner.
Humt will instruct in the making of
WAX YOUR FLOORS with our Johnson
quire of GEO. GREEN, South Thomaston.
I “We found very few instances where
Miss Katherine Winn. William T. reed sandwich trays.
Phone Rockland 387-21.
72-tf electric floor waxer, $1.00 per day. Tel. 791,
changes were necessary and these
CRIK HARDWARE CO., 498 Main St., Rock
Flint and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker
Mr. and. Mrs. William Teague ar
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs. $6.50; land.
changes will be put into effect at
79-tf
motored to Lakewood Thursday to rived Monday from their home in
srove length. $8 per cord; also building lum
The young folks of today are quick to
once.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
witness the play “Dulcy."
iCanaan, Conn., and are guests of Mr.
j “There seems to be quite a ten
‘
“
at 216 LIMEROCK St.
learn and it doesn’t take them long to take
79-tf repair your furniture
IProf. and Mrs. Alfred Newcombe and Mrs. Lawrence Kalloch.
Tel. 1010.
dency for the camps to use more and
79-tf
FOR SALE—Good shore lot, 135x209 ft.,
who have been sightseeing in Bar
Mrs. Mary Howard of Boston has
hold of a good idea.
more pasteurized milk each year, anc
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of
with artesian well, at Ash Point. N. A. PCGG.
Harbor a few days, returned Thurs been spending a few days as the
Rockland, Me.
79-tf deposit hook numbered 125 and the owner of
we all must admit that this is safer
said book asks for duplicate in accordance
day.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Copeland.
That is why more of them are savers
than raw milk."
FOR SALE—Second hand Reo parts aud one with lhe provision of the State law. SE
Raymond Healey is expected to ar
stake body, also 15 ft. double ender, copper CURITY TRUST CO, Rockport Branch, by
today than ever before.
rive today to spend the weekend with
fastened. E. W. FARMER, 41 Lime St.. Harold 8. Davis, Manager. Rockport. July
The Curtiss Flying Service has
LADY GODIVA PAGEANT
Rockland.
81-tf 12. 1W!>.
his family on Gleason street.
84-8-90
established a ‘‘Ground School for
Surely
there
is
nothing
finer
for
a
grow

FOR SALE—30 ft. cabin cruiser, perfect
(Mrs. Mary Dunn who has (been the Aviation,” meeting Thursday nights
ROCK AND CEMWT WORK, cellar walls
In the ancient little town of Coven
condition, fully equipped. 12 h. p. Hubbard Built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Oliver Cushing at the Thorndike Hotel. Call Mr.
ing boy or girl than a growing savings
try, England, some 300,000 people
engine. Ideal family craft, copper riveted. S. by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
returned Thursday to her home in Wincapaw for details at 620.—adv.
| gathered to re-enact (almost) the hisM. DUNCAN, 692 Main St., Rockland.
79-tf TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
66-tf
account.
South Braintree. Mass.
i torical ride of Lady Godiva. the Saxon
FOR SALE—‘Cedar boat boards, all thick ------ i------------------------------------------------Gilbert Beattie returned
from
nesses.
Small
lots
five
cents
foot
planed
two
/
Quality
ICE
CREAM
lady, who on a sort of dare from her
NORTH HAVEN
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
■Worcester Friday, having been called
Have a Savings Account
hti’sband, rode through the town with
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
Alberta Buswell of Swan’s Island
there iby an accident to his eon Ray
no
clothing
other
than
her
long
hair.
JOEL
P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14.
79-tf
Keep It Growing
mond Beattie. One of Raymond’s legs was a weekend guest of her sister
By
so
doing
she
won
her
point,
which
FOR SALE—Homestead premises of the
was broken and his ankle in Mrs. Alfred Dyer. On the return trip
W
ith
its
pure
Our Advertising
was to get a remission of the oppres
late George W. Robinson, with double lot,
jured by the straining of the cords. she was accompanied home by her
Knox St.. Thomaston. ANNE V. FLINT, 32
cream, its cool,
sive taxes on the people This hap
niece
Miss
Goldie
Firth
who
expects
School St., Rockland. Tel. 356-M.
7G-tf
It is expected he will be in the hos
pened about 1040 A. 1). The princi
fresh fruit, this ice
to pass a greater part of her vacation ‘
Columns Are
pital a month or six weeks.
pal role of the pageant this year was
at
the
Island'.
cream
is
wonder

Aaron Wincapaw wAs taken to
taken by a beautiful girl dressed ir.
J<nox Hospital Thursday.
ful to taste! Sim
the
flesh-colored tights. 1 Many other
GLOBE LAUNDRY
TENANTS HARBOR
Russell Davis was in Forest Hills,
Thomaston, Maine
historic events of Coventry were re
mons & Hammond
Mrs. Bernard Erickson, daughters
Mass., Wednesday on business.
produced, not omitting the highly
Portland, Maine
Merchant’s
Mfg. Company.
Alfred M. Strout is driving a new Alice and Mabel, and son Bernard are
104 Years Without a Loss to a Depositor
condemned role of “Peeping Tom."
QUALITY WORK
visiting
Mrs.
Alice
Pullen.
Ford car.
Some were disposed to criticize the
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE
Yes. there is to be a fair this sum
Show Windows
show, but it was supported by high
Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
mer for the (benefit « f tne Memorial
The Republican party is seventyTHERE’S AN S trH
dignitaries of the church and state.
89-70
Llbrary Building Fund. Aug. 21 is five years old. The Democratic party
The proceeds went to a hospital.—The
DEALER NE ARBY
the date, the Mall is the p ace, and is much older, and last November it
Pathfinder,
committee appointed' -by W il- looked its a®e. llaitfoid Lourant.
return home Sunday.
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Mrs. Frances Perry entertained the

Jolly Six Club Thursday afternoon at
her home.

Thomas Fogarty or Plym uth.
Mass.. Is the guest of his brother. It
H. Fogarty, Broadway.

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Mrs. Vere Havener of Morgantown
W. Va., arrives Tuesday t » be the
The second event of Rockland’s
In addition to personal notes regarding ,
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Blanding of guest of her father X. F Cobb ar.d summer musical activities takes place more appealing pictorlally than it is
in the leading opera houses. In the
departures and arrivals, this department espe Bangor, accompanied by their daugh other relatives.
Wednesday evening. July 31. when m Vies it would be possible, far
cially desires Information of social happen ings,
ter,
Mrs.
R.
B.
'Knott
and
her
hus

parties, musicals, etc. t Notes sent by mail <.r |
Miss Adelaide E. Cross, soprano, of
telephone will be gladly received.
Harris SLackpole Shaw who has this city, and Miss Sylvia Langman, example, to give to some of tiie lead
band, were visitors in the city yester
ing scenes in Wagner’s "Ring- an
TELEPHONE ......... ........................................... 770 day motoring to 'New, Hampshire. been the guest of his parents. Mr. anj of Camden, appear in joint recital at
Illusion of reality painfully lacking
Mr. Blanding, who was for many -Mrs. Henry Shaw, Thomaston, has the Unlversalist Church. Both of In the opera house.
The closing
returned
to
Boston.
years
editor
of
the
Industrial
Journal,
Mr and Mrs. William Anderson of
these talented musicians are New si ene of “Gottei Jammeiaing" is an
made
a
brief
hut
pledsant
call
upon
Detroit Mich., are guests of Mr.
England Conservatory products. Miss other example, and think of the local
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dwyer of Hal- Cross having graduated last month
Anderson's
mother,
Mrs.
Sarah •he editorial staff.
foh r that could he given to "Carmen,"
(?
infield,
N.
J.,
are
guists
of
Mr.
and
Thomas, 47 Camden street.
with high honors, receiving her I ' al mountains for the smugglers' den
Mrs.
Charles
B.
Carver,
Cedar
street.
diploma in the vocal normal course: and a convincing square before the
Mrs. Alice Dunbar Leavitt and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Carver and children
Carroll L. Cole and family left Vilas Daugharty (Mabel Dunbar) Mildred and Charles together with and Miss Langman graduating in hull fighter's arena instead of the
today far a month’s visit .with Mr. j who are occupying the Henry Bird their guests expect to leave tomor 192S with a diploma in the piano n r- .•tens of obviously painted canvas.
Gf course, all this is mere specu
Cole’s mother, Mrs. Frank Harris in cottage at Dynamite Beach enter row for a motor trip through eastern mal course, and completing last
month a post graduate course which lation. But it is easy to believe'that
tained at a bridge tea Monday.
llachius.
Maine and Canada.
granted her a piano soloist's diploma. in line time the “talkies" will experi
Miss Cross, with the splendid ambi ment with opera, with results which
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Smith enter
Mrs. Frank Ames has returned to
Miss Clara Hall has returned to
her home on Matinicus after a visit tained friends, at their farm in South her home in Pamariseotta after a tion she has always displayed since may surprise and delight their
of several weeks in Reading, Mass., Thomaston Sunday, and although it visit with her brother, Herbert Hall, entering the vocalist's field, desires to patrons. Already they have several
return for a post graduate course next of the indispensably great singers
iStamford, Conn., New York, and Hoi- i rained hard all was sunshine inside. Summer street.
fall to earn the diploma awarded to under contract.
May Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith are noted for their
vocal soloists, which largely explains
lv spitality and Surely proved it Sun
The I'niversalist Mission Circle the object of this concert. The art
The first American school of ca,mday.
A
most
appetizing
boiled
din

Miss Margaret Rose of Worcester,
will have luncheon at Green Gables ists are preparing a program that
panology, or bell playing, will be InauMass., is a guest of Miss Christol ner was served. Those present were Wednesday.
Members who plan to j should make a direct appeal to all 1 curated
. ,
Cameron, Holiday Reach for several, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Choate, Mrs. "HOO are ask«M to notify Mi s. Ada , music lovers. Their talent and faith- fnstitutc next season by the Curtis
of Music ol Philadelphia,
Amanda Choate, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Mills, Limerock street, not later than ful diligence should receive loyal sup
weeks.
ai eording to announcement made by
Higgins, Mrs. Edgar Chapman, Mrs. Monday.
port.
it-' director, Josef Hofmann. The
Miss Etta Brown is visiting rela Bertha Higgins Mrs. Bert Mullen and
, students will lie sent to .Mountain
Mrs. Freeman Young arrived home
tives in Criehaven. She was accom daughters Marion and Vivian, ’ Mrs.
n these hustling u.iys wnen music Lake. FIs., to receive instruction from
panied by Bertrand McClure, who has Ray Easton and daught<r Vera and Thursday front I’ortlanl, where she teachers of ail -si cts an 1 denom na-| Anton Itrecs. carlllonneur of the
was the guest of her brother. Elt' n Hons find it most difficult to hold singing tower built hv Edward Bok
been the guest of his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
Twaddell, and friends at Peaks' their pupils to e. ntinuous and profitMr. and Mrs. A.- S. Rankin.
» * « *
Mrs. Winifred Simmons and daugh Island for a week.
able work, it is refrjshing to hear of , It wa, my |)rlviIeR0
p|pasure
Miss Barbara Jordan goes to South ter Miss Margaret Simmons were
student who is ivaiij
really forging
ahead have
little viwlt with I.',-.,
, •i’ siuuviii
ioiging aneuu
h.ive a littl«»
i»;i i.
Mrs. Max Dascomh who lias been through constant application toward ,,| tlie David Mannes «ehool of New
Warren today to be the guest of recent visitors in Vinalhaven.
e
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.C.
Moran
1
:,
goal.
One
of
thes,
students
has
York
and
the
the
guest
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jr.,m?rnStnerm^mLr<'per":<1
his summer home The
Albert Jordan.
Mrs. Clarence Beverage entertained home
in Germantown, Penn., yester is Constance Miller, the 14-year old
nt luncheon and bridge Wednesday dav.
Retreat" in Camden.
And while
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin waiting for him, and even during the
Mrs. Priscilla Richardson, who with Mrs. Alice Dunbar Leavitt and
Miller, Rankin street, who this week
recently sold her house on Kn X Mrs. Vilas Daugharty of Detroit
Miss Ida Cushing, It. N.. of Boston gave a solo recital at the home of her time I was in his presence, I won
street, is preparing to move into the Mich., as honor guests. There were
dered just how his weeks in Camden
Is
with
her
mother
Mrs.
Mary
Cush

teacher. Miss Mabel Holbrook, Cam could he diagnosed as a "vacation."
A. S. Rankin house, Cedar street.
three tables, favors being won by Mrs. ing. Talbot avenue.
den street, surprising even her closest If that hour could he called a fair
George B. Wood, Mrs. Leavitt and
1 1 ' •’’* - * _____
Mrs. Jesse Mills of Warren was
friends by the progress made within sample of his days. When I arrived
Mrs. Ernest Young of Boston.
Mrs.
Mercy
Thorndike
and
datigii-*
a
short time. Constance has a really he was completing a vocal lesson in
the guest of her mother-ih-law, Mrs.
ters
Helen
and
Dorothy
of
Beverly,
lovely
touch, fine execiuJon. and plays
Elizabeth Mills this week.
. Mrs. Margaret Smith of North Mass., who are summering at Cam-j willi ease and fluency. Toe splendid an tlier room, men painting tiie house
required his attention, a telegram
Mrs. Florence McClure of Crieha Haven arrives toddy to be the guest den. were guests Thursday of Mrs. progress she has made has been arrived, some of his pupils drifted in
Mary
Brown
and
Mrs.
Annie
Thomas
of
Mrs.
Annie
Thomas
at
The
High

brought
about
by
both
intelligence
ven who has been visiting her par
for a few words, two of tiie towns-,
at The Highlands. Miss Helen Thorn and faithful application.
She is people called, and so on. Through it ,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Rankin, lands over the weekend.
dike
is
head
of
the
language
depart

determined
to
be
a
capable
pianist
returns home today.
all Mr. R!bh maintained tiie happy
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gardner of ment of the Haverhill (Mass.) High and puts the need for practice and serenity which is a part of his charm,
School.
study
above
many
good
1
times
that
Mrs. A. T. Gould of Wuhan. Mass . Orono arrive tomorrow to be guests
never dj’ifted from the thread of
pop up, particularly during vacation thought, although placing Ills atten
and Thomaston entertained Wednes of Mr. .and* Mrs. Obadiah Gardner
Mrs.
Frank
Langill
of
Dorchester,
time.
She
is
also
studying
v*<
ice
with
day in honor of her guest Mrs. Chris On their return home they will be
tion when and where needed.
tine Robinson Breaker of Buffalo, acompanied by their son Charles who Mass., is the guest of her sister. Mrs. Mrs. Copping.
Tin’ living room in which he
♦
*
♦
*
Freeman
Young,
Limerock
street,
for
N. Y. Luncheon was served at Ltill , has been uyth his grandparents for
receives ills callers is delightful. Ills
several weeks.
Some
of
the
most
celebrated
opera
Top Inn, Warren, followed by bridge j several days, and then will make a
flair for antiques displays itself in
and concert singers have in recent carefully chosen articles. No heavy
at Mrs. Gould’s summer home on motor trip through Aroostook County
Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr., entertained at m nths signed contracts wi'th leading ponderous pieces of furniture are sc, n
Main street. Thomaston. Among tiie
bridge Wednesday evening in honor motion picture firms, according to
guests was Mrs. G. M. Derry of Rock
Miss Marie Dorgan gave a lunch of her house guest. Mrs. Max Das announcements. John McCormack, Instead tiny are gracefully wrought.
land.
eon and two-table bridge Wednesday comh of Germantown, Penn. There , Frieda Hempel, Titto Buffo and Feo- y<*t not delicate. There is a stunning
drop leaf table of walnut (most of
evening at her home, honors being were two tables, the other guests
The clerks of the first floor of Sen- taken by Miss Joanna Patterson and being Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Rounds. . dor Chaliapin are among tlue stars tic furniture is walnut beautifully
reported to be devoting large amounts Colored by time), a splint bottomed
ter Crane’s store tendered Mrs. Don Miss Helen Leach.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Hewett, and of time this summer or next season settee, a handsome side table, a
ald Perry a dinner party at Hill Top i
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Thurston.
I to work at Hollywood.
spinet—or is it a harpsichord?
Inn Wednesday evening as a birth
I One infers that the “talkies” may pewter based lamps with soft gray
Miss Helen Perrv of North Main
day observance,* followed by games ,
Mrs.
William
Gregory
and
son
presently offer their patrons not only Shades, old fashioned prints and
street left Thursday for New York
and dancing at the home of Mrs.
Carleton of The Highlands leave celebrated soloists in some of their dainty miniature-lik • pictures, and
where she will be for a few da^s.
Mary Bunker, Thomaston.
today for Belfast where they will be most popular numbers, but perhaps on one wall hung like a tapestry is a
Prof, and Mrs. Alfred W. Newcomb guests over the weekend of Mrs. Rose also grand opera, no doubt in con hand woven counterpane in siiades of
Mrs. Alberta Rose leaves Monday of Galesburg, Ill., are spending the Davis.
densed or ‘‘tabloid’’ form, similar to red. l ine, tan and white.
for Boston where she will be the guest |
that used in radio broadcasts in
summer with Mrs. W. A. Newcomb,
Mr. Bibb's winter, although marked
of friends until Sunday when she sails
Charles
Gardner
of
Orono
is
the
recent years from several stations.
Knox street, Thomaston.
by many successes, particularly in
on the S. S. St. Louis from Common
guest of his grandparents, Mr. and
Radio opera has been confined to file growth of the David Mannes
wealth Pier for a five weeks’ tour
Ione Louraine has been spending Mrs. Obadiah Gardner, Chestnut broadcasts of portions of Chicago Fcbool. had its disappointments,
through France, England, Belgium. the week in Thomaston, the guest of street.
Civic Opera performances, .and to brought about by the unusual and
Holland and Germany.
these tabloid versions from studios. very , eplorahle accident to the little
Mt-rtie Lindsay, and will visit over
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Sherman. Mrs. The Metropolitan Opera has refused flpger of his left hand, which placed
the weekend Mrs. Mary Bunker at
Mrs. J. X. Southard entertained the The Farm.
Mildred Dow and children D nald anti to permit broadcasting of its per- blip cut of actuql activities such as
Metliehesec Club at a picnic at
Lena of North Scarboto were guests | forntances. But if th«» chief movie accompanying f;r several weeks. The
“Shorelands” Thursday, with a cov
Miss Nettie Clark and Miss Nettie Tuesday of Mrs. Annie Thomas at firms wish, they have the money and accident, of particular seriousness to
tiie enterprise to offer their patrons Mr. Bibb, in that he is left handed,
ered dish luncheon as one of the fea Waltz of Damariscotta Mills were The Highlands.
tures of the day. Mrs. Southard was j visitors in this city Thursday.
grand opera.
came from dropping a goldfish tank,
It is probably not yet possible to and in picking up the pieces of glass
V. E. Rand and son John of Dix
assisted by members of the outing
give i pera in the talkies as well as it severing a tendon in the finger. It
field
have
been
in
the
city
for
a
few
committee. There were 14 members
Mrs. W. F. GIov- r of Allston Mass.,
would be given in the Metropolitan was a hospital case, and then the
and one guest present.
arrives today for a two weeks’ visit days.
and Chicago Opera House, so far as tissues did not build right, and it
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Ralph Webber is home from New the music is concerned. The mechan was necessary to have a plastic oper
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton IL Oxton and Mrs. G. W. Hemenway.
ical reproduction, though It might be ation performed. . I think Mr. Bibb
Bedford on a short vacation.
son Ernest of Milton, Mass., have
adequate, would probably not be per said the finger was operated on three
been in the city for a few days while
Mrs. Sanford W. Delano entertained
Mrs. C. A. Thomas has returned fect.
visiting friends and relatives here and at bridge Thursday evening in honor
times before they finally decide 1 it
at Union, Hope and West Rockport. of Mrs. Frank Taylor of Winthrop, to Dorchester, Mass., after a visit o(
was all right. Even now the finger
A number of difficulties would be is enlarged at the first joint and
They were accompanied by Mrs. Mass. Honors were taken by Mrs, several weeks in this city, the guest
?nc; untered in the mechanical repro somewhat stiff. “I have been play
Mary Wellman who was the guest < f ; Raymond Duff and Miss Vittriei of Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer.
duction of any big ensemble scene, ing with four fingers on that hand
her sister Mrs. William Rogars, ' Carini, with guest prize for Mrs.
Miss Dorothy Foley and Miss Doro such as the second act of “Aida” with for several weeks.” he said laugh
Broadway. The reunion of the two 1 Taylor.
thy Sullivan of Boston, who have chorus, soloists, and orchestra. The ingly. And he has done a mighty
sisters, the first in 12 years, was very
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. wrong element in the score would good stunt with those four fingers.
happy.
Mrs. W. A. Kennedy .and grand
tend at times to stand out. The radio
Mr. Bibb is all enthusiasm for his
Foley, have returned home.
daughter Norma Havener are spend
broadcasters have overcome in very concert series which opens the eve
Mrs. Herbert Hall returned Thurs ing the week in Deer Isle guests of
large
measure
many
similar
diffi

ning of July 30 at the Camden Opera
Miss Helen D. Perry is spending the
day from Portland where she had relatives and friends.
culties. In time the talkies might do House, and judging from the plans
week in New York.
been on a short visit.
likewise.
and the artists booked the brilliance
Mrs. R. K. Newcomb and daughters
But if we are to have opera of an.: attained last season will again be re
Mrs. Anna Titus Eaton and niece,
George W. Hall and sister, Miss Margaret and Daphne, motored from
sort
in
the
movies,
it
is
almost
cer

Cora Hall, returned Thursday night Eastport, and are guests of Mrs. John Miss Carol Gardner, are visiting rela tain to be more magnificently staged, peated or surpassed. It is particular
ly gratifying that Sigurd Nilsson,
tives at Little Deer Isle.
from a nine days' auto trip, which A. Thompson, Willow street.
basso, who made such a tremend »us
took them through Northern New j
hit by his artistry when heard in
Mrs. Leonard Hill of New York
York. They visited Niagara Falls, .
Fifty-seven members of the Baraca city, who is a guest at the Samoset
Camden last summer, is to sing in the
spending one day in Canada, going to ’
Class
met
at
the
homes
of
Mrs.
Ruth
second concert (Aug. 15). The favor
entertained Wednesday 12 of the
Alexandria Bay. taking a sail around
Wheeler
and
Mrs.
Margaret
Rackliffe
able impression created by Mr. Nilsladies from the hotel at luncheon and
the Thousand Islands, down into the
Berkley
street,
Wednesday
evening
sen was heightened during the winter
bridge at Mrs. M. A. Johnson’s cot
Finger Lakes region and home by
when he broadcast over the Columbia
way of the Adirondack* and White for the annual picnic. Supper, which tage, Crescent Beach.
Broadcasting System, and the desire
Mountains.
Other places visited afforded the tempting menu of meat
to hear him again in concert locally
Mr. and Mrs. Russell G. Waters of
included the cherry country in which pie, salads, rolls, cakes and coffee
has been many times expressed
the trees were a wonderful sight, lin- I was served on the adjoining lawns. 7 Park place, Waterville, gave a din
Mentif.ning the name of Miss Edna
ing each side of the road and loaded Largely owing to Rev. Jesse Ken ner party Sunday evening in honor of
Johnson, formerly of Rockport, as
with bright, red fruit. The scenery derdine’s absence, no business meet Mr. Waters' sister, Mrs. Muriel Friattending the Peabody Institute, Mr.
all along the route was beautiful, the ing was held, the remainder of the back of Tulsa, Okla., and Mrs. Cecile
Bibb expressed pleasure to learn that
roads were fine, and throughout the evening being spent In a social way MePhte, Limerock street.
she was known to many people here,
farming districts the homes of the j The committee fn charge was com
and said that she had done splendid
people seemed to show prosperity to a posed of Mr. and Mrs. Henry de
O. V. Drew and Mr. and Mrs. Percy
work at the Institute, receiving her
great extent. No accidents befell the Roehemont. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L. McPhee and daughter Muriel dined
diploma this spring. He praised her.
party until it neared Augusta when a Anderson, Mrs. Ruth Wheeler. Mrs, at Rockaway Inn, Vinalhaven Thurs
n t only as a faithful an 1 intelligent
rack was picked up, causing an hour's Margaret Rackliffe, Mrs. May Chase day.
student, but as an accomplished
and Mrs. Minerva Small.
(Way.
*
musician.
Judge Everett Bowen and daughter
* « * «
Alice of Pomona, Calif., were Wednes
Rarest of all voices to be found in the
day night guests of their cousins, Mrs.
musical world of this country is the
Sarah Hull and Miss Eliza Swan.
true bass, the voice that can sing a
good low F.
A letter received by Mrs. James F.
A tenor is not the rarest v ice in
McManus from Mrs. Nora Wilde for
tiie professional yorld, although it is
merly of this city states that with her
popularly supposed to he.
sister, Mrs. George L. Crockett, she
There are more sopranos than all
is passing the summer at Daytona
other professional voices (male ami
Beach, Florida. They are in hopes
female) put together. Good altos are
to visit Rockland next summer. Mrs.
rare.
Wilde notes that Rockland is growing.
These are the findings of Harold
Vincent Milligan, executive director
of the National Music League, based
FROM EVERy
•
ON MY SET
upon a total of 1922 auditions grant
' VIEWPOINT THt
ed during the past four years to as
Kitty McLaughlin will sing
GREATEST
many candidates for the privilege of
during the Cathedral Hour on
C/RCUS
management by the league. Mr. .Mil
atation WABC between 3 ar.d 4
• ACHIEVEMEM
ligan says: “A low-range voice in a
o'clock
(Rockland
time)
Sunday
>0F THE AGE
man, even though it is a good one. is
Mothers, who take one simple pre
afternoon
her
selection
being
"As
- AND
caution, are seldom worried. With not apt to attract attention, being
Pants
the
Hart,
”
for
soprano,
ABOVE
a bottle of Fletcher's Castoria in the taken as a matter of course in a man.
choir and orchestra.
Monday
’ALL. m
house they can do what their doctor On the contrary, a high tenor voice is
evening
7
to
7.30
Rockland
time)*
regarded as unusual, and its posses
would tell them to do, when baby is
" CLEAN
Miss McLaughlin will appear on
fretful, feverish, colicky, constipated sor is generally urged to become a
stations WOR and WNAC in a
singer. There are a lot of baritones.
or stuffed-up with cold—give a few
grand opera concert, singing se
drops of this pure vegetable, pleasant- Altos are rare and much needed in
lections from Gounod's “Faust.”
tasting preparation. It comforts Baby chcir and choral singing. Sopranos
She will continue on those hcurs
in the musical world out-number
and soothes him to sleep ill a jiffy.
for
sortie
time.
orlds
It's perfectly safe for the youngest other voices, male and female, put
•••
•••
•••
infant. Use it freely—and as often together. A really fine soprano is. of
largest
This morning’s radio weather
as needed, sjieeialists advise. A more course, rare, as are all superlatively
AND MOST
prediction: Fair and continued
good things. Sopranos differ greatly
liberal dose is all it takes to comfort
,TW0
GORGEOUS FREE
cool today; fair, with rising tem
in quality, according to the age, qual
and relieve older children when fever
'STREET PARADE
3 COMPLETE
.
perature Sunday.
ity, personality, anil other varying
ishness, bad breath, no appetite, colds,
charecteristics of the singer.”
etc., show they need a good purging.
:00A.M.RAINORSHINf
erformances daily

ROCKLAND
MONDAY

JULY

When your
Children Ciy
for It

, W

P

AT 2 AND 8 PM.

Babe Ruth out of the game in
definitely, is this morning’s word.

OPtNIHOUttCMUtR

SEATS ON SALE CIRCUS DAY AT

KNOX BOOK STORE, 404 Main Street
SAME PRICE AS AT GROUNDS

SC-90

If this new WEEI station at
Ncrth Weymouth is half as good
in real life as it has shown itself
to be in this week’s tests, New
England radio fans have some
thing to be highly proud of.

The mark of geiiuinc Castoria is the
Fletcher signature on the wrapper.
Look for it to avoid imitutions.

CASTORIA

* * * ♦

Musicians have felt a particular
interest in Ramon Novarro, the noted
film actor, since it became known
that he is an ardent student of the
voice and has dreams of appearing on
the concert stage and in opera. Tic «•
a pupil of Louis Gravcurc, who only
takes master pupils. This fact has

"How can you afford so
many h'ovely underthmgi i»

'1 spend less than you do,
&

my dear, but. , .

A

• ; *
-il

My clothes money goes
much further now...
Because I have learned how to keep my clothes
new looking twice as long ... I use the very

same method the big movie studios do

I

robe, though John's salary is a
modest one.
"That is because I’ve learned the
secret of keeping my clothes new look
ing a remarkably long time. Instead of
spending all my clothes money replac
ing worn-out things, I buy extra clothes,
and have a much more varied wardrobe.
"I learned my secret from reading
about the movies . . . how they found
that by always cleansing the screen
clothes in Lux, they stayed just like new
more than luice as long!
"It’s so simple a method »ny woman
can use it. And it certainly works! My
underthings and hosiery and dresses
stay beautifully new looking ever so
much longer. That is how I can afford

?i’l

I

CLARA BOW, like other movie
stars, and alt the big movie
studios, uses Lux "to keep all
types n] lovely clothes new look*
ing twice as long."

Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.

been convincing that Novarro really
has a voice, and his singing in “Tiie
Fagan” shown at the Park Theatr
this week bore out the statement still
further, even though through the
medium of “sound device.” His mice
is a smo'ith even tenor, with an
almost baritone quality in the lower
tones. The quality is lovely and
undoubtedly he knowXhow to sing
and how to use his voice
advantage,
lie was most pleasing.

PARK THEATRE
‘‘Lovers and How,” is the intrigu
ing title of the play for the opening
night at Park Monday, when the Mae
Edwards Players will provide theatre-goers with a feast of laughter.
The offerings of the coming week
are said to he even superior to
“Applesauce” and that is undoubt
edly strong enough as a recommenda
tion to pack Park rI heatre at every
performance.
“Lovers and II .w,” is thte story of a
girl’s romance—or rather, romances—
for she has two men in love witli her,
and the audience has a hard time to
fathom in which direction her fancy
really lies. However, the situation
soon reveals'the true state of affairs.
'J hen the family's insistence threat
ens td*turn her from the one she pre
fers. “Uncle” steps in and takes a
hand in affairs. \Ylell versed in the
methods of political warfare, lie de
cides that they can he applied with
(final success to the‘battlefield of the
heart—and the fun eonunenees hot
and heavy. Imagine trying to con
duct a iicitcliiiciLiiic >< li' ii.e in the
same manner as a political campaign, j
Can anythin; pres nt funnier possiIdlities?
There will be all new vaudevile
between the acts and the novelty
orchestra will render the latest hits.
Daily matinees will start Tuesday
with a complete change of plays and
vaudeville each day.—adv.

SPRUCE i iEAi)
Miss Ihlen Libby of Searboro was
recently the gin t of Mis^ Mildred I
Waldron. 1). II. Thompson of Bangor
was a dinner guest there Thursday.
Mrs. Alice Simmons and family
were in Rockland Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fisher of !
NeW York City were dinner guests
Tuesday of Prof, and Mrs. Charles
Wilbert Snow.
Recent visitors at the home of
Mrs. Callie .Morrill wire Mrs. P. (’.
.Morrill of Rockport. Charles Sawyer
and Mr. and Mrs. John Sawyer and I
family of Massaihusctts, M s. Katel
Hall ami Mrs. Bertha R k. s of Rock
land.
Mrs. Maggie Wotton of Hyde Park
is the guest of Mrs. Merrill Simmon.'.
George Harvey of Rock'and is vis
iting his grandparents, Mr. an 1 Mrs.!
Frank Wall.

DO have rather an extensive ward

so many pretty things.”
You, too, can have more clothes if
you always use Lux! . . . Because with
Lux everything you wear stays like new
so much longer, you’ll have money for
those extra things every woman wants.

THE SHORTEST WAY
------

Unitfd States from coast to coast is
I between San Diego, Cal., and Charles-

The shortest distance across the I ton, S. C. It is 2,152 miles.

RICE’S

DOMESTICS
A Smoked Meat
with No Shank

■■O0o f00°

Why Not Try Them Today?

At Your Grocer’s
or Marketman’s

JLr
On Your Own Signature

Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tane
Interest As Fixed By Statute

HOiME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street

Rockland, Me.

Telephone 675-W
52-tf

Pac’ Pi ht

Every-Other-Day
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REVIEW OF WORK
Showing What
Busy Red
Cross Has I
5 the Past s
Year of Activity
*

MEET ME AT

ROCKLAND FAIR

TOWN

COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN

PARK

j

At the joint meeting of the execu
Albert Libbey has resigned his
Miss Maureen Burns is having her
tive board and the nursing activities
committee of the Rockland Branch. position as night clerk at Hotel Rock annual vacation from the North Na
tional Bank.
Knox County Chapter. American Red land.
Cross Thursday night. Mrs. Maude
Blodgett, chairman, gave the follow
Mrs. W. E. Morgan, contralto, Is to
The Kittredge Pharmacy, at its
ing report of the activities for the assist the Pilgrim Vested Choir at the new location, 282 Main street, has
past year.
Congregational Church in tomorrow’s contracted for one of the latest elec
at
Maintained a public health nursing service.
tric signs and will have it installed
service at all times at the disposal of
in a few days.
Rockland people; 4575 visits made.
The traffic lights which are to be
. Seventeen hundred and sixty-ta’o installed in this city, on trial, were
Miss Lois Small, who makes her
school children have been examined due this week but appear to have home with her grandparents, Mr. and
in our public schools. A record of become sidetracked somewhere.
Mrs. Charles Creamer, Winslow’s
each child is kept, giving statistical
Mills, was injured Saturday 'by a
|
evidence
of
work
done.
PINE TREE CARNIVAL CO.
Charles F. Blaisdell of Rockland load of hay overturning. It was at
I Seventeen children suffering from
first thought the injury was minor,
RIDES
VAUDEVILLE
STUNTS
diseased tonsils and adenoids were who is attending the Citizens Military hut upon taking Miss Small to the
Training Camp at Fort McKinley,
operated upon, free of charge, with
AFTERNOON AND EVENING
Portland, has been appointed a cor Knox Hospital Tuesday for x-ray it
hospital care and nursing service poral of Co. C.
was found that she had suffered a
given by the local hospital.
splintered ankle.
FIREWORKS EVERY NIGHT
Two hundred and fifty children
A solitary case of infantile paralysis
have attended the dental clinics; 268
THE GREATEST SHOW OF THE YEAR
Twinkle, the sprightly pony which
1 defective te^th were extracted; 386 mars an otherwise perfect health rec
I fillings put in, and 314 sets of teeth ord in this city, as far as contagious Master Carlton Gregory of The High
S7S90
diseases are concerned. The case was lands has driven for several years,
, were cleaned.
Four pre-school clinics have been discovered by Health Officer Frohock. has been so’.d to Mr. Hale at Dark
Harbor, wiio is presenting her to his
held, two in August 11)28, and two in
being installed in the big airship.
GROOMING THE G&AF
Friends of The Courier-Gazette who little daughter today as a birthday
June 1929. At the former 165 chil
At the end of July the Graf Zeppe
Carleton hopes to own a
dren were given complete physical send in social news items are asked gift.
The Zeppelin Works announced lin will make a trial over Germany examinations; at the latter 112.
to write the proper names plainly. bicycle in tlie near future which will
W)•dnrsday that a several days test after which it will proceed to Lake
Glasses have been supplied free of This paper not only wants the items doubtless serve to recompense him
of the new motors of the dirigible Graf hurst. X. J., and then return to pre charge to a number of children.
but wants them to appear correctly. for the loss of his pet.
Zeppelin had been successfully com pare for a trip around the world
Several children have been taken to
pleted and that the motors are now which will start in mid-August.
At the close of business tonight the
the crippled childrens’ clinics in
Special Officer William Richards
Augusta and in Portland for treat will travel all of the city’s beats 20 members of M. B. & C. O. Perry’s
ment and for corrective exercises.
within tlie next few- weeks, having Market will board Mbrris 'Perry’s
Classes in Little Mother’s Clubs, been selected by Marshal Webster cabin cruiser Tipperary and hie away
First Aid and Life Savings. Home to act As substitute while the regular to Sheep Island where a tent will be
Hygiene and Care of the Sick, Well patrolmen are having their vacations. erected and tWe crowd will snatch a
few hours’ sleep before starting for
Baby Clinics and Conferences have
been held.
Deputy Marshal Walter J. Fernald, the fishing grounds. An interesting
Large quantities of literature on ref resiled by two weeks’ vacation I day is expected on the banks, as
various subjects and the proper home resumed His station in the conning prizes will be awarded to the mart
treatment of prenatal and infant wel tower last night. N.'ght Patrolman who catches the largest fish, tlie one
fare eases have been properly dis E. U. Price now has a fortnight’s who catches tlie first fish, the one
who catches .file most fish and the
tributed. These are provided by the vacation lay-off.
one who catches the most freakish
Prundential and Metropolitan Life
fish.
•
Insurance Companies.
Emily Latllppe, who was commit
Miss Sylvester, Public Health ted to the Woman's Reformatory in
Nurse read the report of the nursing Skowhegan as an idle and disorderly
An all-day session for Bible study,
activities for the past month.
person, with no visible means of sup will be held at the vestry of the
Mrs. Elliot of Thomaston told of the port. was conveyed to that institution First Baptist Church Thursday, July
work which has been done there dur esterday by City Matron Corbett anil 25, beginning at 10 a. ni. Mrs. Carl
ing the year.
IL Gray, the well known radio Bible
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick.
Following is a list of the members
teacher, will be the leader. Mrs.
of the executive board for 1929-1930;
Sedans, one owned by .Weston E Gray has been heard several times in
Chairman, Mrs. Maude E. Blodgett;
Thompson of I’di-t Clyde, and one by this vicinity and t’his opportunity is
vice chairman, John M. Richardson;
Harold Richards of Ri ckland crashed being eagerly awaited by those who
secretary. Mrs. Kenneth Spear; treas
Thursday night at the corner of Main have listened to her exposition of the
urer, J. Herbert Sanborn, of Security and Willow streets. Roth cars were Word of God. Everyone who wishes
Trust Co.; first aid chairman. John imaged. but the occupants came out to come is invited. Take a basket
W. Thompson; chairman of disaster of the collision unscathed.
lunch and stay all day, or co|ne and
preparedness, Walter H. Butler;
go. as convenient. The session is inMayor James Carver representing
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Horsley„ i formal, and Mrs. Gray will be glad
City Government; Rev. Charles A.
to answer any questions on the Word.
Knickerbocker, Vniversalist Church; (Dorothy Snow) who have Ibcen re
siding
in
Rockland
since
their
recent
Louis* Walker, insurance business; R.
BREAK CAMP TODAY
S. Sherman, Baptist Church; Mrs. E. marriage, are to occupy soon an
L. Toner. Home Makers; Mrs. Ruth apartment in the Smith house, corner
Ellingwod, School Board; Miss Helen of Dwight and Main streets. Thomas Knox County Batteries Of
Corbett, the City; E. L. Toner, the ton.

AUGUST 6, 7, 8

KNOX TROTTING PARK
Three Races Each Day—Purses $2,200.00

One Week Starting Monday July 22

MATINEE 2.00
NIGHTS 8.15

MAE EDWAIDS PLAYERS

I

Schools; John W. Thompson, Boy
Scout Executive; Dr. F. F. Brown,
Medical Society; Dr. H. W. Frohock,
Health Officer. Mrs. Maude E. Blodg
ett, chairman Nursing Activities
Committee.
NO WONDER THEY ERR

Sherwin-Williams Products

Tlie average watch contains about
150 separate parts.
The number
varies somewhat, but the number of
extra parts in a high-grade watch is
not so much greater than the number
in a cheap watch as one might sup
pose.

Coast

Artillery

Headed

EVENING
PRICES
Adults
Orchestra and
First Three

MATINEE
PRICES
Adults
25-35 CENTS'
Children
10 CENTS

Rows in
Balcony
CO CENTS
Rest of
Ealcony
35 CENTS
Children
25 CENTS

THE SUPREME SUCCESS OF SUCCESSES WITH MAE EDWARDS
OPENING PLAY

ENTIRE CHANGE OF
PROGRAM DAILY
POPULAR BROADWAY
PRODUCTIONS

“Lovers—and How”

RESERVED SEATS IN THE
EVENING
RUSH SEATS
AT THE MATINEE

Kept Breadway Laughing For
Months

7 — Vaudeville Acts—Musical Comedy Numbers—Cabaret Novelties—7

The itinerary of the Maine Central
Back Home
Railroad Livestock and Farm IievelSPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION
opment special, which begins Its
The 240th Coast Artillery Regiment
Maine tour July 29. finds it arriving in
Wiscasset Aug. 2, for a stay from breaks camp today having spent two
11.30 a. m. to 1.30 p. m., and at War pleasant and profitable weeks at
ren the same day, for a stay from Fort Williams. The boys have had a
good time, but are also glad to get
10 to 3.20 p. m.
back home and on the job.
PHONE 409—RESERVE YOUR SEATS FOR OPENING PLAY MONDAY
The group of athletes representing
Henry Duncan of North Haven,
who was badly injured by a prema Battery C of Brunswick had an easy
MATINEE DAILY STARTING TUESDAY
ture explosion of dynamite at North time winning the annual field day and
Haven, was discharged from Knox track meet events staged by the
Do
Not Miss This Opening Play—It’s a Wow!
Hospital yesterday and has returned 240th Coast Artillery Regiment, on
home, well pleased with the surgical l le parade grounds Thursday morn
treatment lie received here and iris i
The Brunswick guardsmen won
president of the Men’s Athletic Asso
rapid' recovery.
’
i nine i’olnts in the tug of war, shot
GETS STAR COACH
ciation 1928-9, he proved a valuable
___
j put and broadjump, five points each
asset to the organization. His career
...
. i in the shoe race, shuttle race and
South Main
street
is
now
open
to
.
High
School at the Maine School of Commerce is
..
.,
rcBirinu- sharpshooters oonrtcst and Waldoboro
trallic on the western side as far as one point in the sack race and 100
alive with personal achievements in
Should Profit Through studies and athletics.
Mechanic street, and; on the eastern yard dash, to score a total of 44 points,
sided as far as Crescent street. Trav
Waldoboro High School will profit
which was 35 points ahead of their
Telephone 892
Kemp’s Advent
elers who know what a terrible“ | nearest competitors. Battry F. of
as this boy enters his chosen field in
Always Kool and Komfortable
stretch the old roadi was are very
September.
‘ Thomaston and Battery G of Rock
Horace D. Kemp of Ellsworth has
pronounced in their praise of the new land tied for second place with nine
NOW SHOWING
concrete highway, which will be ex points. Battery B of Portland scored been highly honored since his grad
tended to the Owl’s Head line.
uation
from
the
Bangor
Maine
School
“
MAN
I LOVE”
stven points. Battery II of Bath, three
T
4
a
, i while the other Batteries, A, E and D, of Commerce by his election to the
with
In answer to a recent query , in II did not place
i
a winner.
teaching staff of the Waldoboro
these ..columns
William
H.
...... C received
.
s. i a silver- iloving
«
RICHARD ARLEN
. ..
.
. . Larrabee
, . . 1 Battery
says that the «hooner Almon Rird
„oAated , . ,|)e reslmcnt for wln. High School. In addition to teach
100% Talking
was commanded by Capt. Clarence A. I „,ng the trark m£et
ing commercial subjects he will
Packard in the big gale of 1881. Mr. | The following men were awarded coach athletics.
in health and
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Larrabee at that time was in the i
He was graduated from Ellsworth
.
t. ,
„
i ribbons for placing in the various
schooner Helen Montague with Capt., ev€nts: Rp(lrlnR 8harp8hootCT, Ser High School with honors and en- I
satisfaction —
A. F. Greene, and Michael shadie was ' geant Williams, Battery C. first. Cor rolled in the normal training depart- •
in the schooner Maggie Marston with poral Savage, Battery H, second. Cor ment of the Bangor Maine School
of Commerce in the fall of 1927. His I Ask for
Capt. George Pendleton.
poral Leavitt, Battery B, third
scholastic rating was unusually high !
shoe race, Marston, Battery C. first
J. N. Southard’s mail nowadays
and the following honors were eon- !
Smith, Battery G, second, Bouffard
contains many letters of appreciation
ferred upon him.
Battery
B,
third:
sack
race.
Hoffses
for the Community Yacht Club,
The McIntosh national diploma of j
Battery
F,
first,
Annis,
Battery
G,
sec
whose facilities are much enjoyed by
proficiency in rapid calculation, the I
ond,
Winslow.
Battery
C,
third;
100
all visitors who come to Rockland
southwestern diploma of proficiency I
by the way of the Public Landing, yard dash, Kicker, Battery B. first, in accounting and tlie Zancr-Bloser '
Campbell,
Battery
F,
second,
Beau
and who are delighted to find that
award in penmanship. As he is an •
it is for the community's use—as the regard. Battery C. third.
exceptionally fine penman, he was
The
usual
regimental
parade
and
name signifies instead of an exclu
advised to submit further samples |
review
was
held
at
5
p.
m.
Thursday
sive affair. "It is a pleasure to trade
for the advanced diploma, and his .
in Rockland now." one woman wrote. with Col. Fogg, commander of the efforts were crowned witii success. |
240th, and his staff as the reviewing
He was the only members of the
Lieut. Col. Eisman. who. with officers. The honor award streamer
class of '29 to achieve this splendid
friends, has been the guest of Mr. and , were presented to Battery A of Port feat. The Gregg teachers’ test failed
Mrs. Walter J. Rich in Camden, visit- kind and Battery E of Camden. The
ed Rockland in his tri-motored plane! awarding of the red streamers to the to subdue him. and he obtained the
unusual rank of 93.7. He finished
Thursday in the course of an Atlan- i batteries having the best line in pass
his academic work in June, 1929. for
tic seaboard survey for seaport bases, j ing the reviewing officers, the most
which he received the Maine School
His views will eventually lie g’ven to prompt falling in rank formation, and
the public through the medium of a! general excellency in camp routine of Commerce diploma, indicative of
the best possible commercial training
metropolitan publication, but he did j was a feature of the nightly parade,
not hesitate to praise the conditions
At least three of the eight firing in the State, and the Maine State
grapA
which he found at Rockland and the batteries of the 240th Coast Artillery teachers’ certificate.
He served two years on the basket
helpful spirit of cooperation on the . Regiment, will attain a coveted (E )
part of its citizens. His guest on the the highest possible mark to make, ball teams, and established a career
trip was Miss Beatrice Washburn, a for excellency in the annual servie that made him famous to lovers of
PALE DRY
New York theatrical star.
target practice conducted the first of basketball throughout the State.
this week from batteries at Fort Wil Serving the center position, he proved
SPARKLING GRAPE
From tragedy to comedy is but a iiams and Fort Levett, it was indi himself a big cog in the machine that
single step in the career of the State cated Friday by figures thus far com won the state commercial champion
ship
in
1929.
Tfie
Maine
School
of
Police. Wednesday Lieut. Cushman piled This is a record never befor
GINGER CHAMPAGNE
was investigating a fatal accident; attained by the r.egiment and is par Commerce basketball teams ha.ve
shown
their
class
from
Presque
Isle
Thursday he was hunting for a ticularly impressive by reason of the
“smiling cow” That’s what he told fact that the big coast defense guns to Portland, winning 39 out of 50
The Courier-Gazette reporter, at least. were fired at ranges never before at games in two years. This lad has
In cases of 24 bottles
The “smiling cow” proved to be an j tempted, the targets being towed on seen service in no small measure, and
expensive sign which has been hang-|courses between 13,500 and 19,000 the Waldoboro boys will benefit by
Cartons of 6 and 12
ing from “Smiling Cow Inn,” Booth- j yards, depending upm the calibre his experience. Basketball in that
I
town
will
come
into
its
own
with
bay Harbor. It was stolen the other of the guns firing
or at the fountain
day by somebody who did not possess ' Battery F of Camden, commanded Kemp at the wheel.
FOX
As
treasurer
in
1927-28
and
vice
the milk of human kindness, and the ; by Capt. Carlton E. Hammond,
MOVIETONE FEATURF
late owner was in a great churn about j obtained at least three hits from Batit. Lieut. Cushman exercised the arts tery Sullivan, also at Williams, and
with which A. Conan Doyle invested j Battery G of Rockland made two hits
Featuring
one Sherlock Holmes; he searched the from the same battery. Capt. RichJOHN MACK BROWN
liighways and byways; and he asked ard F. Saville commands Battery G.
MU persons he met if they had seen
Hundreds of local citizens and
with
a smiling cow. One woman whom he many out of town visitors lined the
All Stage Star Cast
interrogated touched her forehead sidewalks Friday morning to review
significantly, and remarked to her the annual parade of the 240th.
VITAPHONE PRESENTATIONS
companion: ‘‘Too bad.” The thief is
Lieut. Col. Collins, sent to inspect
still at large also the smiling cow, I the 240th Camp spoke highly of the
‘
A Night At Coffee Dan’s’
which smiles always, without chew- showing made by the Coast Artillery
ing Its cud.
unit as it passed the reviewing stands
The Washington officer also declared
Stanley and Ginger
S. D. Gregory, picture framer, has after inspecting the encampment
4
In
developed a pleasant new process of that it was one of the most attractive
The New Star of Lakewood
framing parchment diplomas. Prices he ever has visited.
‘
A
Few
Absurd
Moments’
1
I,ed by the 240th band, the civilian
reasonalble; quality the best.—adv.
3
soldiers, under the command of
One of the Publix Theatres
Admission 50 Cents
<
Home of Paramount Pictures
Get the Peoples Laundry. Lime- Col. George E. Fogg, commander of
Shows—2.00, 6.30, 8.30
rock street. Tel. 170, to help you with the regiment and his staff, did credit
Continuous 2.00 to 10.30 Saturday
hnusecleaning.
They wash quilts, to their officers ns they marched in
blankets, curtains, etc,
4j-t( 1 uniform precision,

MAE EDWARDS NOVELTY ORCHESTRA

TBIND

Big Profits

A Battle Creek Food expert
is at our store. Come in and
let her help you pick out the
foods that will help you to
better health.

MT. ZIRCON

Prorcse
Nuttolene
Fig Bran'
ZO

REGULATING
LAXATIVE FOODS
Fig Bran

Laxa (a biscuit)

Branola

Sanitarium Cooked Bran
Bran Biscuit
Brose

Vita Bits
ZO
Agar

BM
ii!

Paramels
Paraffin Oil

THE

Paralax

Psylls

VALIANT

REDUCING FOODS

LlL'talking

Laxa (a biscuit)
Fig Bran
Unsweetened Canned Fruits
Gluten Flour, 44.81%

Sanitarium Ccoked Bran

Bran Biscuits
Paramels
Fresh Vegetables—Raw

Foods
Ask or write for booklet,
“Reducing Weight Comfortably”

Malred Nuts
Lacto Dextrin
Food-Fcrrin
Savita (Appetizer)
ZO

Nut Bromose
Fig Bromose
Almond Butter
Marmalades
Meltose (Malt Honey)

BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM HEALTH FOODS have proven their
worth thru 45 years use at the BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM

perry s

A-

A**

OAKLAND PARK |
TONIGHT
j

RIVOLTI’S COCK ROBINS

?

